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Critical Discourse Analysts (CDA) pay close attention to the ways that spoken, textual or 
physical features of discourse shape human experience. The penchant for speech is present in 
every stage of CDA work. For example, CDA scholars tend to cite elements from critical 
theories of discourse about voice, develop research questions designed to explicate text 
properties and effects, and produce transcripts that are, more often than not, a sequential line of 
speaker interaction. Along these lines, the corpus of CDA literature works to answer the 
question, how does discourse (speech/text) influence human condition? However rigorous, the 
field of Critical Discourse Analysis has failed to explicitly attend, methodologically or 
theoretically, to the active role that listeners take on during interactions, instead focusing on how 
listeners are influenced and positioned via discourse in relation to speakers.   
Set within classrooms, Critical Discourse Analyses offer compelling evidence that 
teachers are likely to reinforce oppressive beliefs and practices via their classroom talk. While 
the experience of listening has been explored across various fields, and even in the theories most 
commonly cited by Critical Discourse Analysts, the act of listening as it relates to power 
imbalances in the English classroom, in particular, has not yet been analyzed. This post-critical 
ethnography builds upon theories and methods of critical discourse analysis to investigate 
listening in the English classroom, and relatedly, listening between teaching colleagues in an 




extensive classroom and collegial discourse data to (1) establish listening as a concrete, studiable 
feature of interaction, particularly in schools and classrooms (2) explore ways that two English 
teachers engage in collaborative, critical discourse analysis of records of practice using listening 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 
And We All Sat Up 
Like it or not schools can be sinister places, and in them, classroom discourse the cruelest 
of corridors to walk through. Jamaica Kinkaid’s (1981) memoir, “On Seeing England for the 
First Time,” shows us how. Here, she traces what she calls her “personal erasure” to a particular 
lesson in primary school: 
[w]hen my teacher had pinned this map up on the blackboard, she said, ‘This is 
England’—and she said it with authority, seriousness, and adoration, and we all sat 
up…We understood then—we were meant to understand then—that England was meant 
to be our source of myth and the source from which we got our sense of reality, our sense 
of what was meaningful, our sense of meaningless—and much about our own lives and 
much about the very idea of us headed that last list (p. 2). 
 
Kincaid’s elegiac retrospective is not just about the supposition of living brown while in an 
English colony—but of the double supposition made possible by classroom discourse. Critical 
discourse scholars, many of whom take interest in power-laden exchanges between teacher and 
students like this one, analyze ways that domination functions via discourse. Set within 
classrooms, Critical Discourse Analyses (CDA) offer compelling evidence that teachers, like the 
one that Kincaid describes, are likely to reinforce oppressive beliefs and practices via their 
classroom talk.  Though designed to examine how power operates within discursive 
relationships—ostensibly to disrupt and reimagine more humanistic classroom spaces—this 
scholarship relies heavily on analysis of speech and, therefore, often particularizes teacher 
patterns, effectively disregarding significant subtleties and, most importantly, people not taking 




communication. I move away from what has been an exclusive focus on verbal participation in 
classroom CDA research; however, my attention to listening should not be interpreted as a 
deemphasis of the value of verbal participation in classroom community.  The process of sharing 
ideas is particularly essential to the humanities course, which by design work to provide 
possibilities for “human beings [to be] bound to all other human beings by ties of recognition and 
concern” (Naussbaum, 2010, p. 10). Thus, my turn to listening through a critical discourse frame 
is in service to the belief that humanities classrooms ought to be spaces for the sharing of 
multiple ideas and perspectives.  
For critical discourse scholars, committed to understanding and disrupting such 
classroom experiences, Kincaid’s phrase “we all sat up,” invites a new way to examine dialectics 
inscribed in classroom discourse. Her prose-poems, essays, and New Yorker articles over the 
years describe peer relationships earmarked by physical cruelty. Yet here, in the wake of their 
teacher’s discursive directions, Kincaid describes a shared listening: we all sat up. Her 
description suggests an agentive, tangible quality of listening.  
Movies can be another place to see Kincaid’s description: we all sat up, play out. In the 
opening scene of Laurent Cantet’s award-winning school film, junior high-school teacher 
Francois Marin takes a shot of espresso. It’s the last time we see the principal character at ease. 
For the remaining 2 hours and 9 minutes of the documentary-esque film, Marin is absolutely 
miserable. We’re trained to follow principal characters in films, but if we became preoccupied by 
his irritability, we’d miss the point of this one— the project is not about Marin (or the difficulties 
of being a teacher); the project is not about his students (or the difficulties of being a student). 





The cinematic framing (almost the entire film is shot between the walls of Marin’s 
classroom) emphasizes the estrangement between surrounding neighborhoods (and the personal 
lives of students) and the work of school. Within the classroom, Marin and his students are 
equally estranged. Students spend the bulk of the film trying to steer Marin to acknowledge their 
humanity; they resist lessons in using the formal subjunctive, they implore him to use names that 
reflect them, and they initiate (but don’t succeed) in a revolution when he calls two of them 
‘skanks’. Meanwhile, Marin seems willfully oblivious to the on-going conversational theme, 
perturbed that he’s kept from his idea of good teaching. The nature of the everyday talk, and the 
amassed, missed opportunities to listen to his students, take on a particular narrative quality. 
Marin’s collegial conversations aren’t any more satisfying. Whether subject of a spontaneous 
hallway intervention, witness to casual faculty banter about “nice, nice, not so nice, very 
naughty” students on a class roster, or participant in formal faculty meetings, Marin struggles to 
dialogue about his practice with other teachers. One gets the sense that Marin and his colleagues 
are, more often than not, avoiding the topic of teaching.  
It’s such a shame that the title, “Entre les murs” (2008), which literally means between 
the walls, received such a sloppy English translation: the class.  The original title perfectly suits 
the project. On one hand, walls can be read as a literal reference to the institution of schools. In 
this reading, we might wonder how the space and nature of schools frame the student as subject 
to teacher. On the other hand, we might think of the phrase between the walls, through a Critical 
Discourse frame: understanding the many missteps in communication between Marin and his 
students. What are the walls between them? What are the origins of the walls? What are the 
implications? How do the walls become apparent? It is the stuff between the walls of this 




Jamaica Kincaid takes us into one moment in classroom discourse and shows us shared, 
agentive listening; Laurent Cantent takes us through a year’s worth of it. Within this film 
example, there is so much “we all sat up”, between teacher and students and for viewer as well, 
who bears witness to the tenuous discourse. I use these two examples to suggest a new focus on 
the role and significance of listening as discursive feature in the classroom dialectics. 
But what is listening?  
Following the 2018 American Educational Research symposium, Listening as an Ethical 
Engagement: Dialogues from Eastern and Western Traditions, discussant Sophie Haroutunian-
Gordon wagged a finger between her notes and the line of expectant panelists, most of whom 
had been writing in conversation with her on the topic of listening for the past decade. “I’m just 
coming out with it,” she cried, “we still haven’t done it. It seems to me we still haven’t made any 
such argument about what listening is.” Haroutunian-Gordon’s instigation silenced the packed 
ballroom and elicited a murmur from the panelists. Though straightaway provocative, hers is a 
shared sentiment amongst scholars frustrated with the difficulty of nailing down listening.  
If we trace the word listen from the Old English hylsnan meaning to “attend to and 
obey” and the Latin word cluere “to hear oneself called,” we learn that listening involves 
internal recognition (hear oneself) and results in obedience (outside of self). Listening is a 
crossing, or a way in and a way out of self. Listen also emerges from the Lithuanian word slove 
for “splendor, honor,” and the Greek word kleio which means to “make famous” (Onion, 1966). 
These etymological roots illustrate the affective dimensions of listening, that listening serves a 
purpose other than translation of ideas and that listening to someone is a contribution towards 




Fleischman (1991), and many other philosophers, have made the argument that listening 
is an act toward perpetuity. Humans have “the need to be known, responded to, confirmed, 
appreciated, cared for, mirrored, recognized, identified”— the feeling of being listened to fulfills 
such desire (Felsichman, 1991, 120). For Buber, listening is the mediating experience between 
self in relation to other, or the I-You and the I-it. Buber (2003) and Levinas (1999) emphasized 
that listening involves a meeting between self and other, during which listener must “make space 
for other” (Buber, 2003, p. 26) and must yield in a position of passivity (Levinas, 1999b).  It 
follows then that there is a great deal at stake as listener---namely, that in order to confirm other 
(i.e. speaker), listener must listen through (and sometimes despite) self. Such dialogical relations 
are both confrontational and confirming—listeners are rewarded the form of a greater sense of 
“attunement” with community. Listening is a “never not-done” process (Cohen, 2018), central to 
the human experience (Buber, 2003; Hyde, 1996; Levinas, 1999), and listening offers a return to 
self and community (Nancy, 2002).   
Listening is good. Good for speaker, good for humanity, and good for society. Levin 
(1989), for instance, argued that “competence in listening could significantly improve the 
communicative infrastructures of the lifeworld that are necessary conditions for rational 
consensus, legitimation, equity, and justice” (p. 3). Similarly, McMaster (1995) argued that 
“listening would become more important as society places a higher value on diversity, 
connectedness, and interpersonal relationships as opposed to homogeneity, competition, and 
primacy of the individual” (Kagan, 2018, p. 107)1.   
                                                 
1 This is an old treatment of listening, but it remains a popular one. See, for instance the proliferation of listening as 
a topic in the TED Talk scene, where calls to action for better, more deliberate listening have earned massive 
followings (Julian Treasure’s “5 ways to listen better,” Zachary R. Wood’s “Why it’s worth listening to people you 




Jean Luc Nancy’s (2011) momentous mediation distinguishes listening from hearing 
through a close examination of self: 
If “to hear” is to understand the sense (either in the so-called figurative sense, or in the 
so-called proper sense: to hear a siren, a bird, or a drum is already each tome to 
understand at least the rough outline of a situation, a context if not a text), to listen is to 
be straining toward a possible meaning, and consequently one that is not immediately 
accessible (p. 18). 
 
For Nancy, to listen requires a constant ‘strain.’  Such strain is a consequence of registrar 
(whatever it is, or whomever it is, one listens to) being outside of self. Other philosophers have 
bothered with descriptions of listening as a mediating place between self and other, but for 
Nancy, the experience of listening is central to the resonance of self-opening: “listening can and 
must appear to us not as a metaphor for access to self, but as the reality of this access” (p. 12).  In 
other words, that we can listen, no matter how well, is a reminder of our humanity and a steady 
promise towards it. Music Theorist Brian Kane (2013) describes Nancy’s theory of listening as a 
moment that “holds open the threshold between sense and signification” (p. 439).  Nancy 
suggests that while listening occurs in a particular sonorous moment (across time and space) it 
also, peculiarly, resides through the opening of self in an “infinite sending and resending” (p. 
439).  Nancy, like Cohen, makes the argument that listening is never not done, evidenced in the 
ways that we return to a memory to re-listen to literal sounds, contexts, or ourselves within it. It 
would follow that any study into the experience of listening necessarily involves subject in 
relation to the experience. 
Similarly, Hyde (1994) argued that listening continues long after the dimming of sound, 
and as a consequence listening, and thus listener, is not a “sometimes” activity or role, rather a 
continuous state of being: 
A human being is a listening; listening is not something that human beings do…One is 




his or her speaking. Rather each of us at every moment is always already listening in a 
particular way, listening from the ontological locus of our own particular set of values 
and concerns. Our way of being and our understanding of the world, given by these 
values and concerns, constitutes the listening that each of us always already is, the 
listening that determines the way the world occurs for us (p. 184). 
 
Hyde and Nancy compel their respective reader to think of listening in highly agentic ways. For 
Hyde listening is a determinant in the “way the world occurs for us” (p. 184); for Nancy listening 
is to “enter into tension and to be on the lookout for a relation to self” (p. 12). 
While the experience of listening has been explored from philosophical perspectives, and 
even in the social theories of discourse most commonly cited by Critical Discourse Analysts (to 
be explored in following chapter), the act of listening as it relates to power imbalances in the 
English classroom has not yet been analyzed. Here and there listening has been described over 
and over for its merits and its difficulties, yet remains inadequately defined—to return to 
Haroutunian-Gordon’s assertion: “We haven’t done it”.  
The study I share here draws from extensive classroom and collegial discourse data to (1) 
establish listening as concrete, studiable feature of interaction, (2) explore ways that two English 
teachers engage in collaborative critical discourse analysis of records of practice using listening 
as a framework and, (3) offer a method of transcribing listening. Part research and part 
professional development, the study is both an articulation of Kincaid’s description of listening 
as a physical feature of classroom discourse and a response to the patent absence of theorizing 
about listening in critical discourse studies. 
Study Overview 
This is a qualitative study, exercising Critical Discourse Analysis theories and methods, 
to explore features and functions of listening in the English classroom and in a related 




spur a new course of investigation for the critical education discourse analyst: how do teachers 
come to listen in certain spaces and how does that listening shape others’ experiences?  The 
specific research questions that guide the study are: 
1. What is listening in the English Classroom?  What shapes it? How does it shape?  
 
2. How can CDA, and more specifically dialectical theories of listening, be used in  
support of critical teacher reflection?  
3. How can we transcribe listening?  
 
Two qualitative research traditions inform the study: post-critical ethnography and 
critical discourse analysis. CDA, a field that combines theory with methods, extends linguistic 
analysis of discourse to examine the relationship between individual discursive practices and 
wider social, institutional, and political discourses. Ethnography allows for prolonged time 
making sense of a particular context, in this case the classroom discourse of Adam Bisset and 
Marian Leventhal, two secondary English teachers. In order to get a sense of listening in the 
English classroom, I conducted daily ethnographic classroom observations over the course of 11 
weeks, collected video and audio recordings, and created transcripts, which were shared, along 
with field-notes and periodic memos, weekly with participants.  
My inquiry into listening extends beyond classroom discourse to conversations within a 
community of practice (CoPs). The community of practice featured in this study is organized 
around content (English), shared dilemma (what does listening look like in the work of teaching 
and how might close study/analysis influence my work) and engages members with different 
levels of experience (Marion 20+ years, Adam 3 years, and Sarah 15 years teaching, and 5 years 
of classroom discourse research). Our CoP, The Listening Collaborative met six times, in 2 hour 




collected video and audio recordings of all CoP sessions and then created transcripts, which 
became additional source for our collaborative critical analysis.  
Chapter Overview 
In what follows, I provide an overview of theoretical and methodological orientations 
within the field of Critical Discourse Analysis. I emphasize CDA educational researchers’ 
motivation to disrupt hegemonic discursive practices and reimagine more humanistic practices. 
To demonstrate the field’s vibrancy and resolve to progress, I highlight key debates related to 
context and question whether CDA’s ambitious aim, to reimagine social structures via discourse 
inquiry, has been realized.  
In Chapter 3 I take a close look at influential theories of social discourse through the lens 
of listening. Drawing from the work of Louis Althusser (1970), Mikhail Bakhtin (1975), Pierre 
Bourdieu (1991), and Michel Foucault (1966), I introduce dialectical theories of listening as a 
new theoretical framework which informs every aspect of the study, from transcription to 
analysis.  
Chapter 4 includes a review of literature related to listening in schools at several levels: 
the classroom between teacher and students, and in Communities of Practice, between teacher 
and teacher. The chapter also takes stock of “listener and listening” in empirical analyses of 
classroom discourse. 
In Chapter 5, I offer insight into my methods of study. I explore, in greater detail, the fit 
between Critical Discourse Analysis and post-critical ethnography, and make clear my approach 
to the studying listening as a material feature of discourse.   
Given CDA’s emphasis on context, Chapter 6 is dedicated to a closer look at the context 




introduction to Marion and Adam, the two teachers who made this study possible. Because 
discourse is never new or neutral, I provide a description of Leeville High School, where they 
work, and situate that community within contemporary discourse and events. The chapter 
concludes with a critical examination of listening in the public sphere, illustrating how a study of 
listening, like speech and text, “provides a finely articulated vehicle for differences in power in 
hierarchical social structures” (Wodak, 2011, p. 8). 
Chapter 7 responds to the first research question: “what is listening?.” Drawing from 
ethnographic observations, classroom transcripts, and other artifacts, I locate listening within the 
larger school soundscape. Then, I provide a detailed exploration of listening gestures, teachers’ 
preoccupations with them, and ways that they feature in the larger trend of discourse policing.  
Having established listening gestures, I examine modalities of listening gestures including 
upholding of space and institutional discourses there within and gaining momentum. The chapter 
concludes with an analytic classroom portrait of the phenomenon I call listening stations. The 
chapter focuses on ‘seeing’ listening and raises questions regarding the accountability that this 
might inspire in educators and CDA scholars alike.  
Chapter 8 examines the collaborative critical discourse work that Marion, Adam and I 
engaged in over the course of 8 months in our Community of Practice, the Listening 
Collaborative. I provide a description of each session, focusing on qualitative turning points in 
our respective engagement. The chapter addresses (1) how CDA in general, and dialectical 
theories of listening more specifically informed Adam and Marion’s critical reflection and (2) 
how participation in a CDA informed community of practice (COP) shaped their work with one 




Chapter 9 extends the previous chapter’s discussion on Marion and Adam’s collaborative 
analysis, and shows how our engagement informed methodological approaches to transcribing 
and analyzing listening. I take the reader through several iterations of the ‘same’ classroom 
transcript, make clear the connections between dialectical theories of listening, and articulate the 
benefits of transcribing with an eye on listeners and listening.    
In the final chapter I offer concluding remarks about listening and discuss implications 





CHAPTER TWO: THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL ORIENTATIONS OF 
CRITICAL DISCOURSE ANALYSIS 
What’s that Sound? 
Discourse Analysis is like taxidermy. As a child I walked into a darkened hall and saw a 
collection of starlings hanging above my head. Two hundred some birds strung in a scene of 
murmuration. Outside, there are reasons for this stunning coordination often likened to a noisy 
ballet—but here, in the Bern museum of Natural Science, muted birds were suspended into a 
long, stationary ribbon. My comparison, I hope, doesn’t denigrate either tradition; discourse 
analysis and taxidermy are both scientifically rigorous returns to that which mattered, stations on 
either the stuff of language: syntax, morphemes, etc. or the stuff of recently-deceased animals. 
Discourse analysis offers a detailed rendering of language, often highlighting the building blocks 
of particular moments, and requires its own form of forensic dissection—portions of the text are 
isolated, grammatical constructions noted, syllables counted, inflection graphed —scrupulous 
efforts to describe the inner workings of language and bring exchanges back to life.  
However duteous, Discourse Analysis feels to me particularly and peculiarly insular. For 
example, the “living” discourse exchange has already happened at the time of analysis. The 
researcher is commonly absent (in participant form at least) from the original exchange. And 
finally, the analysis is often conducted for the benefit of a discrete audience and presented in a 
different genre (where the researcher sometimes fakes a disappearing act). It is fair to say that 
language, the center of the work, is dissociated from the wider context and, therefore, the 




its own method, tools, and audiences, at its worst the taxidermized animal is “not beautifully 
remade; [but] awkwardly dead” (Kernot, 2018). 
The Critical Discourse Analysis movement began as a challenge to the position that 
language alone is that which matters. It endeavored to be something else (not taxidermy) and do 
something else-- transform power structures. With inspiration from social theorists like Bakhtin 
(1975), Foucault (1966), Bourdieu (1991), and Althusser (1971), who explored dialectical 
relationship between language and social life, critical discourse analysts began concentrating on 
the manifestation of dominance and subordination through discourse. Critical discourse analysts 
are preoccupied by the ways in which language structures the social experiences of humans and 
use our studies to evoke social change. Because CDA extends beyond general descriptive 
reporting of language attributes towards critique and, even, challenge, scholars argue that the 
approach is in itself, a form of social action, a disruption of the legitimization of power structures 
via language. Thus, in many ways, Critical Discourse Analysis as a practice, is an attempt to 
“listen” to discourse in a way that allows for analytic and advocacy work. If there were a 
research paradigm jukebox, Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) would be paired with Buffalo 
Springfield’s 1967 protest hit, “we better stop, hey, what's that sound, everybody look what's 
going down.” 
Meanings of Discourse 
The term Critical Discourse Analysis is typically attributed to Norman Fairclough’s work 
(Fairclough, 1992, 1995) and is often associated with a particular set of critical linguists who do 
the “official” work of CDA.  The impetus to think about discourse as a conduit of societal 
structures can be traced to critical social theories. Namely, CDA scholars take their influence 




Marxist critical theorists like Gramsci (1971) and Althusser (2006). They also rely on the work 
of sociolinguists like Halliday (1994) and Bernstein (2003) who emphasized the social 
dimension of discourse. These theorists describe discourse as a blend of personal reflections and 
institutional language (Bakhtin, 1994; Habermas, 1987) and argued that it is shaped by the 
greater context and contrariwise shapes context (Bakhtin, 1994; Gramsci, 1971).  
Discourse is understood as a system of representation (Foucault, 1971), a reflection and 
continuation of previous utterances (Bakhtin, 1981), a social event that designates meaning 
(Bakhtin, 1981; Bourdieu, 1991; Fairclough, 2013; Foucault, 1971), as signs of authority or 
wealth (Bourdieu, 1991), and as an interplay between macro and micro scripts (Fairclough, 
1995). The driving belief in critical discourse studies is that discourse constitutes society and 
culture and vice versa (Wodak, 1997).  Unlike, earlier linguistic models, heavy on formalism, 
these theories never separate discourse from the social context (Bakhtin, 1981; Bourdieu, 1991; 
Foucault, 1971).  
To recapitulate: everything is discourse (and vice versa), and because discourse is the site 
where social identities are constructed, mediated and contested, paying attention to discourse is 
social change. In the words of Stuart Hall (1997) “nothing meaningful exists outside of 
discourse” (p.44).  The familiar refrain, discourse is the vehicle for ideology and critical 
discourse analysis is “ideology work” (Wodak & Meyer, 2001), is reflected in questions such as: 
How do more powerful groups control public discourse and How are less powerful groups 
controlled via discourse?. Sometimes this scholarship, likened to “discourse analysis with an 
attitude” (Van Dijk, 1993),  includes a focus on conflicts between discourses and issues of access 
(see, for example, Pecheux 1982). Other times, it involves an exploration into identity 




exploration, CDA work is a devoted critique of constructed, singular, and therefore, hegemonic 
truths (Gramsci, 1971) and is aimed at “future imaginaries” (Rogers, 2005). 
Interdisciplinary Influences 
I opened this chapter by pointing out that linguistic discourse analysis only attends to the 
‘what’ of language (Cameron, 2001; Fairclough, 1989) and then, I made a preemptive leap by 
introducing CDA as an approach that attends to language, power, and the relationship between 
the two. In fact, there were many iterations of discourse analysis and just as many contributions 
outside of the linguistics field that made the advent of CDA possible. Namely, linguistic models 
were ameliorated by interactional sociolinguistics (Cazden, John, & Hymes, 1972; Gumpez & 
Hymes, 1986), discursive psychology, narrative analysis (Labov, 1972), social semiotics 
(Halliday, 1994) conversational analysis (Have, 1999; Speier, 1973), and ethnographies of 
communication (Hymes, 1974). Rather than trying to establish clear and stable patterns in 
language, these approaches focused on interactional aspects of discourse and social relativism 
and introduced a seminal debate about what counts as context (Schegloff, 1997) through an 
expanded definition of discourse. For example, narrative analysis emphasized both speaker and 
listener, advancing the notion that meaning making is jointly constructed. Conversational 
Analysts became particularly interested in turn taking and conceptualized relinquishing the floor 
as power play. Likewise, an interactional sociolinguists approach to Discourse Analysis focused 
on communicative competence through expanded notions of communication (e.g., speech, body, 
and performance of self), and those advancing ethnographies of communication linked structure 
of languages with ways that speakers manipulate language in various settings or genres. For the 
latter, Hymes (1964) noted that this approach emphasized “primacy of speech over code; 




so that one can not only generalize the particularities but particularize the generalities” (p. 11). It 
is from these theories, particularly their attentiveness towards interactions and positioning 
discourse as a symbolic guide to culture, that Critical Discourse Analysis evolved.    
Significance of Context 
 Critical Discourse Analysts are obligated to a “widening of aperture” to account for wider 
context (Bourdieu, 1991). Gazdar (1979) famously argued that context is indispensable to 
discourse research, yet, fundamentally remains indefinable. Indeed, a common critique of CDA 
analyses is that despite their commitment to uncovering context, that some studies are often 
decontextualized monuments to text/speech. Though CDA scholars have taken up various 
ambitious theories of context, there remains an uneven treatment of context in CDA analyses 
(Blommaert & Bulcaen, 2000). On one hand, context is often treated as “narration or 
backgrounding material”; on the other hand, it is reduced to a finite set of “facts” (Bloomaert, 
2001, p. 38). Both attitudes delimit the likelihood of uncovering the rich, dimensions of 
discourse. Other critical discourse analysts have emphasized how internal contexts interact with 
external contexts. For the purpose of this study, I pull from Wodack and Meyer’s (2014) 
argument for a “text-context theory,” in which they theorize local context models as “mental 
models that allow us to explain what is relevant to the social situation” (p. 109). Specifically, I 
set out to understand, describe, and explicate how listening gestures reflect and contribute to 
context. 
Methodological Inventiveness  
CDA is an extension of and not a replacement or a rebuke of the traditional linguistic 
methods that characterized early approaches of discourse analysis.  Critical discourse analysts 




For example, Fairclough pulls from Halliday’s (1994) textual analysis, Gee pulls from Hymes 
(1974) and Labov (1972) sociolinguistics, textual analysis, and, even, literary criticism 
(Chatman, 1978), and Souto-Manning pulls from Labov’s (1972) narrative analysis work. 
Depending upon the aim of the study, researchers may use linguistic tools elucidated in Labov’s 
approach (1997); for example, documenting structural units and clauses, constructing sentence 
diagrams, and analyzing syntax as a signal of the semantic logic. Or, one might attend to 
recurrent patterns (Tannen, 2007), note silences (Huckin, 2002) within the data, or return to 
Halliday’s (1985) grammatical resources (for example, see Janks, 1997). 
CDA does not follow a unitary framework (van Dijk, 1993). While some CDA scholars 
(e.g., Rogers et. al, 2005) argue that standardization of a methodology contradicts the aim, others 
(e.g., Lewis, 2006; Fairclough & Wodack, 1997) point out that the habit of skepticism common 
amongst critical discourse scholars requires a systematic and rigorous attention to the “hows” of 
critical discourse analysis. Similarly, CDA scholars Lewis (2006) and Billig (1999) call for 
improvements in methodological precision and CDA critic Widdowson (1995) points out that 
CDA faces the danger of being “ideological orthodoxy [that] paradoxically exerts just the kind of 
discursive domination which it seeks to expose in other uses of language” (pp. 4). To the 
frustration of many CDA scholars, there are too many instances in which researchers claim 
critical discourse analysis as a method without making their analysis transparent or linking the 
analysis with critical theories. Conversely, there are numerous examples of empirical work that 
critically examine discourse but do not claim the approach (see, for example, Penelope, 1991). 
Using CDA 
In an attempt to distinguish CDA as an academic movement, it is imperative not to 




use—always discourse. CDA is an approach that helps researchers investigate the ways that 
social structures affect (and are affected by) various discourses and, in return, individuals. 
Therefore, researchers don’t do CDA to language, researchers use CDA to recover people from 
the language that entwines, encumbers, and occupies them (Lewis, 2005). Due to an imbalanced 
scrutiny on speech, CDA scholars have maintained a focus on product rather than process. This 
study is situated within my appreciation for these aims, and it is predicated on my appraisal that 
critical discourse scholars could do more to meet them.  
Critics and CDA scholars alike have scrutinized CDA work in relation to these aims, 
noting that CDA, driven by theory is yet another genre of elite exclusion (Widdowson, 1998), 
that CDA researchers have failed to uphold the level of reflexivity that they hope to inspire in 
their readers (Chouliaraki and Fairclough, 1999; Bucholtz, 2001) and that CDA analysis is too 
often detached from context (Schgleoff, 1999). In 1989, Norman Fairclough encouraged CDA 
scholars to work beyond the popularity of the approach, in multiple disciplines and in pluralistic 
ways, towards “interdisciplinarity, which entails a higher level of debate between proponents of 
different approaches, methods and theories” (p. 183).  The CDA movement depends on this 
inventiveness. It is my hope that this study, which introduces new theoretical and methodological 




CHAPTER THREE: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
Dialectical Theories of Listening 
As stated in the previous chapter, Bakhtin (1981), Foucault (1971), Bourdieu (1991) and 
Althusser’s (2006) respective theories of discourse are commonly used as frames from which to 
understand how ideology, and as a consequence, power operates through language. Interestingly, 
listening plays a significant role in each of these theories of discourse, yet has never been 
explicitly addressed in empirical research. Across CDA research, the analytic focus remains 
overwhelmingly on speech, wherein these theories are leveraged to understand speaker’s effect 
on listener, with sporadic allusions to listener as necessary participant and sometimes co-
constructor.  
I returned to these oft-cited theories of discourse with a curiosity about the nature and 
function of listening as it relates to power. I crafted a new theoretical framework, dialectical 
theories of listening, (see table 1 for a synthesis), which distinguishes the role of listening and 
listeners from that of speakers and, most importantly, demands a new course of inquiry for the 





Table 1. Dialectical Theories of Listening 
 
Listening and the Hero 
Bakhtin (1981) used the word listener, but hoped that his reader would cease counting on 
a thing called the listener. Instead, he insisted on the experience of listening. According to 
Bakhtin listening is a stage of speech, not a diametric reversal of speech, but an element and 
feature of it (and vice versa). His work emphasized the experience of listening, by presenting 
listening/speaking as a dualism, inevitable to human experience, and rejecting listener as a fixed 
role, which he referred to as “a scientific fiction” (p. 23). To correct what he understood as 
scientific fictions, Bakhtin focused on complicating the previously accepted idea of speaker 
chain, “any understanding of live speech, a live utterance, is inherently responsive, although the 
degree of this activity varies extremely. All understanding is imbued with response and 
necessarily elicits it in one form or another; the listener becomes the speaker and so on” (p. 5). 
For Bakhtin, listening/speaking is inevitable and constant. 
Theorist Dialectical Listening 
Bakhtin Listening is continuous 
Listening is not diametrical to speech 
Multiple streams of listening happen concurrently 
Construction of subject and hero happens within experience of listening 
Foucault Listening is impacted by institutional, hegemonic discourses 
Listening returns a reconciled voice (e.g., madman) or a distinct voice  
Listening is cumulative; previous listening experiences are present and influence 
present speech utterances 
Bourdieu Listening involves evaluation and positioning 
Listening indexes power 
Listening happens via the body 
Listening responds to social space, especially built spaces 
Listening is an exchange 
Althusser Listening is synonymous with interpellation or “being hailed” to a particular set of 
ideologies  
Listening is encoded in the visual 




In this way, and others, Bakhtin’s account of the ‘rhetorical moment’ was novel. For 
instance, Aristotle’s principal rhetorical question was related to speaker’s persuasion of listener; 
a perspective duly reflected in the Aristotelian rhetorical triangle, which focuses on three 
interrelated elements of the rhetorical moment:  the subject, the audience, and speaker persona. 
In contrast, Bakhtin’s question extended this immediate exchange and referenced the plurality of 
voices at any given time—sometimes called, “carnival of voices” (polyphony). Whereas 
Aristotle examined the rhetorical moment in regards to message and saw persuasion of listener as 
paramount to communication, Bakhtin examined the moment with a curiosity of the various 
streams of contribution at any given time.  
In regards to listening and the dialectic, the Bakhtinian concept that matters most to this 
study is that of the hero, or third-party, present in all exchanges. The Bakhtinian concept hero, 
emerged as a replacement for Aristotle’s subject. This replacement accentuated his thesis that 
everything is made possible (gains meaning) through language. According to Bakhtin, the hero is 
a genuine participant in any exchange, being shaped and influenced, and in turn shaping and 
influencing listening and speaking. Schuster (1985) explained, “the [Bakhtinian] hero also 
“speaks”; it too contains its own accumulation of values and terms…in essence, it has as much 
an identity as the speaker and listener” (Schuster, 1985, p. 596). Bakhtin’s “hero,” present in all 
communicative exchanges, complicates the experience of listening by demonstrating that 
multiple streams of listening, which he describes as taking on various degrees of activity, happen 
simultaneously. In short, listening experience is dialogical response to speaker, hero, self, and the 





I opened Chapter One with a passage, in which author Jamaica Kincaid describes a 
particular moment of classroom listening: “We all Sat up.” I’d like now to return to this phrase 
and examine it through Bakhtin’s (1986) idea of a third party, the hero. In the case of Kincaid’s 
memoir, England (colonizer) is reaffirmed in the classroom space as the third-party hero. The 
scene obligates Kincaid and her peers to a collective, double supposition. Kincaid is listening to 
teacher, to the map, to herself, and to the other listeners who listen through their subject 
positioning. The teacher’s verbal directions: “This is England” are like typeset on vellum paper, 
as Kincaid hears them in culmination with everyday childhood memories of colonization (e.g., 
the image on the box of her morning tea). When we study Kincaid’s passage, we indeed see the 
phenomenon of hero—and how it plays out in regards to power, and subject positioning within 
classroom discourse. However—as will be discussed in detail later in the section entitled 
“Listening stations” Kincaid also makes us aware of another hero in the exchange, that is the 
shared listening between students that punctuated the scene: “and we all sat up.”  
Throughout The Dialogic Imagination, Bakhtin (1981) interchanges listening with 
understanding. His use of understanding is not, on its own, a novel substitution; after all, 
comprehension has long been linked with listening in scholarship. Bakhtin’s distinguishing 
moment is the connection he draws between listening/understanding and responsiveness. It is 
important not to mistake Bakhtin’s use of ‘activity’ with meaning making—Bakhtin describes 
listening as activity, meaning that it is an inherently responsive experience. He does not offer 
evaluations, address human agency, or even approach the idea of meaning making or 
comprehension. The Bakhtinian description of listening hinges upon what he characterizes as 
this inevitable, constant movement between listening and speaking—simply put, per Bakhtin’s 




Listening and Positioning  
Both Bakhtin and Bourdieu took aim at linguistic theories of language (e.g., Saussure and 
Chomsky). While Bakhtin helped problematize the common “graphic-schematic depictions of 
two partners in speech communication,” Bourdieu more confronted the way that interactionists 
neglected larger discourses. Bakhtin and Bourdieu expose the fiction of a singular, human 
interaction and, as such, both illustrate (though in different ways) how listening is an active, 
responsive experience. Bourdieu’s concept is not a replication of Bakhtin’s; Bourdieu extends 
Bakhtin’s concept of listening as a responsive experience through more charged verbs like 
“evaluated,” “appreciated”, “believed” and “obeyed” (p. 502). These evaluative phrases, which 
bespoke power and position, suggest that Bourdieu locates social positioning in the act of 
listening. The listener’s active response determines the subject and relationship between listener 
and other.  Bourdieu’s main point, an enduring and salient feature of CDA scholarship, was that 
language, power, and politics are interwoven.  
Bourdieu’s choice of diction is a powerful reflection of this perspective; words like agent, 
interlocutor, subject, legitimize, and authorize, all used to describe language exchanges, 
encapsulate an argument about the relationship between individual(s) and larger discourses. 
More specifically, we learn from Bourdieu about the immense power that discourses wield—
individuals, and therefore the experience of listening, is oriented by larger discourses. His is not 
a draconian perspective that presents an individual as victim. He complicates the ominous, 
violent potential of language by demonstrating that individuals, agents as he so commonly 
writes, have the “capacity [to] impose criteria of appreciation” (p. 502) and thus are not just 





Reconciled Listening and Distinct Speech 
That Foucault (1971) was far more interested in studying discursive shifts in particular 
discourses over time than forming an argument about the nature of singular interactions should 
not diminish his theoretical contributions to listening. Within, for example, his work that 
concentrates on “the radical breaks, ruptures, and discontinuities [in discourses] between one 
period and another” (Hall, 1997), portraits of interactions—like those between doctor and patient 
in Madness and Civilization—are immensely valuable illustrations of listening.  
On one hand, the illustrations reveal how the ‘subject’ is produced within discourse—a 
belief shared by Bakhtin (1981). On the other, they are mediations about the desirous and 
emotive dimensions evoked by and involved within the experience of listening. Specifically, the 
passage shared below, a review he offered of his work Madness and Civilization during the 
lecture Orders of Discourse (1970), connects practices of listening (or, in this case, practices of 
not listening) with the identity of madness: 
It was through his words that one recognizes the madness of the madman but they were 
certainly the medium within which this division became active; they were neither heard 
nor remembered. No doctor before the end of the 18th century had ever thought of 
listening to the content – how it was said and why—of these words: and yet it was these, 
which signaled the difference between reason and madness. Whatever a madman said, it 
was taken for mere noise; he was credited with words only in a symbolic sense, in the 
theatre, in which he stepped forward, unarmed and reconciled, playing his role: that of 
masked truth (p. 22).  
 
I offer this passage, as an example of Foucault’s thinking about listening for two reasons. First, it 
highlights the potency of institutional, hegemonic discourses; Secondly, it helps us locate the 
perils of such discourses for the individual through listening. Foucault shows that the madman is 
produced in the discourse; a listener (the doctor) “recognizes” madness rather than the patient. It 
is Foucault’s suggestion that the way that the doctor listened—that is to the “noise” rather than 




madness. It was also his suggestion that the misrecognition was an effect of legitimized habits of 
non-listening (e.g., the doctor “credited [him] with words only in a symbolic sense”). The fate of 
the madman’s speech, “neither heard nor remembered,” indicates permanence of this 
misrecognition. Finally, Foucault helps us understand the madman’s response “playing his role: 
that of masked truth” as a response to the interminable misrecognition. In true Foucault fashion, 
it is impossible to point to the direction of power in this exchange—it is capillary and each figure 
actively adapts and submits to the rules of discourse (p. 10). The madman listens to the doctor’s 
habits of non-listening and within these discursive listening experiences their identities are 
reified.  Thus, we learn from Foucault that listening plays a definite role in the construction of 
subject. Listener is “creditor” and “signifier.” He describes the misheard as “unarmed”, 
“reconciled” and “masked”. We might choose to linger for a while with this fascinating choice of 
diction, “reconciled”, as a descriptor for the madman. What does Foucault mean? Foucault 
connects the concept of listening with the construction and perpetuation of roles; he probes 
prohibitions and restrictions of listening; he illustrates the temporal, interactional effects of 
listening—it creates a physical “hiatus”; but rather than insinuate “better” listening as a panacea, 
he confronts his reader with the disturbingly ambiguous “reconciled.”   
I have emphasized Foucault’s description of reconciled listening, that which occurs 
between madman and doctor, as a depiction of how institutional norms influence what we might 
misread as ‘individual listening’ and, thus, influence what he (madman or doctor) can or will 
become. Within this portrait, he also introduced a temporal, affective dimension to listening—
Listening is both the “medium in which divisions linger” and a “context of hiatus.”  This latter 
set of descriptions suggests that listening, for Foucault, is the place from which pattered subject-




place. Here, and elsewhere, Foucault gives us hope. Yes, Foucault tells us that listening between 
doctor and madman is interminably doomed. However, in contrast, a footnote in Orders of 
Discourse, an homage really, to his deceased professor, Jean Hyppolite, offers an alternative to 
reconciled listening:  
I now know which voice it was I would have wished for, preceding me, supporting me, 
inviting me to speak and lodging within my own speech. I know now just was so 
awesome about beginning; for it was here, where I speak now, that I listened to that 
voice, and where its professor is no longer, to hear me speak (p. 30)  
 
Foucault closed his discourse about discourse with a confession about intimacy between 
professor and student— a tribute to the relational, emotional, and temporal dimensions of 
listening/speaking. His suggestion is that past intimacy (made possible through reciprocal 
listening) influences present construction of the self. Or, in other words, having been listened to 
(ostensibly outside of the reconciled variety) provided Foucault the courage to face the fear of 
entering the “beginnings” of ordered discourse. This is a radical addendum to Bakhtin’s (1981) 
idea that discourse is living—that is, that the experience of listening and being listened to has 
both cumulative and collective implications. This reading of Foucault demonstrates a quality of 
time-traveling associated with the cumulative listening experience. In the case of Foucault and 
his professor this took the form of a nostalgic time-travel which returned courage and distinct 
speech.    
Listening and Interpellation: Visual Dimensions of Listening 
It is not enough to point out that listening is a dynamic, active response. For example, 
Althusser and Fairclough share in the belief that ideology functions most effectively through 
discourse when it is least detectable. Neither explicitly elaborates on “listening” as process; 




common sense of discourse (1994) are explanations of experiences in listening during which one 
does not detect ideology, or one imagines that he has consented to the ideology willingly. 
I turn to Althusser’s well-known exemplar of a policeman calling out to a citizen on the 
street. This process, what he calls interpellation, signifies the moment a person is “hailed into 
being” (Althusser, 1971, p. 32). Typically, scholarship that draws on this theory emphasizes the 
verbal and semiotic elements of interpellation; that is, a verbal direction emerged from the 
policeman, who symbolizes a larger system, and consequently the subject is constructed by and 
positioned within that particular ideology. It has been a useful interpretation of the ways 
discourse (specifically language and symbol) are disguised as innocuous carriers of ideology. My 
impulse is to return to Althusser’s oft-cited example and consider another lesser-discussed 
implication. We learn from Althusser that response to voice is unavoidable. Listening, and 
therefore response, is imminent. Importantly, re-reading Althusser from the perspective of 
listening tells us that the experience is not consensual, rather an undeniably violent process in 
which one is on vulnerable edge of de-becoming, being subject to, interpellated into ideology. 
 This exercise of re-reading Althusser’s example helps draw an important connection 
between senses; in Althusser’s illustration, listening to the policeman’s voice happens alongside 
a visual recognition of other markers of police identity. Thus, listening is not singularly auditory, 
but rooted in the visual. Further, Althusser’s illustration of interpellation takes place in a public 
street, a detail which evokes questions about how actual or perceived audience influences 
listening experience, thus construction and orientation of subject. Althusser’s explication 
compels the question of role that physical place and perceptions of public play in the experience 





Listening in the Body 
Bourdieu (1991) was more explicitly interested in the role of place in discourse. This 
connection is most evident in his theory of linguistic sense of place, a temporal analogy that is of 
particular interest when considering what it means to be a listener. He extends his larger theory 
of language as an exchange of power by pointing out that one’s capacity for linguistic 
competence is “a fundamental dimension of the sense of knowing the place which one occupies 
in the social space” (p. 508). According to Bourdieu, members of any linguistic exchange have a 
“sense” about their social place, formed, in part, from awareness about rules of exchange and 
expectations of the expressive style. The sense of place takes on influence from the sense of 
place of the other interlocutor. Thus, an element of listening is having an awareness of order 
based on social place within each exchange and social place, and expectations of expression 
(including listening) are discursively constructed. I read this to mean that listening, an integral 
component of linguistic sense of space, precedes the work of sharing language. Thus, listening—
the position and eventual positioning work the listener engages in—is shaped by the physical and 
social space. For those of who work and learn within schools, this element of listening takes on a 
particular weight, for it suggests that the student and teachers are made into particular sorts of 
listeners as a result of their roles and the physical arrangement of schools.  
Leveraging Dialectical Theories of Listening for Classroom Discourse Analyses 
According to the dialectical theories of listening, listening is an inevitable, active, 
dynamic, and perpetual experience, though not necessarily a conscious or consensual one. 
Listening directly informs voicing, not just sequentially, as is often represented in the schematic 
interactional diagrams, but, too, in terms of the affective, emotional experience. Listening is 




by visual interpretations and takes influence from public or private space. Listening happens in 
flesh, across time and space. And finally, since listening is the site of sense making, it challenges 
our over-reliance on structural metaphors (like macro and micro) to understand the nature of 
discourse and power.  
A move to articulate and, even, reconcile the dissonance between unleveraged theories of 
listening and methods is an important addition to the reconstructive CDA agenda (Luke, 2005). 
Noting many scholars limited experience with micro-analysis, Rogers and colleagues (2005) 
emphasized that “more analyses of the intricacies of talk, within a democratic framework, could 
offer descriptions, interpretations, and explanations of how agency, productive literate identities, 
and a sense of community are formed and sustained” (p. 384). Within this study, I attend to 
classroom microanalysis work with a reinvigorated commitment to understanding listening as 
part of the intricate discursive experience. I use this theoretical frame to initiate a timely course 
of investigation for the critical discourse analyst; how do teachers come to listen in certain 
spaces and how does our listening shape teachers’ own, students’ and their colleagues’ 
experiences?  Throughout the study, I rely on the framework to inform transcription and analysis.  
While dialectical theories of listening are valuable maps of the relationship between 
listening and power, they are not concerned with particularities of any specific place or 
relationship. To ground these theories of listening within the site of this study, I draw from 
Goffman’s (1981) Participation Framework, which grants some specific vocabulary of listening 
in schools. I use Goffman’s vocabulary as a beginning tool to access and discuss listening; my 
analysis of listening, however, eclipses some of Goffman’s assumptions.  
Goffman was not a critical discourse scholar; however, like many contemporary critical 




focused singularly on the production of message (coming from the speaker) and the reception of 
the message (arriving at the listener), to be a grossly insufficient model for understanding 
interaction. I’d like to draw forth a few key limitations of the dyad model most applicable to this 
study. For one, it is described in terms of two interlocutors, facing one another, exchanging (via 
turns) utterances. This is simply too linear to accurately represent meaning making that occurs 
(i.e., listening) during communicative exchange. Secondly, the dyad does not account for 
context. In the case of classroom and collegial discourse, this would include multiple listeners 
(see, for instance Bakhtin) with various roles or obligations which might influence their meaning 
making, and external sounds that influence meaning making (see, for instance, Foucault, 
Bourdieu and Althusser). Finally, the dyad illustrates only immediate listening and does not 
account for listening that continues beyond the immediate encounter. Humans are often engaged 
in replaying and dialoguing with a communicative exchange post the original encounter. 
Goffman’s (1981) response to the speaker-listener dyad--the participation framework-- 
has been celebrated for its usefulness in extending the analytic gaze beyond speaker-hearer dyad, 
towards multi-party and multimodal interactions. Goffman argued that “all those who happen to 
be in perceptual range of the [spoken] event will have some sort of participation status relative to 
it. The codification of these various positions, and the normative specification of appropriate 
conduct within each, provide as essential background for interaction analysis” (p .3). According 
to Goffman, there are three kinds of listeners in relation to speaker: (1) overhearers (2) ratified 
participants, not specifically addressed by speaker and (3) ratified participants who are “oriented 
to the speaker in a manner that suggest that his words are particularly for them” (9). Though the 
roles have clear delineations, individuals can take on multiple roles within any communicative 




participation--away from and simultaneous to ‘speaker’ and speech utterance. I do not ignore the 
presence of speech utterance within analysis, but I do theorize about relationships that exist 
between listeners dependent upon space, making room for possibilities about roles and functions 




CHAPTER FOUR: REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 What follows is a review of literature related to listening in school at several levels: in the 
classroom between teachers and students and then beyond classrooms, between teachers and 
teachers and teachers and researcher. I begin the chapter by discussing the significance of 
dialogue in school. I then detail two examples of what classroom discourse looks like for the two 
teacher participants of the study (Marion and Adam). I describe how classroom it is typically 
researched, including an analysis of the treatment of listening and listener within critical 
discourse analyses. Finally, I shift to a review of literature related to talk between teachers by 
focusing on dialogue and dialogic inquiry in Communities of Practice. 
Classroom Dialogue  
Dialogue is a broad term, applied open-handedly to a variety of classroom interactions, 
regularly used to describe any manner of interactions involving more than one person, including 
teacher-led whole class discussions, one on one conferences, Socratic seminars, and small group 
discussions. Generally, dialogue is proxy to verbal interactions. In the case of this study, 
however dialogue is conceived of as both textual and verbal/nonverbal interactions. Many 
scholars concur that dialogue, whether limited to verbal interaction or not, is pivotal to the 
learning experience (Emerson, 1983). Though literacy scholars agree that dialogue is central to 
learning, and the teachers in this study situate themselves as practitioners committed to hearing 
and responding to student perspective, research has shown that student participation is not 
equally distributed in classroom discourse. Rather, student verbal participation in dialogue is 




al, 2002), language (Lee, 2006; Li & Walsh, 2011), and students’ (dis)abilities (Burns & Myhill, 
2004) are or are not affirmed in the classroom and wider context.  
The teachers in this study, Adam and Marion, bemoan the fact that certain subgroups 
dominate classroom dialogue and wanted to understand, with more acuity, their role in the 
practice of talking and listening within their classrooms. Simply put, Marion and Adam were not 
interested in classroom dialogue or investigations in listening from a learning perspective, rather 
a relational one. How they conceive of and organize dialogue within their classrooms is 
important context to my inquiry into listening. In order to offer insight into the pedagogic, and 
relatedly dialogic structures of the classroom communities included in this study, I provide a 
brief review of literature related to each teacher’s espoused pedagogies2.  
Workshop Pedagogy: Adam Bisset 
Writing workshop teachers promote writing as a process. They aim to help learners 
develop as authentic, independent writers (Elbow,1993). As such, they use class time to practice 
writing routines and to develop rhythms for writing; they give students ultimate freedom over 
topics, genre and audience; and, they favor narrative feedback over grades, in what James Britton 
and his colleagues called a teacher-learner dialogue (Atwell, 1998; Britton, 1975; Calkins, 1994; 
Graves, 1983/2003; Murray, 2003). Typically, writing workshop teachers characterize their 
classes as forums of student agency.  The forums, in which students write what they want, for the 
audience of their choice, and take active roles in the feedback process (e.g., grading), are 
particularly unique in comparison with traditional modes of writing instruction (Elbow, 1993).  
                                                 
2 As is true for all teachers, there are contradictions between Marion and Adam’s espoused pedagogical beliefs and 
pedagogical practices.  Furthermore, as will be discussed in Chapter 8, participant’s pedagogical beliefs and practices 




Advocates characterize writing workshop classrooms as vibrant, discursive communities 
(Dressman, 1993; Lensmire, 1994; Lewison & Heffernan, 2008; Mustav, 2007). Indeed, Adam 
Bisset, one of the teachers participating in this study, argued that peer-to-peer writing feedback, 
as well as the teacher-learner dialogue that takes place in his narrative feedback loops, positions 
his class as more dialogic than traditional whole class discussion courses which favor formulaic 
writing and dialogue. Like many other writing workshop teachers, Adam points out that the 
writing workshop makes more time for individual expression, and as a result, he is able to hear 
and understand each unique voice. 
Whereas some scholars have highlighted many interrelated benefits of workshop 
pedagogy for learners, other scholars have problematized the assumption that an individualistic 
format necessarily values student “voice.” These critics assert that the expressivist (Snaza & 
Lensmire, 2006) and emergent (McCarthey, 2007) approaches to writing, disregard important 
cultural and political power dynamics that influence classroom interaction, a critique predicated 
on the observation that classroom environments are mediated by many social norms, many of 
which function to silence particular students, topics, and genres. Therefore, granting freedom of 
expression within a highly contested context such as the classroom, is not enough to elevate and 
honor student voice (Christianakis, 2010; Henkin, 1995; Lensmire, 1994; Rowe, Fitch, & Bass, 
2001). Alternatively, they suggest that writing workshop teachers consider ways to engage 
learners in the work of considering multiple audiences and in regular practice of debate and 
critical dialogue (Snaza & Lensmire, 2006).  
 Aware of this charge, Adam attempted to treat writing as both an individual and social 
process by integrating communicative technologies. For instance, learners had access to one 




streams of feedback from diverse audience members. He described records of peer-to-peer 
interaction (e.g., google chats) as offering a distinct advantage, in so much that he could “pop in 
and hear how they are discussing the writing piece and process” (Field notes). Adam is not alone 
in his use of technologies to support writing workshop pedagogy. Applebee and Langer (2001) 
noted that the recent proliferation of social networking platforms, such as blackboard, wikis, and 
blogs, had an indelible effect on the logistics of dialogue within workshop approaches. 
Unfortunately, their research also found that use of these technologies within the English 
classroom appear to reinforce teacher centered discourse. Though beyond the scope of this study, 
Adam periodically checked in with me regarding student dialogue using these platforms. He 
wondered for instance, if students’ comments back and forth signaled authentic interaction or 
was illustrative of the formulaic dialogue designed to appease the teacher.  
Tensions between Dialogic Pedagogy and Initiation, Response, Feedback (IRF): Marion 
Leventhal 
According to Marion Leventhal, teacher participant of the study, students need classroom 
dialogue to practice disciplinary terms, play with content language, deliberate opposing views, 
and refine their literary interpretations (Field notes). Many literacy scholars would agree with her 
positive appraisal (Gee, 2008; Langer, 2010; Moje, 2007). Dialogic teaching provides learners 
ample time to engage in “learning talk.” Essentially students have the freedom to--- as James 
Britton and his colleagues called it “talk to learn”, as opposed to being expected to recite answers 
or keep mum. Dialogic teaching is meant to weave students’ own literacies and sense-making 
into participatory, open-ended dialogue. According to Alexander (2008) this process is reciprocal 
and cumulative. Students and teachers share their unique perspectives and experiences in 
response and in anticipation to others. Thus, the dialogic classroom values multiple voices and 




lines, advocates celebrate dialogic teaching because it mirrors the difficulties and rewards of 
participating in democratic society (Alexander, 2001; Applebee et al, 2003; Nystrand et al., 
1997).  
Despite research that clearly documents how dialogic pedagogy positively impacts 
student literacy learning, even when they do not participate as speakers (Kelly, 2008), few U.S. 
teachers engage in the process (Applebee et. al, 2003).  Some teachers report difficulties in 
balancing their belief in classroom dialogue with high-stakes testing (Jones & Egley, 2004), 
feeling that their students are ill prepared for the responsibilities of civic dialogue (McMillan & 
Harriger, 2007), or that it is an approach best suited for older or more gifted students. Dialogic 
pedagogy is most commonly practiced in schools populated by students with higher SES, who 
are dominant in the content and instructional language. These descriptors ring true for many of 
the students enrolled in Marion’s honors class at Leeville High School. When Marion described 
her process of teaching through conversation, she often referenced some students’ imminent 
futures as university students—as in, this approach prepares students for university. In light of 
Marion’s reference to some students’ imminent future as scholars, it is important to pause here 
and point out the assumption that undergirds this approach-- the idea that simply engaging in a 
practice of dialogic teaching will reap potent rewards for marginalized students in so much that it 
grants them permission to “claim a voice” (Juzwik et. al, 2011). Not all students enrolled in 
Marion’s class come from higher SES families or are dominant in the language of instruction and 
content. What good is dialogic approach for these students? Some scholars have charged that 
altruistic descriptions of dialogic pedagogy, as a panacea for inequities, disregards the nexus of 
cultural, political, and social factors that influence teacher and student interaction. These 




efficiency discourses, and other teacher and learner norms and question whether in light of these 
cultural influences dialogic pedagogy could ever bear similarly for all students in the class (see, 
for instance, Ellworth’s (1989) critique of dialogue) and, mirrors critiques of writer’s workshop 
emphasized earlier.  Perhaps most germane to Marion’s class, research has demonstrated time 
and time again that marginalized leaners do not feel safe challenging the ideas of their peers and 
teachers (Fuentes & Hernandez, 2011; Pierce & Gillies, 2008).  
 Marion identified her classroom as dialogic, however she stressed her role as content and 
topic authority. While valuing talking-to-learn, she maintained her role as topic setter, text 
selector, and, relatedly took an active role in facilitating all dialogue. This included verbal and 
non-verbal feedback delivered to students who took on speaking roles and, then, instating a 
modicum of peer-to-peer discussion as a feature of that feedback. Plainly speaking, much of the 
dialogue in Marion’s class was arranged within the ubiquitous initiation-response-feedback (IRF) 
format (Viiri & Saari, 2006). While some scholars conceive of IRF, and relatedly IRE (initiation-
response-evaluation), as antipodal to dialogic pedagogy, others, Marion included, argue that the 
pattern can evoke rigorous dialogue (Scott & Ametller, 2007; Scott et al., 2006), particularly 
when combined with alternative dialogic structures such as small group collaboration, 
common in Marion’s class.  
Studying Classroom Discourse 
Educational researchers have long been interested in classroom discourse from a 
participatory lens. Courtney Cazden (1974) set out to illuminate intricacies of teacher and student 
talk, a task that compelled a closer look at how teachers take control of student language and 
shape it to their own culture or worldview. Similarly, Basil Bernstein’s (1990) theory of 




production of disciplines and social order. He argued that within schools, students and teachers 
take on and are limited by distinct voices, created in part by simulated demarcation between their 
roles (24). These two texts introduced an enduring vocabulary set for theorizing classroom 
discourse (e.g, speaking rights, pace, turn-taking, and bids). This vocabulary is prevalent across 
classroom discourse studies, no matter how discourse is theorized. For example, Lemke (1990) 
studied the frequency of cross-discussion; Erickson et al. (1996) examined the nature of active 
facilitation and Sawyer (2006) noted that unpredictable classroom conversations elicit creative 
participation on behalf of students. Despite these seemingly different vantage points, this 
scholarship overwhelmingly positions participation as speech.  
 Scholars taking on a soci-critical lens have worked more recently to analyze (and 
sometimes complicate) how listener is beholden (as victim or foe) to speaker.  Au (1980) 
illustrated how teachers silence culturally significant ways of speaking, listening and sharing. 
Schultz (2003) noted patterns of silencing in classroom spaces including institutional silencing, 
silencing by others, silencing through exclusion or selection. And, with an agentic lens, San 
Pedro (2015) analyzed the ways that native students engage in purposeful critical silence as a 
venue of protection and protest. These investigations take a closer look at ‘participation’ and in 
doing so illuminate violence and resistance within classroom discourse.   
Taking Stock of ‘Listening’ and ‘Listener’ in CDA Scholarship 
In her extensive review of Critical Discourse Analysis in Education, Rogers and 
colleagues (2005) determined that educational researchers have been leaders in forwarding CDA 
as a reconstructive approach. As an illustration of this point, Rogers argued that studies focused 
on interactional data “open up possibilities for investigating the ways in which people resist and 




positive evaluation, I examined seven such studies included in her original review, through the 
lens of listening and listener (Baxter, 2002; Comber, 1997; Egan-Robertson, 1998; Gebhard, 
2002; Hinchman & Peyton Young, 2001; Moje, 1997; Peace, 2003).    
Most commonly this research set out to examine data in relation to what Cazden (1974) 
identified as the dominant speaking patterns in classroom discourse. Here, researchers equated 
democracy with equitable student participation in conversation. This is a significant detail, 
suggesting that participants should maintain ‘equal’ parts in conversations, an accomplishment 
measured via speech. Though the emphasis was universally about equal participation, the 
experience of listening is never explicitly addressed in any of these studies. 
 Hinchman & Peyton Young (2001) featured the word ‘heard’ in the title of their study. 
However, in this piece and, indeed, in the remainder of the studies, the word ‘listen’ (including 
synonyms) was rarely featured (on average 4 times per article). When the act of listening was 
covered, it was in terms of verbal participation patterns, which assume but do not attend to the 
complexities of listening. To that end, researchers assessed and evaluated participation by speech 
units (in small, large group conversations, and in interviews) based on uptake and sequential peer 
speech (e.g., frequency and rate of response). Some researchers relied on Edelsky’s concept of 
turn-taking and Goffman’s order of interaction to (1) describe speaker arrangements and (2) 
evaluate “ways in which one participant controls the turns of others” (Moje, 1997, p. 37). Thus, 
in the framework of democratic classroom conversations, ‘listening’ was conceived as strategic 
play (a way to “earn” speaking rights, which were in turn portrayed as a preferable mode of 
action) and illustrated by intermittent silence. Similarly, researchers described ‘listeners’ as 




preceding comments or as “reluctant” or “indifferent” to the speaker chain (see, for example, 
Peace, 2003).  
 Several of these studies focused on student identity as speakers (for example, see 
Hinchman and Young, 2001; Moje, 1997). Using Gee's (1990) concept of (D)iscourse, these 
studies essentially collapse participant identity with frequency of participation in classroom 
conversations. These researchers foreground participation as speech and neglect the role that 
listening necessarily plays in dialogic interactions. For example, Hinchman and Young (2001) 
describe student perceptions of one another as good or bad “listeners” based on cumulative 
speech patterns. They do not ask participants about their own experiences as listeners or explore 
nuances or tensions between experiences. Additional studies have positioned listening as an act 
on behalf of group participation. For instance, Gebhard (2002) highlighted the ways that a 
second language learner was excluded in classroom dialogue, yet failed to interrogate 
institutional behavioral mandates that dictate “listening behaviors” for students or intrapersonal 
dynamics that inform students’ sense of belonging or not-belonging, and thus might inform style 
of participation. Furthermore, the studies did not examine various ways of listening (possibilities 
of listening to self, contemplative discursively, listening to different aspects of the conversation 
simultaneously, critical listening, empathetic listening etc.) but rather offered a singular, 
temporally bound, definition of listening (i.e., waiting to speak). This construction of listening 
held up even in the instances when researchers asked participants to recall their personal 
experiences in a past conversation (Hinchman and Young, 2001).  
Reviewing these studies through the “lens” of listening reveals a troubling absence of 
listener across CDA research. This vanishing corresponded with an overuse of “democratic” as 




has not been one of equity, thus the concept democracy—if held up as the CDA aim of “the 
future imaginary” —deserves the same rigorous, theoretical interrogation that CDA scholars 
typically apply to the concepts of discourse, power, and hegemony. For instance, reading 
participation in a singular way (speech and silence) is, in itself, troubling for CDA scholarship, 
even more so, when frequency counts are used to determine ‘majority’ participation. 
Furthermore, using speech as a basis of participation, heralds a sequential, typically Eurocentric, 
narrative style. This frame does not make room for other ways that collective storying/coherence 
happens (see, for example, Au, 1993). Even the apparent obsession with democratic classrooms 
has done little to invigorate a research agenda that explores ways of being in classroom that 
extend the borders of speech and obedient silence. This construction held up even in the 
instances when researchers asked participants to recall their personal experiences in a past 
conversation (Hinchman and Young, 2001). 
The studies sometimes positioned listening as an act on behalf of accepted occupational 
norms. For example, ‘student’ is assigned a role on a prefigured plotline: teacher poses question, 
prompt or directive and student proves that they have, or have not, listened (Cazden, 1974). In 
this way, the studies allude to but never interrogate the institutional behavioral mandates that 
dictate “listening behaviors” for students or intrapersonal dynamics that inform students’ sense 
of belonging or not-belonging, and thus might inform style of participation (for an example of 
this line of thinking, see Ellsworth’s 1989 critique of dialogue in critical pedagogy).  
Fairclough (1994) pointed out that “an order of discourse is not a closed or rigid system, 
but rather an open system, which is put at risk by what happens in actual interactions” (p. 3). 
Though Fairclough, and specifically order of discourse, was a prevalent concept sited across 




made the point that most educational researchers did not address their role in the research and 
thus positioned themselves “outside of the discourse” as text analysts (p. 382). Even in such 
situations when researchers made conscious attempts to use triangulation, return to participant 
voices, and be transparent about times when they “failed to hear” they still ultimately wrote 
about discourse as something to “locate” and something that “operates” (Blaise, 2005, p.106), 
thus perpetuating the very divide between human and discourse that CDA aims to clarify.  
Communities of Practice (CoP) 
Many studies that use CDA highlight student-teacher interactions rather than teacher-
teacher interactions. The study presented here examines listening within Adam and Marion’s 
respective English classroom and within our Community of Practice (CoP). The concept of a 
CoP emerged from a social cultural view of learning that acknowledges the influence of both 
context and group membership on learning. In its original usage, Leve and Wegner (1999), 
described CoP as a “community that acts as a living curriculum for the apprentice” (p. 5). 
Though originally conceived as a way to bring novices into the fold by drawing forth tacit 
knowledge from more- experienced counterparts, Leve and Wegner (2001) have gone on to 
identify both structured and organic communities of practice, in various fields, that do not center 
the novice. More and more, in the field of education, CoPs are less often designed around years 
of experience and more likely to be centered on shared dilemmas of practice or shared context 
(i.e., content and curriculum). According to Wenger (1998) the process of learning in a 
community of practice can be understood in terms of three types of belonging: engagement 
(active involvement in the mutual negotiating of meaning) imagination (making connections 




(staying accountable to other members in relation to the broad goal).  These modes of belonging 
contribute to a culture of teacher collaboration (Thompson, Gregg, & Niska, 2004).  
Within schools, COPs are often implemented with any host of outcomes in mind. For 
instance, some take up the goal of advancing student achievement (DuFour, 2004), and others 
seek to enrich teachers content knowledge (Grossman, Windeburg, & Woolworth, 2000). Many 
of these CoPs are required features of professional life for teachers.  Liberman (1996) points out 
that no matter the intended goal, intentional Communities of Practice help participants address 
immediate issues and “grapple with problems in greater depth and complexity” (p. 52). 
Oftentimes, CoPs do not work in the ways intended. For instance, Chuddapah (2011) and others 
have pointed out the time constraints of CoPs, and too, that members often belong and therefore 
have to negotiate meaning across numerous communities. Marion and Adam elected to 
participate in the Listening Collaborative, and engaged in a series of meetings featured in this 
study. Meanwhile, they belonged to other (mandated) communities of practice at the school 
level, focused on student achievement, and Adam belonged to district-wide communities of 
practice focused on policy and curriculum objectives.   
Dialogue is a central component in many contemporary models of professional 
development, like CoPs. Teacher education researchers who pull from socio-cultural 
perspectives of language and identity formation (Bhaktin, 1984; Vygotsky, 1980) often stress the 
importance of dialogue within professional development (Borko et. al, 2008; Souto-Manning, 
2014; Darling-Hammond, 2016). This research typically advances the argument that dialogue 
makes room for identity construction (Barton & Trusting, 2005; Goodwin, 1994) and is central to 
learning processes (Hicks, 1996). Within these models of professional collaboration, teachers use 




Learning Cooperative, 1984; Purcell-Gates & Waterman, 2000), to make sense of their identities 
(see, for example, Glazier, 2005; Schieble, 2016) or as a way to develop an ethical awareness 
(see, for example, Souto-Manning, 2010a).  
 A recent turn in research about the role of dialogue in communities of practice (see, for 
example, Little, 2002; McLaughlin & Talbert, 2006) emphasizes that just being in the same 
space and sharing words does not necessarily equate dialogic community. Many of these 
dialogue-centered professional development models are top-down approaches, like, for example 
what has become the most pervasive illustration of dialogue in professional development the 
Professional Leaning Community (PLC) model (Dufour & Eaker, 2005), a required component 
of work for many public-school teachers. There are concerns that the forced implementation of 
dialogue centered programs results in watered-down approaches. Alternatively, a teacher run 
initiative, like the one that William Ayers (2001) writes about called Teacher Talk, offered 
teachers bi-weekly sessions to visit one another’s classrooms to dialogue about dilemmas of 
practice, a structure that Ayers (2001) argues gives teachers the chance: 
look at the conditions of our teaching lives, to consider alternatives and different 
possibilities, to challenge received wisdom and the taken for granted, and to link our 
conduct with our consciousness... to think through what we are doing (p. 3).  
 
Ayers’ work is in harmony with scholarship that conceptualizes dialogic professional 
development as a space to nurture relations of trust (Shank, 2007) over an extended period of 
time so as to influence improved teaching practices.  
Despite the growing body of literature on the importance of dialogue in CoPs, there still 
remains a gap in understanding of how collegial discourse shapes (and is shaped by) classroom 
discourse. Here, I highlight two studies that introduce critical discourse analysis tools within 




discourse analysis, so that they could explore how they positioned themselves in regards to race, 
gender, ethnicity, and social class within their collegial discussions and, relatedly, within their 
classroom instruction. She noted that “scrutinizing classroom conversation transcripts allowed 
the teachers themselves to notice what topics and which students they paid most attention to 
within the classroom and possible reasons for these pedagogical and dialogical moves” (p. 234). 
Glazier’s work indicates that collaborative critical discourse analysis of both collegial 
conversations and classroom discourse allows teachers to “deconstruct…oft hidden 
positions…recognize stubborn epistemologies” (p. 241). Similarly, Souto-Manning’s (2014) 
ongoing work with Critical Discourse Analysis Teacher Groups, asks practitioners to critically 
examine the interaction between institutional discourses and everyday conversational discourse. 
Her findings suggest that discourse analysis, set within Freirean culture circles, can lead to 
“agentive repositioning,” “personal and/or social transformative action,” and can propel people 
to “concretely start questioning their own realities and identifying the socio-ideological influence 
of systemic and institutional discourses on their beliefs and practice” (161). In this model, peer 
accountability, willingness to reflect, flexibility, and vulnerability are essential to the health of 
the groups’ efforts. Both Glazier (2005) and Souto-Manning  (2010a, 2010b) argue that the 
experience of collective dialogic inquiry, especially opportunities to work through the challenges 
of being with a group, contributes to a critical reflection.    
The Body of Literature on Classroom and Community of Practice Discourse Analysis 
 
 In this chapter, I offered a review of the literature related to listening in schools. I began 
with a discussion of dialogue in classrooms, and offered literature reflecting each participant’s 
pedagogic structure. Following this close look into what classroom discourse looks like, I 




analysis of the role of listener/listening in CDA educational research. Across the studies 
surveyed, listener/listening is either ill-defined or entirely absent from analysis. 
 Marion and Adam shared a keen interest in uncovering the role of listening and 
committed to a Community of Practice to do so. Thus, I concluded the chapter by referencing the 
growing body of literature related to dialogue and dialogic inquiry in Community of Practices. 
Though recent research highlights the importance of dialogue in CoPs, there are few studies that 
seek to understand how collegial discourse interacts with classroom dialogue. In what follows, I 
build upon this literature review and the guiding frame, dialectical theories of listening, to 
describe my approach to examining listening across classroom and community of practice 
discourse. This study examines the role of listening within the classroom, the role of listening 
within the associated community of practice, and explicates the discursive influences between 




CHAPTER FIVE: METHODOLOGY 
This is an ethnographic study, exercising Critical Discourse Analysis theories and 
forwarding new analytic methods, to explore features and functions of listening within the 
English classroom and an associated community of practice.   
The specific research questions guiding this study are: 
 
1. What is listening in the English Classroom?  What shapes it? How does it shape?  
 
2. How can listening be transcribed? 
 
3. How can CDA, and more specifically dialectical theories of listening, be used in  
support of critical teacher reflection?  
Research Design 
Ethnography is a descriptive study resulting from sustained, immersive fieldwork (often 
involving a variety of methods such as participant observations and interviews). In the case of 
this study, I sought to first describe listening and its relationship to power within two English 
classrooms and a related Community of Practice. To that end, I considered multiple layers of 
experience within each observation, paying close attention to observable patterns of listening 
behavior in order to make sense of the context. Creswell (2012) explains that ethnographies 
interweave “description and interpretation.” To achieve such analytical description, I engaged in 
an “interpretive science in search of meaning,” by relying on the practice of “thick description” 
(Geertz, 1973, p. 14). For Geertz, and ethnographers who have followed his lead, thick 
description is constitutive of detailed writing that does not attempt to eschew the researcher’s 




research relationship, in which [the researcher] tack[s] back and forth to make meaning rather 
than being linear” (Geertz, p. 15). Throughout this process, I “ask[ed] questions of data in order 
to develop, identify, elaborate, and refine analytic categories and insights.” (Emerson, Fretz & 
Shaw, 2011, p. 175).    
Beyond my goal of describing listening, I also sought methods of critically analyzing and 
shifting listening patterns. I drew study design inspiration from critical and, the more recently 
delineated, post-critical ethnographies, each described as practices against oppression. Critical 
ethnographies work to meticulously document imbalances, while post-critical ethnographies 
(see, for example Noblit et. al, 2004) document imbalances and simultaneously confronting the 
researcher’s position. In the case of this study, I sought to understand listening and the 
deployment of power within the English classroom; given my longstanding relationship with 
teaching English (see Chapter 6 for extended examination) the post-critical ethnography which   
“require[s] the negotiation of the power and politics of the critic himself/herself as well as the 
social scene studied” (Noblit et al, 2004, 19)  was particularly salient.  
Given post-critical ethnographic expectations of researcher reflexivity, Critical Discourse 
Analysis, which emphasizes the relationship between discourse, context, and power is a well-
suited set of methods and theories. Hymes’ (1962) ‘ethnography of speaking,’ offered a novel 
and rigorous illustration of how language is deployed as a constitutive feature of context. In the 
decades that have followed this foundational work, numerous other scholars of discourse have 
worked at the intersection of ethnography and Critical Discourse Studies. Cicourel (1973, 1980), 
for example, emphasized the importance of situating any study of discourse within a close 
exploration of context so as to avoid the “tendency of all researchers to exaggerate or reify the 




in the conversation” (p.104).  More recent scholarship about the compatibility of critical 
discourse analysis and ethnography (De Melo Resende, 2013; Johnson, 2011) echoes Cicourel’s 
call for in-context analysis by demonstrating that the complementary approaches allow a 
researcher to explore “discourse from the point of view of its situatedness in respective contexts” 
(Kryzanowski, 2011).  
 While Galasinski (2011) situated CDA as the empirical basis of what “can be holistically 
seen as ethnographic analysis,” he also emphasized the need for constant validation—as CDA is 
impacted by the analyst, triangulating within the ethnographic field work is a way to make the 
process of analysis more transparent. Along these lines, recent work which merges CDA with 
ethnography (Rogers, Johnson and Krzyzanowski, 2011; Barkho, 2011; Johnson, 2011) 
illustrates how ethnography is both “indispensable for contextualizing the data and gaining an 
inside perspective of why/how/which language” is used and useful in terms of research validity 
(Johnson, 2011, pp. 269).  
I engage a post-critical ethnographic design, and exercise critical discourse theories and 
methods, alongside two teacher participants, in order to reveal the taken-for-granted elements of 
discourse exchanges (listening) within the context of their English classes and within our 
Community of Practice. The research design called for intensive participant commitments (time, 
intellectual, and personal). Initially, I worried that it might be difficult to recruit teachers willing 
to engage in a process that required daily observations, regular recordings, and eight months of 
participation in a critical community of practice. However, as I soon found out, my participants 







After receiving Institutional Board Review approval, I applied for district level approval 
in three neighboring counties, which stipulate that researchers undergo an additional application 
IRB process prior to contacting any potential participants. The study was approved for two of 
these three districts. I then recruited participants by sending an overview of the study and 
invitation to participate to English teachers in my professional and personal networks. 
Additionally, I sent a brief overview to principals and district literacy coaches, many of whom I 
have professional working relationships with. Six secondary English teachers expressed interest 
in the study, three of whom were precluded from participation due to principal concerns related 
to licensure. Following email communication, one teacher determined that the study parameters 
were not a good fit for her course schedule. The remaining two participants worked in the same 
school and department (described in more detail in Chapter 6). Their proximity, and existing 
professional relationship, alleviated scheduling and logistical issues related to daily observations 
and regular community of practice meetings. Prior to the start of the academic year, I met with 
each participant individually to explain the study in plain language and to assess their interest in 
collaborative critical discourse analysis.  Each participant signed a consent form and, once they 
had received their class roosters, they self-selected a course for my observations.  
On the first day of observations, I visited each class and introduced myself and the study 
in plain language: “I’m here to learn more about listening—what does it look like? How does it 
emerge and take shape in the classroom?” I allowed students to pose questions during the 
presentation (see table 2 for course descriptions). I provided an IRB approved assent form and 
letter to student guardians, outlining the study and introducing myself. In Marion’s class, 23 out 




 study (see Appendix A for a list of every student represented in Dissertation). Those who chose 
not to participate were never visually recorded (in field notes or in video footage). In the cases 
that student voices were inadvertently captured in audio recordings, during whole class 
discussion for instance, they were not transcribed.    
Table 2. Course Descriptions 
 Course description Participating 
Students  




Co-Teacher: Ms. O’Riley 
(ESL, EC Specialist)  
9th grade, Reading and Writing Workshop 
Honors and Standard Combined 





Dialectical theories of listening emphasize that listening is cumulative and crosses space 
and time. As such, I collected data from three, interlocking settings: (1) Marion Leventhal’s tenth 
grade English class, (2) Adam Bisset’s ninth grade English class, and (3) our community of 








Table 3. Data Sites and Collection 
Location of Data Collection 
 
Data Collected 
Marion’s  class 85 hrs of observation 
o Video and Audio recordings  
o Field notes 
o Collected artifacts (described below) 
Adam’s  class 82 hrs of observation 
o Video and Audio recordings  
o Field notes 




9.25 hrs  
o Video and audio recordings  
 
 
I conducted daily ethnographic observations over the course of 11 weeks (n=84 per 
teacher) in Adam and Marion’s respective classes. This resulted in a total of 130 hours of video 
and audio recordings. Drawing from these recordings and ethnographic fieldnotes, I created a 
variety of transcripts including verbatim, multi-modal, and a listening transcript (see Chapter 9 
for examples of each transcript iteration and discussions.)  Transcripts of classroom discourse, 
along with selected fieldnotes and analytic memos, were shared regularly with Marion and Adam 
throughout the course of the project. Additionally, objects such as photo-vignettes (Mannay, 
2010), and artifacts (Grady, 2002) were collected during classroom observations to round out my 
understanding of listening within Marion and Adam’s respective classrooms. The third data site 
was our Community of Practice: The Listening Collaborative.  I collected video and audio 
recordings from a total of six Listening Collaborative sessions, which typically lasted between 2 
and 2.5 hours each. I used these recordings to construct a variety of transcripts, which were then 






Figure 1. Timeline of Data Collection Across Sites 
Classroom Observations. I conducted daily classrooms observations (length per 
observation 1 hr) over the course of 11 weeks (n=84 per teacher). As invited, I arrived early to 
eat lunch with Marion prior to her class and stayed for portions of Adam’s planning block 
following his class. My visits were regular so as not to disrupt the classroom flow. However, 
because I was a staple in the classroom and because the students and teacher were well aware of 
my curiosities regarding listening, they sometimes referred to me or my study during the course 
of classroom discussion. For example, students might ask “did you capture that?.” Less 
occasionally, students gestured to the video camera or audio recorders to suggest a new 
positioning. I took these as invitations from students, as signs of their own awareness and 
curiosity around classroom discourse broadly and listening specifically, and recorded any 




In early conversations, Marion and Adam expressed a commitment to honoring student 
expression. However, as emphasized in the review of literature, Marion and Adam engage the 
dialogic classroom from very different stances. As a result, my observations in Marion’s class 
consisted a great deal on observing with both my eyes and ears, whereas my time in Adam’s 
workshop class, was mostly spent in one or two places in the room, watching (typically out of 
earshot) individual conferences. As such, I made concerted efforts to listen to recordings of 
Adam’s conferences on the drive home in an effort to link my visual recall with the individual 
conferences.  
During these observations, I took extensive field notes using thick description (Geertz, 
1973) related to the physical space, student and teacher, as well as their interactions. I did not use 
a formal observation guide, because ethnography hinges upon the “intuitive and imaginative” 
stance of the researcher (Creswell, 2012). Listening is difficult to observe; as such, my early 
observations were perversions of what I hoped to do. For example, I noted voiced details like 
“teacher said with a clipped tone, a raised hand and narrowing of eyes” (September 6, 2017). 
Having noticed my unintended focus on speech quality, my observations became focused on how 
sound emerged and how people responded to it as individuals or in groups. As an example, here 
are two listening snapshots, written during classroom observations—: 
(1) Marcus pulls arm hair while teacher and Marta banter back and forth, 
eventually he begins erasing his skin. When a white line appears on the corner of 
his hand, bits of the rubber eraser hemming it in, he holds his hand up, up to the 
sunlight but puts it down again quickly behind him Amaya, sitting next to 
Marcella, moves her eyes back and forth during the banter session first in 
synochonosity with the speaker (looks at speaker while speaker engaged in voice), 
eventually about 30 seconds in, looks at person not currently speaking— what is 
she listening for? Response? Coda? Signal that it’s ending? Her expression tells 
nothing. Mouth neither drawn nor open.…. 
 
(2) Brooke makes meticulous renderings of alienesque warriors—on Tuesday, 




minutes of vocabulary lesson passed while it eventually sprouted a humerus bone. 
Now, the teacher reads Strophe 2-- the moment is coming that Oedipus will blind 
himself and I am waiting for the reactions as I have heard and loved the chorus of 
student groans so many times, and the anticipation is building in me and the 
anticipation reminds me too of the sound of Canadian geese in the school parking 
lot as morning becomes itself, because after all isn’t it October everywhere when 
Sophocles come to roost in the 10th grade classroom?, then Brooke’s drawn 
fingers appear, knuckle by knuckle until the third one is interrupted “This one’s 
for Brooke, what’s the etymology of Patricide?” She breaks her gaze to meet 
Marion’s. 
 
Along with efforts to produce listening “snapshots,” which included how I listened against and 
through my own teaching memories, I tried to reorient my framing of pedagogy. For example, in 
the first week of observations I made frequency counts of “turn and talk”, whole class 
discussions, and one-on-one teacher/student conversations. These researcher moves were 
reflections of dominant perspectives of classroom discourse, and they privileged speech. As my 
definition of listening emerged from continuous analysis, approaches to classroom observations 
necessarily became more focused. For example, taking up, and trying out, the concept of 
soundscape (see Chapter 7 for discussion), “turn and talk” becomes a temporary “shrinking” of 
soundscape, an imposed, structured narrowing of what and who one should be listening to, 
wherein Marion egg-timer, or Adam’s cellphone timer substituted the wider institutional 
soundscape.    
Listening Collaborative Sessions. Marion, Adam and I met in our Community of 
Practice, The Listening Collaborative 6 times, in two-hour sessions across 8 months. Sessions 
were organized around data collected from classroom observations including, video recordings, 
photographs, field notes, artifacts (such as classroom rules or student doodles), and transcripts. 
To set a rhythm for our sessions, I adapted Fairclough’s (1989) stages of critical discourse 
analysis: description, interpretation, and explanation. Fairclough uses speech/text as a point of 




that Fairclough’s model closely resembled literary analysis and served as a bridge between a 
familiar approach to analysis and the unfamiliar text (our own discursive practices: listening).    
 






Coherence or shifts in listening 
gestures 
 




How am I 
listening? 
 
Who or what 
am I listening 
to? 
 
What am I 
doing with my 
body? 
 
How am I 
moving 
through space?  
 







Listening Gesture Modalities 
Semiotic analysis of space 
 
 
How is it 
happening? 
 




others who I 
share the space 
with?  
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that matter to 




Essentially, we used Fairclough’s stages to orient ourselves to the material records of practice. 
Beyond the Listening Collaborative, Marion regularly sought one-on-one guidance about 
terminology and concepts. Based on her requests, I provided glossaries, demonstrations in 
coding, and presented my emerging findings related to listening for their feedback. Outside of 
our CoP, I met with Marion one-on-one to explore her specific CDA interests, namely 
positioning theory and silencing. Similarly, Adam and I met numerous times one-on-one. 
Sometimes these meetings were directly related to the project, for instance brainstorming about 
how to best capture the conversations in a workshop class or processing transcripts.  Other times, 
our meetings were more casual reflections about lessons or the work of teaching English broadly. 
All Listening Collaborative sessions were recorded (audio and video); however, one-on-one 
meetings were logged, and periodically (though less frequently) audio recorded.   
Tools for Data Collection  
Unfortunately, it is common to find limited written commentary related to the variety of 
instruments for data collection used in critical classroom discourse analyses. Typically, 




recording) and the rate of collection (e.g, one classroom session lasting 60 minutes). Less 
common is information regarding technological qualities of the primary instrument (e.g., wide 
angle), editing/storage platforms used to store data (e.g., ability to crop or isolate sounds), or 
placement of instrument in space (e.g., recorder located in southwest corner of classroom).      
 For the purposes of this study, I used a wide-angle go-pro camera. The low profile of a 
go-pro makes it unobtrusive in the classroom environment; it is a 4 inches cube. The go-pro can 
be easily moved through recordings, does not require a tripod or other clunky equipment, and 
can capture up to 180 degrees of recording, essential for the purposes of this study to attend to 
ratified and nonratified participants. Additionally, using the go-pro application allowed me to 
remotely control the focus of the recording in the moment. For instance, as was common in my 
study, I might choose to use the zoom feature to follow the trajectory of a listening gesture 
towards a referent (e.g., the white board). As a companion to the go-pro, I used 2 digital audio 
recorders and placed them at a distance from one-another. For the purposes of whole class 
instruction, digital audio recordings offered essential insight into listening stations (see Chapter 
7) that might otherwise go unnoticed. Nuances in the various recordings allowed more robust 
transcription. Each recording was treated as a component of the past discourse moment, and 
relatedly, never treated as a singular source of evidence. Adam suggested that he carry one audio 
recorder throughout workshop—a strategy that proved important to capturing the many one on 
one whisper-level conversations during his course meetings. 
Data Sources 
Interviews. I conducted semi-structured and more conversational interviews with each 
participant, which allowed me to approach and probe emerging issues and documentary data 
such as details about class policies, rules, space layout. The semi-structured interview, in the first 




dialogue broadly and listening more specifically. Ongoing conversational interviews helped 
round out my data towards a clearer understanding of Marion and Adam’s respective experiences 
in the Listening Collaborative (see Appendix B for interview guide). With permission all 
interviews were audio recorded and transcribed. I respected all occasions when participants 
asked that a conversational interview, or portions of it, were not explicitly quoted in the study.    
Artifacts In his efforts to detail the rise of (including the limitations and possibilities for) 
visual data in qualitative research, Grady (2008) points out that, “normally, we see by scanning 
our environment continuously as we move through it.” However, one can--and often does 
become--- “acutely conscious the more that she attends to the object” (Grady, 9). Grady, as well 
as other scholars of visual data (Rose, 2001; Elkins, 2003), argue that visual data serves as both a 
communication tool and a representational text. Within our work in the Listening Collaborative, 
we shared artifacts, reflecting pervasive attitudes and expectations toward listening in their 
school context. These included photographs, official documents (e.g., discipline referral form), 
signs, student doodles, or policies related to decorum (see Appendix C for list of artifacts 
collected).     
 The field of semiotics emphasizes how knowledge is constructed and communicated via 
cultural codes and symbols (Peirce, 1998). Smith-Shank (2011) suggests that teachers engaged in 
a critical semiotic analysis of materials use the following questions (1) What does the sign, code, 
or text mean? (2) How does it represent its meaning? And (3) why does it mean what it means?  
(p. 14). Together, the members of the Listening Collaborative engaged in a semiotic analysis of 
the artifacts in order to address the cultural meaning and implications. In order to develop an 
analysis of how listening norms are organized and communicated across schooling contexts, we 




(Grady, 2002, p. 11). In essence we de-familiarized ourselves with the features we “normally 
scan” in order to engage in a more precise view of how institutional norms (e.g., listening rules) 
shape our ways of being as English educators, and thus, the experiences of the students with 
whom we work. We asked the question: what role do artifacts and the patterns they are a part of 
play in our work as English educators who want to listen?  
Video data. Teachers are often asked to capture their lessons and produce written, 
reflective commentary (Maclean & White, 2007; Rich & Hannafin, 2009; Rosaen et. al, 2008; 
Schieble, 2014; Wang & Hartley, 2003). Calandra et. al (2009) found that video editing helped 
teaching candidates cultivate “longer and more multifaceted reflections of practice” (73). This 
popular practice is built upon the assumption that video technology affords an authentic 
representation of the rich context of teaching—thus affording teachers a physical “true” text 
from which to build their reflection (Calandra et. all, 2009). However real those captured in the 
recording are, the video recording itself is just a constructed representation of reality. For 
example, the process is comprised of a series of editorial decisions (e.g., where to place the 
camera, what to crop out, who and what is included). All of these decisions culminate in a 
manufactured construction of one’s practice, a process McCullagh (2012) described as 
“reframing through reflection-in-action” (72).  
 Of particular relevance to this design, is the work of Gurvitch, Lund and Calandra (2008), 
which revealed that when left to their own devices, practitioners most commonly produced video 
vignettes of practice that feature themselves as the primary character. Taking this into account, 
Adam and Marion were consulted regularly and encouraged to think about camera placement 
(video and audio) so as to capture the widest range of participation. Throughout the Listening 




video data collected from their own practice. The purpose of the video data was not evaluative; 
we were not seeking to understand the lesson, standards, or conduct a technical observation of 
enacted pedagogy. We used the videos to explore the phenomenon of listening in their work—
what does it look like? How does feel? How does it emerge and take shape? Not only was the 
recording itself a source of data, but also the conversation that we engaged in about the video 
data. These conversations were transcribed and eventually analyzed within our Listening 
Collaborative. 
Photo-vignettes. In the past two decades, methodologists have turned to visual data 
production in order to distance themselves from what might feel like overly familiar data. 
Mannay (2010), for example, took up the familiar challenge of “making the familiar strange” by 
utilizing various modalities (e.g., photo-elicitation, mapping, and collage construction). This 
reimagining of data production helped “evoke emphatic understanding of the ways in which 
other people experience their worlds” (97). I’ve argued that despite its ubiquity, listening (both 
the personal experience of and the cumulative impact of listening actions) has been grossly 
understudied. I’ve also argued that listening is embodied—in the flesh so to speak (Bourdieu, 
1991), and that it is a response to linguistic sense of space (Bourdieu, 1991). Unquestionably, a 
significant challenge in this work is talking about the very familiar act of listening with teachers.  
 To introduce, and balance what I hope will be an ongoing exploration into the nature of 
listening in the English classroom, I pull inspiration from scholars who’ve used cinematic texts 
to engage practitioners in discussions of their anticipated practice (Trier, 2005).  Similar to the 
way that Mannay (2010) used visual data production as referents in participant focus groups, I 
used photo-vignettes (screen shots from a film about teaching) to engage participants in a close 




portray elements of reality to which research participants are invited to respond.” In early 
Listening Collaborative sessions, the vignettes were used as a way of practicing modified stages 
of critical discourse analysis. Vignettes were used to evoke conversation around the nature and 
experiences of listening. Eventually, we worked our way towards analyzing an integrated 
viewing (video with sound); beginning with the vignettes allowed for the opportunity to develop 
a keen awareness of the embodied cues of listening and develop shared vocabulary around every-
day experiences with listening.  
 To extend this practice of close analysis, Marion and Adam were asked to produce and 
share photo-vignettes of their own practice (screen-shots from video class recordings) throughout 
remaining sessions. The vignettes that the participants produced were a data source in 
themselves, indicating what and how the participant noticed listening actions in their own work. 
Additionally, conversation around the vignettes within the Listening Collaborative indicated 
ways that they negotiated competing or congruent perspectives about listening in the classroom.   
Approaches to Data Analysis 
The first challenge of this study was ‘seeing’ listening as a material feature of discourse. 
The subsequent challenge was developing a method of tracing listening to the dialectic. In 
regards to seeing listening, I relied on layers of coding, which emerged from my own analysis of 
classroom transcripts as well as the en-tandem discourse analysis of the Listening Collaborative. 
This process of coding will be detailed in the preceding section Seeing Listening. For the latter 
challenge, I developed new CDA methods for transcribing and analyzing discursive patterns of 





As emphasized earlier, the corpus of data was collected from Marion and Adam’s 
respective classes and in community of practice meetings. Particular to each of these settings, 
Marion, Adam and I took on distinct roles and had to navigate invariable constraints and 
freedoms. Initially, I attended to the data collected from each site as a distinct set. For example, 
using data collected from Marion’s class over the course of the study, I asked “what is listening 
in Marion’s class?” and so on. Eventually, in collaboration with participants, I was able to attend 
to the data collected across sites as interrelated articulations of one another, paying attention to 
listening across settings. For instance, asking of the data, “how does Marion’s classroom 
listening shape and take shape from her collegial interactions with Adam”? This restructuring of 
data allowed for analysis of listening across sites.  
 I was driven by a desire to be “in conversation” with data (Shank, 2006). I kept a research 
journal and made daily entries following each observation. Analysis was iterative; I moved 
regularly between journal entries, observational field notes, and the recorded data from 
classroom observations and the Listening Collaborative sessions. I constructed analytic memos 
and provided them to participants for feedback, each time posing questions such as “did I capture 
the essence of this event?” and “what would you include that I missed?” Member-checking 
served as an opportunity to engage with alterative explanations of communicative events and as a 
time to nourish the relationships between us. I welcomed participant feedback as an opportunity 
to “reenter” the data and to locate evidence that either corroborated or refuted our converging 
interpretations.  
Initially I approached transcripts of classroom data and transcripts of listening 
collaborative sessions, with open-coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1990) using broad subcategories of 




listening. Over time, and in collaboration with Adam and Marion, I was able to develop these 
nascent categories into codes and analytic leads that responded with greater specificity to the 
question of listening.   
I also used thematic coding to examine narratives related to the narratives that we shared 
about listening within the Listening Collaborative. Narratives hold our attention because they 
reflect the social spaces that the storyteller inhabits (Mishler, 1995) and because they suggest an 
intimate view into a one’s lived experiences and epistemologies (Labov, 1997). Connelly and 
Clandinin (1990) explain the significance of this method in the field of education research: 
“teachers and learners are storytellers and characters in their own and other’s stories” (p. 2). I 
drew from participant descriptions of sensations they recalled of being listened to or not listened 
to. Often time this resulted in a multi-layered code of the same data. For example, Adam applied 
the code “skate by” as a descriptor for classroom transcripts in which he recognized a missed 
opportunity to listen to a student. While I note that Adam’s code for the exchange was “skate 
by,” I applied the code ‘shock’—which is how he narrated the feeling of becoming aware of 
listening habits and patterns.   
Throughout this multi-layered process of coding, I nurtured “questions about how and 
why we developed certain codes” (Charmaz, 2005, p. 519). At this stage of analysis, in-vivo 
codes allowed me to “ground the analysis in [participant] perspectives” (Saldaña, 2009, p. 74). 
For example, Marion introduced the code “strings” to describe an affective relationship between 
listeners related to the experience of listening. The phrase, and concept, became central to most 
of our conversations. Within the Listening Collaborative, I used their phrases to add to our code-
book over time—sometimes to reflect new understandings (e.g., the code “strings” became 




refinement (e.g., “reluctance” became “can’t tell”) collapsing codes (e.g. family talk and 
personal stories), or distinguishing codes (e.g., within the larger code “humor,” participants came 
to identify sarcasm and physical humor).  This recursive, multi-layered coding process allowed 
me to develop a schematic model of listening. Tangible features related to listening: soundscape, 
listening gestures, and listening stations as well as several subcategories such as the policing of 
gestures as well as the primary modalities of gestures (referents and momentum) will be explored 
in the following chapter. 
Analyzing Listening   
This study builds upon analytic methods common to CDA, but centers listening as a new 
unit of analysis. As a combined set of theories and methods, CDA attends primarily to language. 
Given the focus of this study, I had to reimagine CDA tools in order to make sense of the 
discursive patterns of listening across data. While my method to analyzing listening is 
necessarily new, it emerges within familiar CDA modes of analysis—simply speaking, I sought 
to identify and explicate discursive patterns that reflected power negotiation. Typically, the CDA 
analyst utilizes transcripts to identify and make sense of such patterns. To that end, it was 
essential that I reimagine processes of transcription and its role in the work of critical discourse 
analysis. 
Transcribing listening and listening as an act of transcription. Transcripts are 
foundational to the work of the discourse analyst, and relatedly, have been the fodder for 
discussion for some time. Transcription traditions underpin all analysis work and thus should not 
be taken for granted. The researcher necessarily engages a series of complex representational 
issues, including how to represent silence, tone, turn taking, multiple languages, or overlapping 
speech. Nearly forty years ago, Ochs (1979) began to complicate the myth of an objective 




assumptions that more recording devices equals more accurate transcription, and set forth a 
challenge that transcripts should “meet practical and theoretical considerations” (175). 
Specifically, she urged discourse scholars to engage with the following observations: 
(1) Transcriptions are researcher’s data 
 
(2) Transcription reflects theoretical goals and is, thus, represent only a selection of the 
actual communicative event 
Ochs’ point—that transcripts are inherently limited because they belong to the researcher, 
emerge from the theoretical frame and research questions etc—is, to some real degree, 
unpreventable. Despite recent scholarship that takes on Ochs’ call and raises attention to the 
myriad of theoretical and ethical issues surrounding transcripts (e.g., Durant, 2006; Jenks, 2011), 
by and large transcripts are still conceived of as ancillary to data analysis and a “behind-the 
scenes aspect of data management” (Oliver et. al, 2005, p. 1274). As such, researchers 
commonly eschew discussions about the methodological and representational decisions made 
while constructing them. This may be a consequence of field-based publishing norms. 
Importantly, however, such absence also suggests that transcripts are trusted as pure, atheoretical 
data. This absence contradicts the “stance” shared amongst many CDA scholars that transcripts 
are research constructs and should be foregrounded in analysis.  
The choices one makes while building a transcript, which are inextricably tied to 
researcher’s paradigm and methodology as they relate to the researcher’s positionality, should 
never be taken for granted. Janks (2013), for instance, argued that transcription procedures 
“should always be discussed in relation to what empirical purpose they serve” (Jenks, 2013, p. 
259). This work engages Och’s patent observation about transcripts as social and theoretical 




my relationship with the process of transcription clear. Additionally, I acknowledge the work of 
constructing a listening transcript within the analytic efforts of the Listening Collaborative. In 
short, the transcripts belong not only to me but also to the inquiries and shared analysis in our 
Listening Collaborative (this process is further discussed in Chapter 10).    
A secondary argument that Ochs makes is that transcripts are opportunities for 
interpretative work and reflective engagement. Scholars have adapted a variety of transcripts and 
conventions to reflect their paradigms, including highly detailed notation systems (Sacks, 
Schegloff & Jefferson, 1974), action-enhanced transcripts and timelines (Ochs, 1999; Nelson, 
Hull & Roche-Smith, 2009), and multimodal transcripts (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006; Norris, 
2004, 2006). The process of constructing a listening transcript, introduced below, extends 
Norris’s (2004) work which emphasizes that meaning is made through subtle changes in 
proximity between actors and the immediate context of the communicative event. Like Norris’s 
action and speech enhanced images, the listening transcript reflects the analytic assumption that 
interpersonal interaction in conjunction with movement in space is meaningful discourse data. 
Whereas Norris investigates talk-in-action through the lens of learning, the listening transcript is 
concerned with listening through the lens of power. 
 Throughout listening transcript construction, I engaged with dialectical theories of 
listening. Table 4 outlines how these theories influenced my approach to transcription.  I used 
dialectical theories of listening as a reminder that listening is not a singular experience and that 
listening occurs across what we conceive as boundaries between communicative events. 
Importantly, listening gestures, manifested in the physical (movements) and verbal (e.g., uptake, 
repetition) do not signal harmony or even mutuality between individuals; the work of building a 




synchronicity and rupture, I came to understand how listening occurs and how listeners co-
construct relationality and influence communicative events.  
I think of transcription as interpretative practice of “interrogating data, nascent analyses, 
research actions, and ourselves each step of the way” (Charmaz, 2007, p. 7). For the purposes of 
this study, transcription was an emerging (never fully complete) interpretive procedure that 
brought me into a closer conversation with the data. I drew from Charmaz’s (2006, 2014a, 
2014b) work on constructivist grounded theory as a guide for moving between the construction, 
refinement and reconstruction of various transcript iterations and, too, for making sense of my 
research actions as responses to nascent analyses. The process of constructing listening 
transcripts, which included numerous iterations of the same communicative event, introduced 
new ways for ‘seeing’ and understanding dimensions of listening. It is analytically rigorous, 
technical, and playful work.  
Table 5. Theoretical Commitments in Transcription 
Theoretical basis Features of a listening 
transcript 
Commitments in Analysis  
Listening is continuous and not 
diametrical to speech (Bakhtin)  
 
Transcript details sounds in 
room prior to “first speaker” 
 
Transcript begins with ellipses 
to emphasize the isolation of a 
particular moment 
Researcher reads through  
numerous times before  
isolating listening actions, 
seeking pivot points etc. 
Multiple streams of listening 
happen concurrently (Bakhtin) 
 
Transcript is not written like a 
script. Transcript is written as 
prose, without excessive 




Researcher reads through  
numerous times beginning at 
different places each time 
Listening is impacted by 
institutional, hegemonic 
discourses (Foucault, Althusser) 
 
Transcript will denote 
instances of institutional 
interpellation with ALL 
CAPS. 
 
Transcript includes schooling 
soundscape (bell, intercom 
Researcher notes/records 





etc.) and any visible response 
to it  
Listening and the body 
(Bourdieu)  
Listening and social space 
(Bourdieu) 
Transcript emphasizes 
embodied gestures, postural 
shifts, and proximal shifts 
Researcher interrogates and 
records own (and others) 
responses 
to each instance 
 
I strove for continuous immersion in data and used ongoing inductive analysis towards 
the identification of patterns across communicative events. I watched and re-watched video 
segments, noting any nuances in what was recorded based on data instrument. I tried to embrace 
discrepancies in scope of recording devices and represent those in transcripts. I watched videos 
with and without sound, at normal, exaggerated, and slowed-down speeds, and finally without 
sound and backwards, by manually dragging the curser backwards. In this process I become 
more attuned to the fine details of the interaction that I might have otherwise overlooked. These 
reviewings, collected from multiple instruments, also helped me notice incongruencies between 
my recall of a communicative event and recordings. I listened to audio recordings in various 
places and spaces, for instance listening with headphones while washing dishes, and waiting in 
carpool line to collect my children. Bringing school data to more personal, familial, places was a 
way to do what German poet Novalis called “making the familiar strange.” Indeed, my instinct to 
transcribe the schooling soundscape emerged from the sensorial juxtaposition of my hands in 
warm soapy dishwater while audio recordings of Marion and Adam’s classes coursed through 
the headphones. 
Following multiple viewings/listenings, I set out to make a verbatim transcript (Tedlock, 
1990). By far the most commonly used approach across disciplines, the verbatim transcript, 
illustrates turn-taking between speakers. Regarding fundamental limitations of the verbatim 




progress of its phonemes and syntax, the unfolding of its argument or plot, the less we can 
apprehend its topology, the depths of its resonances and breadths of its references, the contours 
of its contents and characters” (p. 28). Despite its veracity, Tedlock’s point, that verbatim 
presuppose time-bound, sequential dialogue and, therefore, suggest an inherently progressive 
nature of interaction, has been treated in scholarship as the sort of critique one can’t quite get 
around. Routinely, researchers ground analysis in the verbatim transcript. While effective records 
of shared speech, these transcripts are deceptively quiet and ordered. Within this phase of the 
listening transcript, I created verbatim transcript that included reference to data instrument and 
tried to represent contradictions or differences in the recording equipment. I routinely shared 
these verbatim transcripts with Marion and Adam, often at their request following particular 
interactions. Sometimes they responded with enthusiasm, like Marion’s October email to me 
“this is so FUN!” and other times they responded with what appeared to be apprehension such as 
Adam’s plaintive email to me “I missed that [interaction with Caesar] completely.” In our 
Listening Collaborative sessions, we used verbatim models to elicit first inklings of analysis and 
as grounding texts to make sense of our practices over time. 
Three other iterations followed the verbatim transcription including (1) an expanded 
verbatim transcript, which applied Goffman’s (1981) vocabulary of listeners:  over-hearers, 
ratified and non-ratified listeners, (2) a multimodal transcript that featured micro-screen shots of 
listening gestures, and (3) a parataxis prose transcript (see Chapter 10 for examples and analysis 
of each transcript). These iterations evolved as a response to questions and suggestions that 
emerged within the Listening Collaborative. For instance, in our second Listening Collaborative, 
Adam and Marion began to reference me as a “recorder” and checked my accuracy by inquiring 




(temporarily) framed my role as an ‘ultimate listener’ resulted in improved verbatim transcripts 
that emphasized non-ratified hearers. In session 3, Adam requested “charts with actual numbers” 
in addition to the expanded verbatim transcripts. Marion concurred that she wanted some “facts” 
about her classroom discourse. At this point in our work together, ‘ultimate listening’ became too 
messy. I responded by providing abbreviated discourse profiles, which were generated using 
MAX QDA software (see Appendix D). The sparse discourse profiles seemed to raise new 
questions for listening related to context. For example, in session 4, Adam requested transcripts 
that “show listening”. As a result, I developed multimodal transcripts and spatial maps detailing 
his movement in class. Meanwhile, Marion wanted less information, but transcripts that “actually 
show more of the stuff between the words.” Examples and analysis of each of these transcript 
iterations, is shared in Chapter 10.  
Coding the listening transcript. Listening transcription was central, but not absolute, to 
the analytic process. Once features of listening were identified and transcribed, I set out to track 
and make sense of listening discursive patterns across all data. For example, I identified school 
soundscape as a central feature of listening. Upon identification of this feature, I returned to all 
transcripts to investigate its discursive influence on discourse, noting frequency of instances and 
tracing how it imposed upon interactions between Marion and Adam and their respective 
students. I also sought counter-examples within transcripts, which lead to a more nuanced 
understanding of how Marion and Adam navigate a complex relationship with the soundscape. 
Similarly, once I identified listening gestures as tangible features of listening, I returned to all 
transcripts to investigate how listening gestures featured within immediate classroom discourse, 
and later, how listening gestures were enacted and discussed within the Listening Collaborative. 




communication across settings. For instance, in analyzing how listening gestures influenced each 
Listening Collaborative session, I engaged in additional rounds of focused coding of data 
(Charmaz, 2003) to trace participant listening gestures and listening stations across six sessions. I 
then created schematic timelines for Adam, Marion, and myself, indicating our listening gestures 
over time and then overlaid these gestures in relation to topics of conversation within each 
session. This intensive examination of listening gestures, across space and time, resulted in a 
clarified understanding of Marion and Adam’s preoccupations with listening gestures, and as a 
result, led to the identification of gestural policing. Across all data, that I collected from each 
classroom site and the Listening Collaborative, I examined listening gestures that encompassed 
physical referents and used them as points of analysis from which to understand how power is 
discursively constructed and negotiated. 
Addressing Limitations of Study 
Ethnography is a widely used approach within the field of education research, but it is not 
without limitations. Hammersley (2013) argued in What’s Wrong with Ethnography?, that the 
goals of ethnography need reworking, as they too often ignore methodological questions. To 
address this common limitation, I was explicit and transparent about methods with participants 
and, relatedly, adjusted them based on observations and interview data. In order to develop 
research dependability, I conveyed all stages, processes and steps of study to participants, and 
updated them consistently throughout. I organized and stored all collected data in Max QDA, a 
qualitative research platform that generates code reports and schematic timelines. All data is 
readily accessible to illustrate, extend, or further contextualize findings upon request, thus 




Because ethnographies are situated within ‘naturalistic settings’, they are difficult to 
replicate. While the English classroom is constructed and compulsory, the situation is still unique 
and complex and as such, it would be nearly impossible to replicate the contextual factors of this 
proposed study. This subjectivity, of course, extends to the ethnographer who is the primary 
instrument of data collection. My experience as a high school English teacher naturally shaped 
what I attended to and related interpretations. On one hand, because of this experience, I easily 
built rapport with students and teachers; I understand both the unexpected and pedestrian details 
of classroom life; and I truly enjoy being amongst adolescents. On the other hand, the timing of 
this work edges on affective (and even sentimental) experiences as I re-enter the English 
classroom. Unraveling what it felt like to be me—a researcher and former English teacher—
listening in to a version of my past work-life, I turn to the work of Behar (1995) for guidance. 
Behar braids her personal memories within fieldwork experiences towards a “vulnerable 
ethnography,” and in doing so enhances the trustworthiness of the ethnography. For example, I 
considered how my monolingualism (English speaker) effects observations in a setting where 
English is taught and, typically, privileged, and drew from memoirs, like Jamaica Kincaid’s 
featured in Chapter 1, that speak to the same theme. I am a white, middle-aged (or nearly), cis-
gendered woman—the poster-person of teachers currently employed in United Sates public 
schools.  Considering, writing about, checking in with participants about observer effects 
(LeCompte & Goetz, 1982) was a vital process that contributed to the validity of the study. A 
thorough examination of my positionality as it relates to the study is presented in the following 
chapter, alongside careful introductions to Marion and Adam. Without a doubt, my own teaching 
experiences greatly impacted the course of study and the reduction of data. For example, in 




Apart. Throughout the study, Marion teaches a tenth-grade class and focuses—for a time at 
least—on the same text. Thus, through my teaching experiences with Things Fall Apart and the 
relationship to listening and dialectic that those experiences made clear to me, necessarily 
influenced data analysis and writing choices (for instance, Chapter 10 chronicles the progression 
of transcription within one exchange in Marion’s class, during her instruction of Things Fall 
Apart).   
One of the major strengths of ethnography is its validity (Erikson, 1977; Le Compte & 
Goetz, 1982).  Prolonged time in the field contributed to the relationship, and related 
vulnerability, that Marion, Adam and I shared.  Specifically, the sustained relationship allowed 
me to take on and use their “specialized codes” to talk, think, and eventually write about their 
work as teachers broadly and their growing conceptions of listening more specifically (Charmaz, 
2006.)  Taking on a grounded theory approach had exciting implications not just for analysis but 
also for the continual work of data collection (Charmaz, 2014a, 2015b). For example, following 
participant feedback on analytic memos, I shifted placement, timing and focus of video 
recordings, altered agendas for our listening collaborative sessions, and included participant 
suggested artifacts for analysis. Because the analysis served to “focus subsequent data 
collection” and even influence the focus of our Listening Collaborative Sessions, I was able to 
construct a definition of listening aptly disposed to analysis.   
I’d like to emphasize common critiques of Critical Discourse Analysis scholarship that 
are applicable to this study. First, a brief canvas of the advantages and perils associated with 
methodologically heavy work. CDA critic Widdowson (1995) points out that the approach faces 
the danger of being “ideological orthodoxy [that] paradoxically exerts just the kind of discursive 




the appraisal that research cannot be both ideological and methodological. While some scholars 
(e.g., Rogers et. al, 2005) argue that standardization of a methodology contradicts CDA’s 
guiding aim, others (e.g., Lewis, 2006; Fairclough & Wodack, 1997) point out that the habit of 
skepticism requires a systematic and rigorous attention to the “hows” of critical discourse 
analysis. CDA scholars Lewis (2006) and Billig (1999) call for improvements in methodological 
precision and Duke and Mallete (2004) endorse CDA work that uses theoretical frames as a 
“dialectical scaffold…in which theory was used analytically to both interrogate, and be 
interrogated by, the study’s data” (342). There has been hearty discussion around the advantages 
of methodologically precise work and, too, mediations on the dangers of being distracted by 
methods, yet still CDA scholars are committed to developing new analytic processes for 
understanding and disrupting hegemonic classroom discourse. Precision and transparency of 
methodology were of particular importance to the study. By working, in tandem with 
participants, (for example regular elicitation of participant reactions to field notes and 
transcripts) I was able to clarify vague and/or intuitive data analysis procedures, which contribute 
to the reliability of the study.  
Finally, this is illustrative work supported by discourse analysis set within a community 
of practice. The study is part research and part professional development. Though I believe that 
the project offers insights into how patterns of listening emerge within, sustain, and influence 
classroom interactions, it would be inaccurate to claim that such work contributes to changes in 




CHAPTER SIX: CONTEXT 
Critical Discourse scholarship theorizes the connection between discourse and context as 
being certain and irrefutable. Ochs (1979), for instance, pointed out that one cannot possibly 
understand discourse without considering the interconnected parameters of context—namely that 
context includes the “social and psychological world in which the language user operates in at 
any given time” (p. 25). However, all too often, CDA analyses present decontextualized 
discussions of discursive patterns without attending to the influence of research(er) (Souto-
Manning, 2014) or attending to interconnecting contextual details.  The purpose of this chapter is 
to make clear interlocking contextual factors of the study. I begin with introductions to myself, 
teacher-participants Marion Leventhal and Adam Bisset, their school, and then move on to 
examine the wider socio-political climate. The chapter concludes with some examples of how 
listening materializes in the contemporary public sphere.  
 Participants in The Listening Collaborative 
Researcher 
Methodologist Melanie Greene (2014) observed that the “stories we are told, how they 
are relayed to us, and the narratives that we form and share with others” inevitably influence our 
research (p. 2). I hope to make clear some of my conceptual history related to listening, silence, 
and teacher-student dialogue that necessarily influenced the study. Rather than present a 
positionality statement organized around my salient identities, I aim to “look both outward and 
inward, to be reflexive and self-conscious in terms of positioning, to be both self-aware and 




gathering and writing processes” (Taylor, 2011, p. 9). To be sure, my woman-ness, my 
whiteness, my right to ‘be’ citizen here, in the country where I teach and research in my family 
language: English, along with my Quaker education, and power inscribed by teaching as such, 
have conspired to shape both the curiosities and interpretations I have about listening and 
classroom discourse. Similarly, every aspect of data reduction, analysis, and choices in 
constructing the dissertation can be traced to these identities. The study belongs to my 
enthusiasm for what I hope can be transformative, affect-conscious critical discourse analysis. 
That enthusiasm is shared by Marian and Adam, the two English teachers who made the study 
possible, and their ninth and tenth grade students who graciously consented to participate in the 
study. The research questions took shape during an unforgettable moment nearly 20 years ago, in 
my first-year teaching when my non-listening was challenged and, too, all the occasions I’ve had 
since for relistening to it. That moment and these moments belong to my earliest schooling days, 
where I was taught to listen for the feeling of being listened for. The study is an investigation 
into listening and it is also an act of listening to these intersecting moments.   
My personal schooling was a moving, beating monument to Silence; I was, am still, good 
at what Friends call “settling in,” meaning I liked Silence, found it communal, and found a 
sharpening of my senses there. Days and classes began and ended there. In between, we returned 
to it, rolled it around in our pockets like coins, trusted it as a meeting place for sharing sorrows 
and joy, hoisted it like a heavy quilt to cover our impulses to speak. More than once, it delivered 
from our intellects, something true—something truer—from the small, trembling animal throats 
we didn’t know we had. I believe it made listeners of us because I recall that it made space for us 
to be listened to. In a tenth-grade poetry class, Silence hung in the room. From somewhere else, 




their way to us. Their voices became distinguishable, four not three I was sure; our teacher, 
Charlotte voiced a poem. We must have shared our own then. Sometime later, we settled back in, 
connected, connecting, and acknowledging that which had been shared with more of the same: 
an intentional quiet, a shared quieting. The Silence connected us to one another, to the outside, to 
the ‘curriculum’ of poetry, and, for some, to their inner-teacher or God. Silence and, relatedly 
listening, were intricately woven into my day-to-day school experiences. Silence was so 
ubiquitous to my early experiences that I took it for granted until my first teaching job in public 
school, which according to an email I wrote was “all noise and bells.”  
I began my teacher life in a historically Black high school in a small, southern town 
known for biscuits and furniture. If you’d asked me then, I would have said it didn’t have a lot 
going on. I was 22, neither a furniture nor biscuit fanatic, a graduate of a private liberals arts 
Quaker high school and college, and an absolute outsider in the public schools. Worse, I was an 
outsider with instantaneous, explicit authority. During summer professional development, we 
were handed popsicles and loaded onto fetid school buses for a zoo’s-eye roaming tour of our 
students’ neighborhoods. It was the year that non-verbal communication cues were reincarnated 
into that thinly veiled genre: “urban education;” we were instructed by curriculum experts to 
touch our noses every time a student subverted control. An expert from Ontario, with a whistling 
lisp, showed us clips from the television program “Dog Whisperer” in a faculty meeting to model 
the concept of ‘pack behavior’ and ‘alpha control.’ I was shocked by the cruelty and shocked that 
we weren’t going to talk about it, but every morning I laced up my new work shoes (green New 
Balances) and did what I thought I was supposed to do.   
This was happening in the months following 9-11. Our education professors convened 




our lives as teachers. We have to, they said, be willing to query the Quaker refrain “don’t speak 
unless it improves the Silence” with the urgent (and resounding) call: “silence is violence.” 
Throughout my own education at Quaker schools I’d come to think of Silence as a collective 
energy from which voice trembled forth, and then again, was meeting it as a thing exerted onto 
others so as to render them human-less, voiceless.  I had been trained to think of “Silence” as an 
ideal for classroom community. In this sense, Silence is synonymous with community and a 
shared accountability, not to be confused for quiet or voiceless. However, in practice silence in 
the classroom, and that which was unfolding in the broader social-political context, was nearer to 
violence.     
At work, the English II team was supposed to be teaching Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall 
Apart, a commonly taught novel in tenth grade English classes. It  chronicles devestating effects 
of anglo-european colonial violence against the cultural, linguistic, and lived experiences of an 
Igbo community. The 19th century violence that Achebe (1958)  describes was backdrop to our 
own 21st century version; it was recommended to me that I use conch shells in a mason jar at the 
front of the room as a visual thermometer of the class’s behavior. “Take one out and pretend to 
throw it away,” a mentor teacher suggested, “in the end, they can each make one of those African 
bracelets that are so popular these days.” I could say that I never dipped my fingers in that jar, 
but I’m no revisionist. The truth is I was another first-year white teacher in training—I thought I 
was going to be a poet. I thought we were going to talk about poetry, our voices lifting like 
songbirds in distinct streams. But instead I shored up the banks with a jar of store-bought conch 
shells, and set my antenna for any potential disorder. I was being trained to be a keeper of conch 




I can’t stop thinking about a slim boy in the third row of that very first classroom. They 
called him Dub. With perfect range and impeccable rhythm he could pull up and belt out the 
song to match the mood of any moment. He crossed genres and decades and teachers to spell a 
moment clear. Of course back then I couldn’t or wouldn’t listen to him. Dub liked to start his 
songs in the middle. During, silent reading he’d croon a flawless alto version of Bonnie Rait’s 
Let’s give them something to talk about out the back window—and the afternoon cheerleader 
practice just beyond it. He thundered out Onyx’s Let the boys be boys whenever the School 
Resource Officer walked by the classroom, a spattering of friends pounding against their desks 
“ba duh da ba duh da, SLAM”. No matter the song, I rushed us back to silence or to the lesson or 
to myself.  I nursed the misconception that his habit was a wedge keeping us from literature. 
 If you’ve not already recognized that this pre-the-era-of-google kid was a virtual jukebox 
of throwback songs and a phenomenal cultural analyst, then let me tell you about the first song of 
his that I truly heard--- the most throw-back of his throw-backs--and then I’ll tell you how it felt 
to listen. Dub could mimic Bonnie Rait and he could match Onyx’s throaty rasp, but he had to 
become Yusef Islam for me to hear him. It was a rendition of the late 70’s classic Where the 
Children Play. It was an anthem he reserved for the day I’d reached towards the conch shell jar 
one too many times. He sang and his voice was a vinyl record and the students who watched for 
my reaction were the needle:  
Will you make us laugh, will you make us cry?  
Will you tell us when to live,  





 The listening I felt was happening everywhere — something fleshy was pounding against 
my ribs—something quivering in my mousseline kneecaps. I told my brain to tell my lungs to 
breathe. I could hear him. I could hear it. Thank god I took my fingers out of that jar long enough 
to see Dub seeing me. And then he shoveled into the chorus with a southern twang, an obvious 
false-soprano imitation of me: 
 I know we've come a long way 
 We're changing day to day 
 But tell me 
 Where do the children play? 
Teenagers make the finest teachers. They don’t keep something going just to keep it going and 
they rarely volunteer for work that’s not their own. Because of their generosity, and because I 
imagine they knew it was my work to do, and because Dub was very funny, we laughed hard at 
his impersonation. I’ve never stopped marveling at the moment when I suddenly listened to Dub, 
and located myself in relation to him.   
 Any avid reader knows to look for the tragedy that comes before the comic relief. I’ve 
never stopped thinking about that jar of white supremacy and all the ways I use it and all the 
ways it uses me: 
  Listening with,  
    Listening to,   
                Listening in, and 





Cook-Sather (2002) noted that power relationships, like that between teacher and student, 
depend on the very kind of non-listening like that which I shared with Dub, because they “have 
no place for listening and actively do not tolerate it because it is very inconvenient: to really 
listen means to have to respond” (p. 9).  I reflected on my interaction with Dub countless times--
but I never discussed it with anyone other than Dub and some of his classmates, and not until 
years after they had moved on to college and me to another school. Our interpretations of it vary, 
as does the specificity with which we talk about it. Across all the conversations I’ve had the 
opportunity to be a part of, one central element bears emphasizing: Dub’s song choice was never 
accidental and I wasn’t the only teacher he serenaded. 
bell hooks (1994) reminds us that “one of the tragedies in education today [is that] we 
have a lot of people who don’t recognize the being a teacher is being with people” (p 165). When 
I think back to my first-year teaching—to all my years of teaching—I recall near-weekly English 
department meetings where we buzzed between topics of suspension rates, book fees, grants, 
grade alignment, discipline, tests. I don’t recall that we thought through what it was like to be 
with our students or what it might be like for them to be with us. We were rarely with one 
another in the work of reflection; we never confronted discourses of nationalism, racism, sexism, 
or institutionalism for instance, nor our discursive participation in them. Thus, we never really 
explored that which kept us apart from our students. 
Adam Bisset 
As a student enrolled in a Masters of Teaching class that I instructed four years prior to 
the study, Adam drew simple cartoons depicting his anxieties about teaching. Each frame 
highlighted engorged eyes, a blank chalk board, and the curvy lines of a thought rather than a 
speech bubble. Elaborating on one such drawing he told our group, “there’s always the fear that I 




these endearing graphic preoccupations. He chuckled and said, “funny thing is I hardly talk at all 
when I teach.” I soon came to find out that he wasn’t kidding.  
On the occasion of my first classroom observation, Adam opened his culturally and 
linguistically diverse ninth grade class with a reading of Langston Hughes’ poem Theme for 
English B aloud. For those unfamiliar, the poem opens with a set of instructions from the 
speaker’s teacher:   
Go home and write 
a page tonight. 
And let that page come out of you— 
Then, it will be true. 
Following his reading, Adam said “this is what we will do all year.” Students seemed to pick up 
on the implications of the poem for their own work immediately. Anik snickered “so then he 
turned in just a list of thoughts and so yeah, uh you trying to tell us something?”; Helen, a self-
proclaimed future plastic surgeon grimaced “please, please say the word rubric”; and Cesar 
jumped in with a personal, contemplative offering “I guess I am [pause] relating because I’m 
brown and you’re white.”  
Ultimately, Helen would not ever have her way; Anik would; and Cesar’s analysis would 
have to either be addressed in writing or not at all, because Adam taught under a 
reader’s/writer’s workshop model and for him this meant minimal teacher guided conversation 
and even less whole class literary analysis. I was struck by his decision to nod in silence during 
each of these (and other reactions to the poem), his nearly expressionless face turned like a full 
moon this way and that. Instead he punctuated each comment by pointing to his own writing 




began to write. 35 minutes of silence, stave for the scratch of pens and some cathartic sighing 
from Helen, ensued. Just before the bell rang, Adam closed his own journal and encouraged them 
to, “come back tomorrow to speed date some books and do this all over again.”  
Later, in what would become his regular correspondence to me elaborating on classroom 
observations, Adam wrote about this observation: “I find it interesting what students come up 
with when they are given wide latitude to say what they want to say in writing and not in 
response to each other or me.”  Adam’s commitment to “wide latitude” was true the first day of 
my observation and nearly every single one after. Across a total of 84 hours of classroom 
observation, Adam addressed the whole class for a little over 9 hours, just under 9 minutes per 
55-minute block. The rest of the time, students read their own choice of books, meet individually 
with him to discuss those texts, or began, revised, published or reflected on their writing pieces. 
In between jaunts between desks, Adam might write in his own journal or catch up with a YA 
student recommended book.  
At the time of the study, Adam’s pedagogical approach was not one practiced amongst 
his colleagues, and it was not one that he was taught explicitly about in his teacher education 
courses. It was an approach born from his deep sensitivity to the private lives of readers and 
writers and to his belief that everyone has the right to be alone with their literacy events. In his 
three years of teaching, Adam made significant moves to organize his classes in ways that 
centered the reader/writer. He lobbied administration for permission to lead a reading/writing 
workshop model, prioritizing regular individual conferences with students. In lieu of whole class 
novels, Adam expected students to self-select books. To support his students in this endeavor, he 
wrote and was awarded a grant to purchase a large collection of recently published YA books. 




curriculum teams to ensure flexible curriculum maps and researched and presented models of 
flexible grading to his department members, two of whom have since taken on a similar 
approach. Additionally, he petitioned the county for the opportunity to pilot academically 
heterogeneous classes. Whether enrolled in journalism or ninth grade English, Adam’s students 
can elect honors or standards credits and then spend the semester on their own literacy journeys 
which culminate with a student proposed grade (and accompanying rationale). To ensure equal 
access to the opportunity for honors credits, Adam communicated directly with local 8th grade 
teachers, offering descriptions of his courses and asking them to communicate that all students 
are welcomed, no matter their grades. Adam designed this pedagogical experiment for two 
reasons. He wanted to ameliorate what he called the “abysmal achievement gap” amongst racial 
and ethnic demographics in his academically competitive school and he wanted to honor the 
personal reading and writing needs of each individual student. As a result, there were, on 
average, 28 different texts being read at any one time in his class of 30. And though he kept up 
with nearly all of these texts, either through audio versions, summaries, or his own reading, he 
allowed students to guide their reading talks while he played the role of captivated listener and 
recorder of their thoughts.   
Adam comes from a large family that immigrated to the southern U.S from South Africa 
when he was four years old. In his childhood, and even now, he reports feeling as if he could 
never quite get a word in with his family. He described them as a “crew of interrupters.” This is, 
he tells me, his greatest pet peeve about teachers he’s had in the past—the tendency to cut off a 
student’s thinking for the sake of their own line of thought. It is also one of his deepest fears 
about teaching. Not that he won’t know what to say, as he projected in his early pre-teaching 




description, one that he attributes loosely to their immigration journey as well as their 
personalities, as I watch him, crouched near Quinton’s desk. Adam nods as Quinton flips through 
a copy of Slam!  by Walter Dean Myers. Quinton points out a passage. Adam nods. There is 
silence. Quinton begins making a connection to his love of car racing. There is no racing in 
Slam. As an avid reader and former teacher, I know that. Adam knows that too. But Adam trusts 
Quinton. Quinton weaves his way, eventually, into the pace of the author’s syntax. “It gets faster 
and that’s what I meant by racing”. Four minutes or so later, Adam left Quinton with a pile of 
sticky notes on his desk and transitioned to Anik who waxes on about conflict in The Hate U 
Give as it relates to “news and stuff” and, then he rounded to Odelie’s desk for a soliloquy on 
unrequited love in the syndicated “best most dramatic show ever” Grey’s Anatomy and the 
recently published YA book, The Fault in Our Stars. When I observe Adam Bissett’s reading and 
writing workshop, I see his youth spent in the public library moving through book after book in 
honorific silence.  
Though his speaking voice was generally reserved for one-on-one reading and writing 
conferences like those described above, Adam’s individualized feedback for students was 
abundant and came in the form of written notes, emails, and voice recorded observations that he 
sent to students using email and frequently cc’d me on. He adapted a sophisticated level of 
technology to serve as a scaffold for such ambitious individual feedback, abandoning apps or 
systems midstream as soon as newer, more efficient ones became available. But no matter the 
details of his technological support, he always carried a small clipboard with a bic ball point pen 
to jot down questions and observations that emerged in student conferences.  
Adam is as earnest as he is ambitious. Though he openly seeks a different way to do the 




can often be found in the shared faculty office swapping ideas, funny student anecdotes, or 
leftovers from his lunch. At times, in this study, you will see Ms. O’Riley, a co-teacher who 
worked with Adam to support English Language learners and students with learning 
exceptionalities. While there is little evidence of the cross talk between them during instruction, 
their collegiality was evident in their shared written notes about student conferences. Rarely the 
hero or even protagonist of his own teaching stories, he is on a quest for constant professional 
collaboration: being, for example through the course of this study, the first teacher to join a YA 
book club with the librarian, eager to enroll in a master’s level class to improve AIG teaching 
skills, and willing to commit to three separate county-wide initiatives that might give him the 
ability to influence the wider work of teaching English. About the unpaid committee work he’s 
taken on, he explained “you know it’s not like you get paid for it. It’s just the luxury of knowing 
that you have had some say in the way things are”.  
Marion Leventhal 
Marion did not really resemble the gingerbread cookie that her two tenth grade students, 
Mary and Anastasia decorated in her likeness during a third period cooking class—but her lavish 
laugh pleased them all the same. She shoved part of the icing lipstick in her mouth while 
Anastasia chuckled, “oh my God, you’re a cannibal.” “No. I’m Jewish” she joked back. The 
students gobbled up this personal humor almost as quickly as she their cookie.   
In cookie form, Marion retained shoulder length spiraled tresses, a turquoise bracelet, a 
favorited Nsubra tunic. Though accurate in these ways, Marcella and Anastasia’s goofy portrait 
missed the mark in other substantial ways; first off, no cookie anywhere has ever laughed loud 
enough to cross cinderblock classroom walls. Because of its force, its tenor, and the chorus of 
adolescent giggles that it elicits, I imagined Marion’s laugh as a wave that swelled over and 




from the cookie, were laugh lines hemming in gray eyes, a tiny nose ring, a station of age spots, 
and one eyebrow raised in constant skepticism.  
By the time of this study, Marion had over 25 years of teaching experience, in North 
Carolina, California, Canada, Jamaica, Mozambique, Italy and Kenya. Beyond the work of 
teaching English and Spanish, Marion devoted substantial periods of her life traveling and living 
in multiple places: numerous African, Latin American, and European countries. Driven by the 
memories of these experiences—particularly in juxtaposition with what she describes as a 
“dismally monolingual United States society that makes her weep” —Marion routinely 
emphasized the connection between language and the study of humanities. In practice, Marion 
frequently asked students to engage in etymology and cross-language analysis of vocabulary 
words; “where are my Italian speakers?” she’d asked sliding her glasses down her nose, “and my 
gorgeous Spanish speakers? What can you teach us about this word?” Though eager to draw 
forth this knowledge from her students, Marion rarely shared her own linguistic prowess with 
students—and when, upon hearing her accurate pronunciation of Spanish, Italian, French, or 
Hebrew names in their assigned literature, students exclaimed “how many languages CAN you 
speak?” Marion chortled, “how many will you learn?”  
Marion was a teacher of teachers before she graduated high school. She spent the 
majority of her childhood in Latin American countries and Israel where she learned to read 
fastidiously for “the answer” and also came to the habit of critiquing teachers naturally. Evidence 
of the latter proclivity can be seen in her childhood journals containing impassioned lists of what 
not to do drawn up following particularly droll 7th grade literature courses. She summarized these 
forbidden habits to me: “Don’t tell people they’re right when they’re not, never assign too hard 




true to this credo in her daily class meetings, which a trio of students eating lunch in the hallway 
once described to me as “super dooper hard,” “always about the book,” and also “the funniest 
class of my whole life.” Marion is so committed to knowing a text before teaching it, that she 
will read and study a novel for several years before bringing it into the classroom. Weighing her 
desire to teach Toni Morrison’s Beloved against her nearly impossible standards of teaching, she 
explained “I need to know it in and out so I don’t make an ass of myself or it.”  
This—her constant return to word roots and her explosive laugh—are so characteristic of 
her teaching-self that they appear on the handful of student-made “Marion bingo cards” that I 
discovered crumpled next to the waste basket one day. Marion and I marveled at these 
clandestine, college-ruled models of her discourse. We delighted at adolescents-as-discourse-
analysts and we relished the joy of being known so thoroughly by students. From gingerbread 
portraits, to bingo caricatures, to verbal accolades like that of Marcella’s, a student enrolled in an 
Honors class for the first time, “you’ve blown my mind more than any teacher has like woah like 
woah like three times in one week really.” She is devoted to literature; and in return many of her 
students are devoted to her. Marion claimed to be driven by humanities, yet there wasn’t a 
moment during my extended time in her classroom when the sensory rewards of teaching 
weren’t abundantly clear. 
Marion’s classroom discourse is, as described by herself and her students, book-centric; 
the conversations we shared in private, however, hovered elsewhere: the practice and philosophy 
of teaching English, the difficulties and pleasures of mothering —one of her children still a 
student in the same school, and the Sisyphean labor of recovering from chronic illnesses. 




collection of lessons, these shared points of our experiences became the anecdotes and running 
themes of our journey into discourse analysis, particularly when we were alone.  
Leeville High School 
Marion and Adam teach English in a mid-size public, comprehensive high-school, not far 
from the state’s flagship university, atop a sloping hill. It is a physically beautiful school, 
crowned by enormous windows and solar panels and ample places for Adam to park the trusty 
Schwinn bike that he commutes in on. Their designated classrooms belong amongst a cluster of 
other English classrooms, on the second floor—each boasting a row of windows looking out into 
courtyards, LCD projectors built into the ceiling, and rows of pristine student desks. If ever tired 
of their own classrooms, Adam and Marion are free to retire to one of several shared faculty 
learning spaces, where in privacy from students they might eat, photocopy, share notes, recover, 
or plan for the next class. They aren’t oblivious to the aesthetic rewards of teaching at Leeville, 
each having worked or interned in at least one other local school, and sitting at their respective 
desks in the shared faculty room, under the yellow gauze of desk lamps, they frequently 
acknowledged the unusually luxurious space.  
Having earned national distinction for student success each of the 11 years it’s been open 
and a national award for innovative sustainable energy use, it is no surprise that Leeville also has 
a favorable reputation amongst many local parents—nearly 60% who live well above the poverty 
line —and amongst teachers —nearly 20% of whom have more than 10+ years of experience and 
advanced degrees. Though lauded for its success, student achievement scores at Leeville High 
mirror the troubling wider county trends, wherein 16% of white students and 70% of students of 
color are categorized as academically “unready for college” (Annual report of Student 




pedagogical freedom and, relatedly less scrutiny than teachers in neighboring county public 
schools. On a local union forum, a self-reported Leeville teacher described it as “one of the last 
public places to teach in the state and retain any inkling of professional autonomy.” Leeville may 
also very well be one of the last schools without visible high security measures; though it, like 
every other school in its county employs at least one full time School Resource Officer, in my 
daily visits, I never saw him or her paroling the halls.  
The county surrounding Leeville high is equal parts rural and town, though the majority 
of enrolled students habituate in the three -mile radius of the school. Like many towns, Leeville 
residents struggle with rapid escalation of housing pricing. Though highlighted more and more 
frequently in popular media, gentrification is a historic problem for this community—once a 
predominantly African American community, Leeville county schools eventually moved to  
integrate in the early 1970s (15 years post Brown vs. Board), at which point housing prices and 
the relative proximity to the university proved to have indelible effects on community 
demographics. At the time of this study, the town of Leeville was 60% White, 10% African 
American, 16% Latinx, and 10% Asian including a growing population of Karen, Congolese, 
and Syrian families with refugee status. This racial and cultural make up was reflected in both 
the wider school population and within Marion and Adam’s respective classes.  
Beyond Leeville 
Traditionally Critical Discourse scholars like myself have been devoted to uncovering 
and interrupting the “more hidden and latent type of everyday beliefs, which often appear 
disguised as conceptual metaphors” rather than focus on ideologies as external and fixed 
(Woodak & Meyer, 2009, p 8). We use dialectical theories of discourse to explain the cyclical 




demystify and challenge harmful wider discourses (macro) as they are imbedded within and 
reified via everyday interactions (micro). But, during the time of this study (2017-2018), not 
much felt ‘hidden’. Backdrop to this study were daily news accounts about the resurgence of 
overt, public, and government sanctioned violence. This reality demands a different kind of 
analytic engagement with CDA micro-macro metaphors, and it adds particular urgency to the 
challenges of listening and being listened to in schools. This investigation into listening and 
ways to transform it was set in a time when just about everywhere someone was expressing their 
experiences of being unheard and unsafe. 
In many ways Charlottesville, Virginia is a town comparable to the site of this study- in 
terms of racial and economic demographics, university presence, and politics, at least. It also 
happens to be the town that I grew up in. So, in August of 2017, just two weeks before this study 
began, I watched in particular horror as a throng of self-declared neo-confederates, white 
nationalists, neo-Nazis and neo-fascists joined forces to protest the proposed removal of a public 
Confederate effigy there. They sauntered through downtown with semi-automatic rifles. They 
donned fascist symbols like the swastika and the confederate battle flag. They chanted, “White 
Lives Matter” and “Jews Will Not Replace Us.” Unsurprisingly, their brutal rhetoric spun brutal 
melee. In the end, 19 counter-protestors were seriously injured and one lost her life.  
In the context of this project, this riot, and the government discourse surrounding it, 
matters a great deal. The President offered some remarks: “we condemn in the strongest possible 
terms this egregious display of hatred, bigotry and violence on many sides, on many sides.” 
Many people, myself included, heard this false-equivalent statement as an endorsement of white 
supremacist vitriol; he quickly denied allegiance with white supremacists via--what has sense 




explicit oppressive acts, so long as the oppressor accredits their efforts to something else: 
freedom, heritage, economic solvency, patriotism, tradition, nostalgia etc. For one, the president, 
a person with legitimate power, dismissed the accuracy of his own recorded statement à la 
 “you didn’t hear me right” and “that’s not what I said.” The president’s remarks accompanied a 
shift from decades of “polite domination” to more overt day-to-day instances of domination. 
We’ve seen such rhetoric play out in schools, where reports of even the youngest of children 
parroting anti-immigration slogans like “build the wall.” This socio-political landscape, driven 
by intensifying us versus them rhetoric, intensified the already complex work of teaching and 
learning. Secondly, it directly impacted discourse policies at Leeville High, and Marion and 
Adam’s work as teachers. 
Leeville, the town that this study is set in, is no stranger to the kind of debate that 
attracted white supremacists to Charlottesville. Both the town and the school in which I 
conducted this research, carry the name of a man, once celebrated as an industrialist and more 
recently recognized as a particularly violent white supremacist. Prior to the Charlottesville riot, 
public conversations had emerged here and there about extracting his moniker from schools, 
libraries, and maps, though this contemplative turn was not especially evident in my day-to-day 
observations at Leeville High. The events at Charlottesville were taken up in other ways at 
Leeville High, pedagogically mostly; Leeville High teachers, including the two high school 
English teachers featured in this study, were asked to facilitate ‘restorative circles’ in order to 
help students process the violence.  
So, in the first week of their fall semester, Marion and Adam walked the curved path 
from a well-maintained faculty parking lot, past a wild flower garden, a six-foot-long student-




for toilets, into Leeville High.  They arranged their student desks into large circles and began the 
work of humanities teachers. I wasn’t there to observe these sessions, but learned from both 
Marion and Adam that the emphasis was on “civil, democratic discourse”. Their dialogic method 
was turn-taking. And the goal was for a tone of reassurance. Later, Adam reflected on the 
dissonance between the civil dialogue he was asked to foster and the increasingly acrimonious 
wider public discourse, “you just really want them to have a smooth transition, right?…but it’s 
not like that now for us. And we’re in these ‘safe circles’ to practice fair conversations but that’s 
not what’s happening out there.”  
The months that followed proved his point, really. Leeville students, including several in 
Adam and Marion’s classes, were confronted with recurrent I.C.E raids, which separated parents 
from their children and stirred constant fear amongst Latinx, immigrant communities, and their 
allies. The rescission of the Deferred Action for Children Arrivals (DACA) further threatened 
those already vulnerable to deportation—and all but put a stop to dreams for post-secondary 
education. U.S. troops, including several stationed within the near proximity of the school, were 
deployed to the “southern US Boarder” to protect the one-day site of the “wall”. The President 
signed an Executive Order that banned foreign nationals from predominantly Muslim countries 
for 90 days and halted entry of Syrian refugees indefinitely.  
Tiny American flags protruded from their permeant corner of each classroom that I 
visited at Leeville High. Meanwhile, Colin Kaepernick, continued a public protest of the 
National Anthem at the beginning of National Football League games. The president didn’t like 
Kaepernick’s symbolic kneel—a posture to call attention to continued police kills of black men 
and women and taken up by dozens other players over the course of this study—so he took to 




frames of slavery: “wouldn’t you love to see one of these NFL owners, when somebody 
disrespects our flag, to say “get that son of a b**** off the field right now?” Debates over flags 
and their symbolism erupted everywhere. In the wider county of Leeville High, for instance, 
school board members worked to construct policies to restrict the confederate flags on secondary 
campuses. Some resistant community members drove through a neighboring high school parking 
lot draped in the gargantuan, prohibited flags. 
Despite all the feverish attention on what it means to be patriotic, many citizens were 
targeted. For example, recently established federal protections for LGBTQ students unraveled, 
but not without some resistance. Leeville High, for instance, reconstituted several of their 
bathrooms to be gender-neutral in response to a contentious state bill, HB2, which legally 
compelled people to use bathrooms that “match their biological gender.” The Me-Too 
movement, addressing a longstanding culture of sexual abuse against women, escalated the 
movement and activists leading it earned increasing condemnation from the President and others. 
And a tragic—but not unique— mass shooting in a Florida high school, sparked groundbreaking 
student activism. The teenagers who led a national movement for what they called “gun sense” 
received vitriolic attention from the NRA and conservative allies. 
On Listening in the Now 
This investigation into classroom listening emerges in a particularly tenuous time, in 
which dehumanized discourses are legitimized in mainstream politics. Untenable pressures, 
related to needing to be listened to and not being listened to, framed the study. The theme played 
out across a myriad of domains, and the pressures permeated our personal and working lives. 
Within this dissertation, I work to establish how listening can be treated as a concrete utterance, 




practice of critical discourse analysis to include listening, I want to draw forth examples of 
listening utterances, which animated my thinking about listening and dialectics.  
Viral Listening, Louder than Words 
During an April 2017 White House Press Briefing, (then) U.S. press secretary Sean 
Spicer claimed that “Hitler never used chemical weapons on his people”. It took less than an 
hour for journalists’ April Ryan’s and Ashley Parker’s instinctive reactions to his claim to go 
“viral” in gif form. Front stage, Ashley Parker’s chest rises and 
falls with deep inhales, her brow furrows, her eyes slant to the 
person on her left, and her lips shake open and close—a movement 
one twitter user described as “@AshleyRParker trying to tell Sean 
Spicer to stop talking.”  
Just behind her, April Ryan breaks eye contact with her 
notes, widens her gaze onto Spicer and subsequently makes an abrupt head turn towards the back 
door, scanning the room for others’ reactions or, perhaps, searching for a safe exit. Their 
movements occur in the wake of Spicer’s shockingly inaccurate historical summation, but it is 
the symphony of Ryan and Parker’s reactions—that they occur in tandem and at whiplash 
speed—that makes the gif go viral. Commenting on the gif’s popularity, June Cross, Columbia 
University professor of Journalism, tweeted “I don’t even need to hear what he’s saying.” She 
means that their listener reactions speak louder than the voice they respond to. 
 




Consequences of Listening as Dissent 
In April of 2017, Liang Xiangyu, a Chinese journalist 
covering The National People’s Congress, responded to a 
colleagues’ long winded and sycophantic question with what 
the New York times called “the eye roll that broke China’s 
internet.”  Her scoff resonated with millions of people, 
particularly other Chinese nationalists who had just found 
out that Congress did, as anticipated, vote to abolish term 
limits for President Xi Jinping. Though her inability to keep a straight face resulted in rigorous 
and immediate censorship, including revocation of press rights, Lian Xiangyu inspired global 
attention in the form of brightly hued gifs and memes. At the corner of the widely shared gifs, 
Lian Xiangyu’s closed palm presses against her tightened jaw; just above it her two irises 
disappear beneath quivering eyelids. She’s been heralded as a “revolutionary eye roller” and a 
“facial warrior.” Not without consequence though; the reverberation of her listening as dissent, 
emerge amid her subsequent disappearance from Chinese society.  
Criminalizing Hearing  
 Pirate radio stations transmit that which cannot be heard elsewhere. Yet, they broadcast 
without a license and, therefore, can interfere with sanctioned, commercial stations. Pirate 
stations have received particularly harsh attention from recently appointed chairman of the 
Federal Communications Commission, Ajit Pai. With Trump’s enthusiastic support, in April of 
2017, Pai proposed an elaborate and exorbitant fine system of up to 2 million dollars for any 
clandestine operator, no matter how small their operation. These criminalized stations are 
evidence of reliance-- popping up under new names, offering their listeners what has been 
described as “spiritual sustenance, immigration information, and news from home,” in languages 




of home, most often Haitian-Creole and Spanish (Niarcos, 2018). The FCC maintains that their 
approach to closing Pirate stations is not related to content, rather in protection of legitimized 
stations; however, an interactive map of what Pai called the “crackdown,” makes clear a 
correlation between targeted pirate stations and cities, like Miami and New York City, with large 
immigrant populations3.  
Listening Scale 
Ana Juan named her October, 2018 New Yorker cover “Unheard.” It depicts a woman, 
drained of color, enshrouded by darkness, two hooded eyes, mouth covered by a red, stained 
hand. It is in immediate conversation with Dr. Ford’s testimony, regarding a sexual assault she 
survived at the hands of (then) Supreme Court nominee, Judge Kavanaugh. It emerged, too, from 
generations of silenced women. It is one utterance in a web of intertextual (intersecting) listening 
utterances. Listening as resistance to the resounding silence of the ‘silenced’. 
As indication of the scale of Juan’s utterance, see the following meta-tags assigned by 
publisher CondeNaste: #unheard, #woman, #face, #mouth, #hand, #sexual abuse, #politics, 
#silenced, #gag, #closed, #attack, #men, #women. The meta tags pile up: macro (politics), 
corporal (woman, face, mouth, hand) verb (gag, closed, attack, abuse), indicating how 
culminative silencing resonates beyond an immediate exchange, or in the words of poet Ilya 
Kaminsky (2018):  
A man should smell better than his country---” 
such is the silence 
of a woman who speaks against silence, knowing 
silence is what moves us to speak---  
 
                                                 





These examples, and countless others that I don’t have the space to write about here, 
animate the thinking that I engaged in with Marion and Adam about listening and its relationship 
to power. Across them, we see listening as the “capacity [to] impose criteria of appreciation” 
(Bourdieu); listening as agentive, palpable, and forceful, rather than passive. The first two gifs 
indicate that social media users—those who made and shared the gifs widely, know something 
that has not yet been expressed in scholarship— that we do “see” listening as content-rich 
utterance. The latter two examples reflect current relationship between listening and power. In 
the case of pirate stations, the right to “listen” is implicated in notions of belonging broadly and 
citizenship specifically. Furthermore, we see how sanctioned rights to be heard, and to listen, are 
determined by financial capital. In Juan’s example we see listening to those who have been 
systematically un-listened to as an intertextual, cumulative act of resistance. Juan’s work draws 
our gaze to the gestures of the silenced, to the physicality of listening. Throughout the course of 
the study, and in the months that followed, Marion and Adam brought such examples to my 
attention—together we contemplated relationships between listening as a function and feature of 




CHAPTER SEVEN: SEEING LISTENING 
In this chapter, I respond to the first research question: What is listening in the English 
classroom? What shapes it and how does it shape?, with a data rich definition of listening as a 
concrete, studiable feature of communication. Drawing from ethnographic observations, 
classroom transcripts, and other artifacts, I first locate listening as a response to the school 
soundscape and explicate ways that it influences participant discourse. In the second part of the 
chapter, I provide a definition of listening gesture, examine Marion and Adam’s preoccupations 
with them, and articulate how those preoccupations feature in the troubling trend of classroom 
discourse policing. Then, I go on to examine modalities of listening gestures including: how they 
generate new space, authorize or resist institutional discourses and how they gain momentum, 
thus challenging the conception of a conversational “floor” (Edelsky, 1981). My delineation of 
listening as a concrete feature of interaction, with a great syntactic (organizing) role, concludes 
with a portrait of listening stations, a phenomenon of shared listening. Listening stations offers a 
unique vantage point from which to understand listening as a protective feature in classroom 
discourse and challenges common misinterpretations of the passive listener. 
What is the School Soundscape? 
Louis Althusser argued that interpellation (being hailed as subject) requires subtle calls to 
ideology—that is, one hears himself being called, but cannot discern the conditions implicated in 
the call. In this way, listener imagines that he has consented willingly. It is this imagined belief 




By way of example, boxers wait for the din of the bell before propelling themselves into 
a knot, what Joyce Carole Oats described as “one of those bouts that go on and on, round 
following round, jabs, missed punches, clinches, nothing determined, again the bell and again” 
(p. 7). Before that they are just two people in shiny shorts standing at other ends of a square. 
Similarly, in training, soldiers exchange dreams “not about this place” for mornings which 
“[begin] with music, military speakers mounted from flagpoles playing reveille…the horns…the 
voices of drill sergeants” (Cresnhaw, 2018, p. 24). Asleep, sound, service. And while living, 
firefighters are cast into action by a station alarm; the call that continues to resound 
posthumously, even. Their loved ones saluted into funeral ritual with a choral recitation of the 
Fireman’s Prayer: “enable me to be alert /and hear the weakest shout,/and quickly and 
efficiently/To put the fire out,” and then, a serial, elegiac ringing of the bell. Likewise, in 19th 
century Massachusetts the school day opened with a serial ringing of bell:  
[T]he Superintendent shall ring again…when, on a motion of his hand, the whole School 
rise at once from their seats; ---on a second motion, the Scholars turn; ---on a third, 
slowly and silently move to the place appointed to repeat their lesson, ---he then 
pronounces the word “begin” (as cited in Thompson, 1965, p. 85).  
 
I invite these examples in to address the significance of sound-physical order. Place, 
power roles and, therefore, social order have been historically and intentionally braided with 
soundscapes—like those integral to the work of teaching and learning.  
The World Soundscape Project ⁠1 defines a soundscape as “the totality of all sounds within 
a location with an emphasis on the relationship between the individual’s or society’s perception 
of, understanding of and interaction with the sonic environment” (as cited in Davies et. al, 2013). 
Generally, soundscape scholars agree that sound is a vital element of how we understand space 
and place (Culvert, 2011; Blessing & Salter, 2009; Born. 2015). Though the phrase ‘soundscape’ 




studies and urban planning scholars use the term soundscape to privilege the physical qualities of 
audition (e.g., frequency, resonance, and intensity), individual perception and response to sound, 
and quality of life. They want to understand how individuals experience the “auditory equivalent 
to the visual landscape” (Shafer, 1969) and are motivated by a desire to ameliorate undesirable 
living conditions. Hence, they often use behavioral, affective, or cognitive perspectives (e.g., 
Bregman, 1990) of listening. The general idea undergirding this work is that an individual must 
cope with soundscapes. Zhang and Kang’s (2007) oft-cited model reflects this hyper-focus on the 
individuated physical response to soundscape: first, an initial perception, followed by a 
“negotiation process: within the listener”, followed by psychological reaction(s) and, finally, a 
behavioral response (for example, pulling out headphones to cancel a noise). While this 
scholarship has contributed to reduction of noise pollution in certain urban landscapes or 
explored how classroom acoustics inhibits student processing (Salas & Rantala, 2016), it rarely 
takes on a socio-cultural inquiry, instead centering the perspective that noise detracts from 
optimal cognitive processing.  
As an exception to the typical approach to soundscape investigation, Dubois et. al (2006), 
used verbal analysis to investigate how individuals ascribe meaning to soundscapes that consist 
of both mechanical and human sounds.  Often described by other soundscape scholars as 
‘pioneering,’ Dubois’ work stands alone as the sociological exploration into soundscapes. 
Dubois’ analysis emphasizes a meaning that emanates from the individual and does not consider 
how the soundscape might project a meaning onto the listener. 
The debate about whether soundscape is as an assemblage of sounds or, alternatively, 
“the aural perception of physical events” (Davies et. al, 2012, 227) is hemmed in by a tradition 




upon distinction drawn between noise, “a non-informative sound” (Salas & Rantala, 2016, p. 
252) and sound, having either purpose or eliciting a positive effect. These patterns of description 
emerge within an undeveloped discussion about human perception: is the sound truly a sound, if 
those hearing it experience it as noise? Gerson (2018), a curriculum scholar, draws from the 
diverse field of sonic studies in his inventive book Sound Curriculum: Sonic Studies in 
Education Theory, Method, & Practice. His claim that “sound conveys sociocultural 
contextualized meaning and is embedded to the listener, both literally and metaphorically” (p. 
33) is central to how I take up the concept of soundscape in this study. He warns that a fallacious 
delineation between noise and sound lends itself to biased patterns of listening (i.e. which 
sounds/noises are worthy of scrutiny?). Sound, he argues, carries ideology hence, all sound 
communicates meaning to listeners. There is a connection here, between Gershon’s (2008) 
delineation and that of Foucault’s, evidenced in his example of the madman and doctor.  
I situate the notion that sound carries cultural messages within sociological analyses of 
school life. Philip Jackson (1968) coined the term, hidden curriculum, to emphasize how 
psychological aspects of schooling socialize students. Shortly thereafter, critical, Marxist views 
on the notion of hidden curriculum focused on effects of alienation between student and their 
labor—that is, how crowds, praise, and power—the three central elements of the hidden 
curriculum-- perpetuate social hierarchies by estranging students from their labor, teachers from 
their labor, and regulating student and teacher connection (Giroux, 1984). Relatedly, E.P 
Thompson’s (1969) work Time, Work-Discipline and Industrial Capitalism addressed cultural 
changes in the perception of time and function in a growing industrial market. By the middle 18-
19th century the “clock penetrate[d] more intimate levels” of society. No longer relegated to 




of time of working people…entail[ing] a severe restructuring of habits—new disciplines, new 
incentives, and a new human nature upon which these incentives could bite effectively” (p. 57). 
Bells became a sensory conflation of social order (i.e., efficiency and obedience) and moral 
goodness. As an illustration, in the 18th century, parish bells (linked to clocks) were used to mark 
both nightly curfews and charitable donations. Illustrating the coercive function of bells in the 
time, labor, exploitation arraignment, Thompson describes (without using the phrase) the 
schooling soundscape. Schools relied on highly regulated bells—as a consequence, they were 
celebrated by titans of industry as “spectacle(s) of order and regularity.” 
Sociological analyses of schooling have considered to what degree the school habituates 
children to social order (Jackson,1968; Giroux, 1984); here, I consider the degree to which the 
schooling soundscape orients practices/rituals of listening within the high school English 
classroom. I organize the conversation of Leeville’s soundscape with examples of bells, 
classroom phones and intercoms. The vignettes of soundscape, and their influence on discourse 
suggest that soundscape is a significant feature of the dialectic experience between teacher and 
student; the listening we take on as teachers, students, and researchers is contingent to an 
inherently ideological soundscape, which activates normative discourse rules.   
Leeville High School Soundscape  
As far as large U.S. public high schools Leeville is quiet, shockingly so. The quiet 
extends to the parking lot, the sidewalk, and the portico where visitors, like myself, must wait 
until they receive Analiese, the receptionist’s, approval. This is a security measure, one of many 
that schools across the United States have invested in during the escalation of mass gun violence. 
Once in the office, alerted to your access by a series of audible clicks through a speaker box, 
visitors then use a computer to ‘check in,’ have a photograph made, wait for a disposable 




Analiese supervises the process with one eye, the other turned towards the master phone which 
sets off an incessant croak.  
The atrium doubles as a lunch room; during my daily visits, it is most often in the final 
stages of de-becoming such. Students are in pockets, milling near lockers, clearing tables of their 
books and remnants of lunch, putting in or taking out earphones, scooping treats from the pair of 
vending machines. Adults are stationed at openings. They are in front of the library, at the foot of 
two opposing open staircases, at the large glass doors leading to a courtyard, at bathroom doors, 
at the top of each staircase, at the head of each hallway. Some adults have walkie-talkies, which 
they hoist from their lap belts and whisper into periodically. They reserve verbal ushering for the 
second and third wave of post-bell students—for the majority of students they nod, smile, and 
sometimes point towards a classroom.  
There were a multitude of sounds that belong to Leeville High School Soundscape. For 
the purposes of this section, I focus on two: bells and intercom/phone interruptions. I focus on 
the function of each and then unpack the influence on classroom listening.   
Discursive influence of bells. Classes open with two bells and close with one. One for 
transition. One for official class start. Aside from days with special schedules (like pep rallies or 
standardized testing) Leeville High has 8, 50-minute class periods. This means that students, 
teachers, and researchers like myself, hear 16 bells in symmetric increments throughout the day. 
That the bells are computerized—not overly cacophonic or shrill—allows them to become nearly 
indiscernible features of the day.  
The function of the bell is reflected in its discursive influence on classroom listening.  In 




Leventhal’s tenth grade English classroom in Leeville High, we see the assemblage of sound and 
physical obedience:  
Between classes, four students encircled a large window that opens to a courtyard. 
Through the window, a line of geese skirted through a surprise rainfall. “Aw snap, why 
don’t they just get up and goooo already?,” Chloe asked covering her mouth and tugging 
Brooke’s elbow. “Just like those missionaries,” Brooke whispered, referencing their 
assigned novel Things Fall Apart. Her whisper coupled with Felicia’s laugh or did 
Felicia’s laugh couple her whisper?—simultaneously, Brooke drew her mouth into a 
severe frown and reached into her backpack to retrieve a notebook “oh snap I forgot” she 
tapped Margot, who did not immediately respond, instead finishing a conversation about 
platform sprints in swim club…Their teacher, Marion, set up the projector and, with her 
back to the class, asked students to take out their notebooks and sit down “already, why 
don’t’cha?” Her voice became increasingly loud. The majority of students, especially the 
bird watchers, seemed to ignore her, seemed to be momentarily at least, in a different 
space. BELL RINGS. It is not the bell that I noticed first but the synchronized dance we 
succumbed to in the space where it ceased its ring; students edged to their desks and 
oriented themselves toward the white board; Marion levied a podium between her and the 
class; one near-tardy student raced in tossing a bag of half-eaten Cheetos into the bin; I 
jaunted to the front of the room, away from the window, to turn on the line of recorders: a 
daily chorus line, cued by bells. We worked our way into sustained mob eye contact, with 
Marion, the epicenter (October, 2017) 
 
In Marion’s classroom, and countless others around the world, the bell initiates a physical 
order, supported by institutional norms including observational protocols used to evaluate 
Marion’s teaching which call for “bell-to-bell instruction” (field notes, September, 2017) as well 
as behavioral expectations for students, like the school policy that “students are seated and ready 
to engage” (field notes, October, 2017). Upon hearing it, students prepared their bodies to be in-
class students, moved to their desks, tossed out food, abandoned peer conversation, and joined in 
eye contact with their teacher, Marion. Simultaneously, Marion finished preparing her body to be 
presenting-teacher; for her this included positioning herself behind a large podium that in the 
center of the room, and taking a swig of water from a bottle. In this scene, the bell’s consequence 
on bodies is accompanied by a particular and familiar dialogic participation structures in which 




Foucault calls our attention to the orders of discourse, beginnings and endings as being 
reciprocal to norms of being. Despite its clear directional quality, the schooling soundscape, as 
illustrated here through the ringing of course bells, does not precede all communicative 
processes. The conversational exchanges between the students by the window prior to its ring is 
evidence of that. They drew from their experiences as English students (e.g, making literary 
allusions to their class novel, Things Fall Apart). However, the ringing of the bell did initiate 
particular ways and obligations of listening among these students and their teacher. To connect 
Foucault’s dialectical theories of listening, the bell, a certain instrument of ordered discourse, 
reconciled students as students and teacher as teacher. The non-ratified conversations, those 
happening outside of the sanctioned dialogic order of the classroom were dropped, though not 
necessarily forever, in lieu of ‘class’. In other words, prior to the bell students were students and 
teacher was teacher. The bell called into play a specific action, thus operating as a defined 
boundary of classroom communication.    
Adam and Marion grappled with the function and consequence of the bell in their daily 
work. At times they appeared to relish in the authority the opening bell transferred to them. For 
instance, following the vignette shared above in which students retire to their seats following the 
bell, Marion smiled and said “ok, now it’s my time. Look at you gorgeous students acting like 
real students.” On the occasions when students didn’t arrive to his class before the bell, Adam 
required them to chant in an ironic way, “Sorry Mr. Bisset.” I saw him model this expectation for 
the class several times; using a sing-song tone, he always put one finger up and pointed to the 
speaker. In their own ways, Marion and Adam corroborated the bell’s authority as signal for 
opening student and teacher discourse.  Other times, Marion and Adam protested the bell. They 




“time matters… and it’s important to stay on the routine that I’ve set before the class, but I’m not 
one of those teachers governed by the bell. You’ll never like catch me teaching while the bell 
goes off because I hate it. I hate to be interrupted by it so I always try and let them have some 
time to pack up” (interview, December 2017). Similarly, Marion was apt to end the designated 
class discussions a solid five minutes before the bell ring to avoid what she called “the most 
infuriating of noises” (interview, November, 2017). While preemptively closing the official class 
conversation, Marion often encouraged students to email or visit afterschool, making herself 
available beyond the orders of discourse as defined by the bell. 
The bell tolls, always. Yet, Marion and Adam also reinstituted the bell, and thus, the 
orders of discourse that it evoked. The bell’s reverberation was loudest when it was turned off. 
Like the day of the PSAT testing, when all bells had been turned off and teachers were asked to 
silence their classroom phones. Considering the disdain Adam expressed for the bell system, I 
was surprised to see that he had begun using a tiny hand-held school bell, first jokingly to signal 
to the class that instruction was commencing—and eventually as the class progressed, using it to 
stop student utterances mid-sentence. The rate of his bell ringing became so haphazardly 
frequent, that Helen erupted “this is not dog obedience school.” Adam apologized, sliding the 
bell onto his desk, and mentioned to the class that the bell was given to him by a senior in first 
period as a joke since it was a “bell-less day and the show has to go on.” The bell stayed on his 
desk for the remainder of the semester. 
Marion drew some boundaries related to class communication beyond the bell—
reminding students never to email past nine o’clock PM or, unless faced with an assigned essay, 
over the weekend. In these cases of communication, students posed clarifying questions about 




approach and utilized feedback technologies to insure nearly constant communication with his 
students. In doing so Adam replaced the automatic school bell with his own set of technologies 
which activated teacher initiated and directed contact. Here, the bell essentially extends beyond 
the school, into homes, through the pockets where cell phones are commonly tucked away. This 
is reflected in the following transcript from a writing conference in Adam’s ninth grade class. 
Adam is meeting one-on-one with his student Raheem. Students sitting adjacent to Raheem 
begin to participate in the exchange.  
1 
 
Adam: It looks like I didn’t read your piece yet, yeah so on Saturday I’ll be able 
to do yours 
 
3 Raheem: ok 
 
4 Adam: so, do you get email notifications from me? 
 
5 Raheem: hmmhmm (laughing) 
 
6 Adam: a lot probably (laughs) 
 
7 Raheem nods, wide eyed and then bursts into a laugh 
 
 
Cesar looks over and pulls his phone out of his pocket. Looks at it. Slides it back 




Adam: so when you get one, you’ll know you have feedback and then you can do 
do the reflection right away 
 
12 Raheem: I usually get them from you at like 11:23 p.m. or like 12:45 am  
 




Raheem: they just come in late like you and [other teacher] they always come in 
at like 12 and 1 and between that time but always random times 
 




Raheem: Right. like in the middle of the night like 4, 5, 6 a.m. I mean I know 







Adam: I know sometimes I’m like embarrassed because students will know that I 
wake up at 4 am to grade 
 
21 Raheem giggles  
 




Helen, sitting in front of Cesar, reaches for her phone in the front pocket of her 
backpack and then rests it in her lap 
 
25 Adam: oh and you’re like yay Mr. Bisset is leaving me a comment 
 
26 Cesar: no I like get all stressed out  
 
27 Raheem: yeah, I’m like you don’t have to look. But then I look and then I’m up 
 
28 Adam: laughing that’s my whole purpose just to stress you out dink, dink, dink 
29 Raheem: it’s more like ba-dink 
 
30 Adam: ok like this? ba-dink 
 
Within this brief exchange Raheem first and later Cesar describe the notification in terms 
of sonic principles (ba-dink), its influence on them (stress me out), its regularity (always late at 
night) and its irregularity (I know they’re coming but I don’t know when); theirs is co-
constructed plea against the ba-dink, which signals that class is in session again, again, again, 
again. Importantly, just a mention of the word notification—as Adam does in line 4, triggers 
Cesar to slide his phone out. Shortly thereafter, in line 22, Cesar mimics the sound of the 
notification, “it’ll be like () ba-dink” and Helen, who appeared to be oblivious to the exchange, 
suddenly reaches for her phone and leaves it in her lap.  
Here, Adam recycles an old technology of interpellation, which ensures an incessant state 
of teacher-as-presenter and student-as-listener. The ba-dink delivered from Adam to his students, 
is an asynchronous prompt welding student and teacher in the sort of rigid dialogic play. Helen, a 




listeners.  It is important to highlight that the ba-dink effects Adam as well—who reported to me 
that late at night he sometimes thinks he hears notifications but they turn out to be phantom 
hallucinations, reminding him of essays that need to be read and responded to.  When reflecting 
on his students’ comments about the “badink” Adam reasoned: “so yeah now they’re telling me 
their getting notifications at like 3 or 4 in the morning and I’m like I don’t want to stress them 
out but I mean I’m pretty sure it's every English teacher’s nightmare to like see the paper in the 
wastebasket and in this case, I mean at least I know that they’re hearing my feedback.”  
Adam explicitly disparaged the bell, however in his teaching practice he reconstituted the 
authority that the opening bell bestowed upon him. His pantomime with the tiny bell began in 
jest, yet it quickly escalated into an ironic display of tremendous authority. That a student gifted 
him a bell as remedy for a bell-less day and that another student protested his inane overuse of 
the bell is further illustration of the soundscape’s defining presence in their shared day-to-day 
discourse. And then we have the introduction of Adam’s ba-dink. Adam’s willingness and 
availability to communicate with students beyond sanctioned school hours confirms his 
dedication to his work. On the other hand, Adam’s use of “notifications,” which he asks the 
students to make active, is yet another reinstitution of the opening bell.  
The influence of bells on the practice of listening in their respective classes was 
particularly evident in the moments prior and immediately following its ring. As it approached 
time for the end of class bell, both Marion and Adam evoked more concrete references to 
productivity and efficiency. Such commentary was also commonly shared in the five-minute 
window following the first bell. Here, the teachers shrugged off allegiance to the bell like an 
inevitable force that must be obeyed. In short, Marion and Adam talked about time and 




also reminding his class of their liability: “I think the bell’s coming soon so if you don’t finish 
now then you’ll do it at home.” Meanwhile the rows of ninth graders hunched closer to their 
laptops and furiously tried to eke out final sentences. Such conventionalized utterances, in which 
the teachers tactically absolved themselves from the demands of the bell, while also accentuating 
consequences for students proliferated across the data. Relatedly, non-ratified listeners looked at 
the clock on the wall, the door, or their cellphones more frequently during these periods of time 
(right before and right after) perhaps preparing themselves for the bell. In regards to the school 
soundscape, the bell rings before it rings, as it rings, and after it rings, activating rules of 
discourse and authorizing discourses of authority.      
Discursive influence of intercom and phone interruptions. Unlike the bell, which was 
routine, the classroom telephone and loudspeaker posed a significant threat of interruption. In 
Marion and Adam’s respective classes, the telephone rests at the edge of their desks; intercom 
announcements run through a square speaker placed over the door of each classroom. The phone 
and the intercom have different communicative functions, yet they both are operated through the 
main-office, thus signal obvious occupational obligations.  
The intercom, used to share messages across the entire campus, was used 17 times across 
observations. These intercom messages, delivered by a female administrator, were largely 
procedural. Marion was particularly incensed by intercom announcements, which she saw as 
detractors from her work as teacher. Following a November class period in which there were 
three announcements (one related to class pictures, one asking students to clear their lunch tables 
more carefully, and one apologizing for the previous interruptions), Marion emailed me: 
There is nothing more infuriating than a random loudspeaker announcement in the middle 
of my class that essentially reports nothing of importance. In those moments I want to 
lock eyes with them and say, fuck it, just listen to me, I’m what matters. I’m here to teach 




Well-versed in the intercom fallout, students gasped at the onset of interruption and many hold 
Marion’s gaze for the duration of the announcement, waiting for her body to shift from its 
theatrical rigor-mortis. Marion twice sent whole school emails “telling teachers to excuse any 
tardies from students who, obviously, needed to finish the work they’d set out to do” (field notes) 
and told her students that she’d be doing as such. These efforts were twofold: more than Marion 
reestablishing teacher authority with her students, she accentuated her disdain for outside 
interruptions. In this way, she demarcated classroom discourse as bounded and apart from larger 
school conversations. Her emails also communicated counsel to whomever had initiated the 
egregious announcements — albeit a mass email is a rather roundabout sort of way. Of course, 
Marion had little if any effect on the rate of such interruptions. Her interaction with the 
soundscape is more complicated than an us-them discursive construction. By selecting a mass 
email, Marion nominated intercom interruptions as topic of conversation, framed them in 
negative terms for teachers and students, and reproduced the outcome (interruption) she so 
despised by excusing her students’ tardies.  
Marion’s aversion extended to the telephone. When it rang during instruction, she’d 
glance at it, push her hand in the air to halt conversation, and then walk over to it at a controlled, 
slow pace. The polite and professional tone that she maintained on the phone melted into an 
occasional eye-roll or exasperated “ugh” once she’d returned it to the cradle. She explained to 
me once that:  
when that phone rings, I know it’s going to be [the office] and I know it’s one of two 
things. I need to cover. Like no. NO. Or, ok fine, but just send me an email. Or, it might 
be so and so needs to be checked out. Ok, can’t a parent send the child a text. Must there 
be a whole group interruption? (personal communication, September 2017)  
 
Several doors down and around the corner, Adam Bisset appeared unphased by such 




rare chance that a whole class discussion was occurring, he would, like Marion, raise a hand to 
signal attentiveness to it, but, immediately following, pick up whatever idea had been fragmented 
by it and carry on. He explained to me that his grin belonged to Marion, who through far-away 
listening, he imagined as being “furious over there, [about the] pointless rambling.” Adam 
entertained the telephone as well. On seven of the eight occasions that the phone rang in Adam’s 
class, he curiously asked, either verbally or by signaling with his hands, for Ms. O’Riely, the co-
teacher, to answer the phone. This became a pageant in its own right: the pausing of discussion 
with his hand outreached. The direction to Ms. O’Riely to answer the phone. Instruction still 
paused by Adam. Then, a public question to her, “What did they want?” All the while, students 
silently listened in.  
As instruments of the Leeville School Soundscape, the telephone and intercom produce 
weighty consequences for classroom discourse broadly, and listening between teacher and 
students, and teacher and teacher as in the case of Adam and Ms. O’Riley, more specifically. If 
bells function as a meter for engagement, essentially giving authority to teacher to start and stop 
dialogue, then intercoms and telephones functioned as constant and unpredictable reminders that 
such authority over the orders of discourse actually belongs elsewhere, not with teacher, but 
through teacher from institution.    
Why the School Soundscape Matters 
In ‘To Teach: The Journey of Teacher’ Bill Ayers and illustrator Ryan Alexander-Tanner 
(2010), chronicle Ayers’ triumphs and tribulations 
across his early teaching career. This graphic strip 
articulates how the obligation imposed by intercom 
onto listeners (teacher and student) within the 




timeframe of instruction and, ultimately, how Ayers disrupts it. The first image depicts Ayers 
mid-book, with a collection of children around him. The interruption is made evident in their 
contrasting gazes: two students remain focused on teacher, while two others and Ayers himself, 
turn toward the wall. Ayers’ face is turned toward the intercom, yet his body stance remains open 
towards the children, a physical contradiction that communicates his desire to continue teaching 
and a sense of obligation to the authority of the announcement. A hyperbolic play on 
conventional classroom rituals, in which students are encouraged to recite the Pledge of 
Allegiance, Ayers and students are instructed to recite the “Star Spangled Banner”—a song, not 
typically recited. The intercom is personified—young Ayers, “removes its face,” insulating (both 
literally and figuratively) his classroom from institutional voice. How can we reconcile Ayers’ 
radical, out- of-bounds, decision to dismantle the “face”, with the final scene in which Ayers 
upholds occupational norms by reporting the ‘mysterious’ failure? Importantly, we see 
contradictive responses to the schooling soundscape, like this, with Marion and Adam.  
Throughout the examples highlighted here Marion and Adam succumb to, take on, extend 
the qualities of, and resist the schooling soundscape. The soundscape presupposes a timeline, 
takes on a directorial quality—noting, as in the case of the bells, the onset and closure of class 
discourse, or in the case of intercom and telephone delivering reminders about domain. In the 
wake of new technologies, like those adapted in Adam’s class, the bell which once belonged to 
physical space, an actual school, now signals the obligated dialogic relation between teacher and 
student, that can be activated anywhere and at any time. Thus, the soundscape does more than 
communicate time; it carries explicit and obscured ideological messaging, shaping classroom 
discourse.   We see this is the increase in Marion and Adam’s calls for efficiency and in the ways 




ring. The soundscape animates hierarchal order through temporal directives (via bell) and 
obligatory reminders (via intercom and telephone interruptions). In this regard, the content of 
each message is far less important than the process of interpellation that it kindles. The 
soundscape’s discursive influence makes the absence of soundscape in CDA transcripts and 
analyses all that more necessary to address.   
What is the Listening Gesture? 
On social discourse, Bakhtin (1981) explained: “language enters life through concrete 
utterance, which manifest language, and life enters language through concrete utterances as well” 
(p. 2). In other words, utterances are inscribed with power and vice versa.  Importantly, each 
utterance is intertextual, meaning that it is filled with “echoes and reverberations of other 
utterances” (p. 5). Discourse is never new or neutral. The Bakhtinian concept of intertextuality 
has been particularly useful in clarifying historical and charged dimensions of spoken discourse 
because it draws our analysis to ever-present connections between macro and micro scripts 
(Fairclough, 1995). Bakhtin’s use of ‘utterance’ has most commonly been interpreted as ‘word’ 
(e.g., a word is never just a word and words make material conditions possible). My work 
leverages an extended understanding of Bakhtin’s utterance, to include observable listening 
occurring prior to, simultaneous with, and post speech4. For the purposes of this study, I ground 
Bakhtin’s concept of ‘utterance’ and Bourdieu’s examination of listening via the body, in the 
language of gesture.  
Within the fields of linguistics, psychology, and anthropology scholars have paid 
considerable attention to the semantic function that gestures take on in communicative events. 
Such work frames gestures--- which typically include any movement of the eyes, hands, fingers, 
                                                 
4 Though I forward a new application of ‘utterance’, it is in harmony with his theories of discourse which empathize 




face or body--- as coordinated features of speech, and as integral to both speaking and thinking 
processes (McNeill, 1985; Enfield, 2012; Cooperider, 2014). From a development standpoint, it 
is believed that the coordination of gestures and sense-making begins in infancy and develops 
throughout the life-span (Alibali &DiRusso, 1999). Considering the extant cross-discipline 
literature that outlines close connections between gestures, speech, and thinking it is surprising 
that non-verbal communication in classroom settings, from the frame of listener, has received 
minimal scholarly attention.  
Within the field of education, gestures have been examined in terms of how teachers 
communicate content information (Bartolini Bussi et. al, 2008; Harris, 2003) and how they 
express procedural expectations (Taylor, 2014). Within the fields of math and science education 
respectively, there is a burgeoning line of scholarship that examines how students employ 
gestures as they develop competencies in content specific language related to abstract concepts. 
Similarly, within L2 classrooms, scholars have examined student and teacher use of gestures as 
semantic, communicative bridges (McCafferty & Stam, 2009). In coaching situations, Egan's 
(1975) framework for non-verbal communication, called the SOLER model (Squarely, Open, 
Lean, Eye-contact and Relaxed) continues to be used to “improve” attentive listening. 
I assume that the dearth of attention on social dimensions of gestures, can be attributed to 
the unexamined belief that gestures belong solely to the speaker and speaker’s message. The 
sense that gestures are of the speaker is especially evident in a close review of gestures 
taxonomies like McNeil’s (1985), which remains active in educational research today. McNeil 
distinguished four general categories of gestures employed by speakers: beat, deictic, iconic, and 
metaphoric. Beat gestures (e.g., tapping motions or flick of hand) are used to regulate turn taking 




communicate a spatial, temporal, or other physical relationship between self and other. Iconic 
gestures represent a concrete event or expectation (e.g., a teacher “zipping” their lips to signal a 
command for quiet). Metaphoric gestures represent a concrete image that represents an abstract 
one (e.g., a teacher fingers a bridge in the air to refer to a classroom poster about metaphors as 
bridges). McNeil’s focus on speaker gestures has proliferated; for instance, Cooperidder (2014) 
builds on this concept by distinguishing foreground gestures, those that advance the speaker’s 
message, from background gestures, those that are not coordinated with the speaker’s intent. 
Cooperider’s argument—and others like it that take a close examination of speaker’s gestures—
assumes a level of speaker cognizance in producing gestures and a fundamental corroboration 
between verbal and physical linguistic codes.   
The act of gesturing is common across cultures (Kendon, 1997; Levinson, 1997); 
however, gestures themselves are not universal (Archer, 1997; Wilkins, 2003) and, thus, do not 
have stable meanings. This uptick in research about gestures, largely from a learning science 
perspective, does not attend to questions about how listeners express (or navigate) cultural and 
social messages through gestures. In fact, there is a dearth of research that explores the role of 
gestures in classroom communication as it relates to these important power dimensions.   
The analysis I present here contradicts several of the aforementioned premises regarding 
gestures. First, the findings suggest that gestures do not belong solely to speaker. Instead of 
seeking ways in which speakers’ gestures work to enhance their intended messages, I analyze the 
ways in which listening gestures emerge alongside speech and in concert with other listening 
gestures within the wider school soundscape providing significant insight into subtleties of 
classroom discourse. On one hand, the findings shared below reveal that Marion and Adam’s 




gestures. Not only does their practice of listening through the visual inform in-the moment 
engagement with students, but it also ensigns post-class reflections. This is particularly evident 
in the following section, “I want to hear you really engaging with the reading” when Adam 
mishears students Jonathan and Helen, despite his attempts to record all participation.  
Teacher Preoccupations with Listening Gestures 
In late September, Adam organized the first Socratic Seminar for his ninth-grade class as 
a way to introduce a unit on memoir writing. The night before he asked the students to read the 
New Yorker article about the prevalence of social media, “A Memoir is Not a Status Update” 
(Shapiro, 2014) and prepare questions related to author’s style and argument. The seminar was 
planned for a block period; Adam hoped that 90 minutes would allow for ample time to “hear 
everyone’s perspective on the article and to really hammer out what memoir writing might mean 
for us” (field notes, September, 2017).  
The students arrived and were asked to sit in a large circle. Following a 2-minute activity, 
during which students responded to a series of what Adam called “low-stakes” questions (e.g., 
find a new seat if you ate breakfast”), Adam offered some general expectations for the seminar: 
“I’d like to hear everyone’s perspective and I want to hear you really engaging with the reading 
with detail.” As he spoke, he held the clipboard that he uses every day to track individual reading 
conferences. They are familiar with the clipboard, and know that it means he is jotting down 
their comments. He posed the question: “what resonated with you?” and for the next hour and a 
half, students took turns parsing out their thoughts.  
Following the Socratic seminar, Adam invited me to join him in the shared faculty space 
to process the lesson. It was clear that Adam was pleased. He grinned widely and gestured to his 




seats to represent turn taking (see figure 5). I mirrored his 
opening seminar question, “so, what resonated with you?” 
and he chuckled. For the next twenty minutes or so, in 
between bites of his lunch, Adam commented on the 





Anik was very, very into it…he was nodding and jumping in constantly, not just to fill 
space but Claudia wasn’t, I mean she didn’t really share all that much, but I could see her 
leaning. She was I think especially to Kristy and Jose too. I mean I know he was quiet but 
I saw him look at Raheem. But, I guess my favorite moment had to be when Jack and 
Raheem did the across-the-room high five.  
 
Adam organized the seminar in order to hear a multitude of perspectives; yet, what 
resonated with him the most was not what he heard, but what he saw. This was evidenced by the 
affirmative values that he assigned to his students’ listening gestures. Throughout our 
conversation, I tried three times to ask questions related to a specific comments or inquiries that 
a student had presented in the seminar. Each time, Adam responded earnestly that he didn’t 
remember that exact comment but would be excited to see the transcript. He’d then return to a 
running catalogue of affirmative listening gestures: “leaning”, “look at Raheem”, “nodding”, 
“across the room high-five.”  
Indeed, Adam was eager to “rehear their comments”; upon receipt of the verbatim 
transcript, he noted how Jonathan’s thesis developed over the course of the conversation while 
Helen’s stayed the same. Significantly, Adam did not mention Jonathan or Helen in his initial 
reflection. Even more significantly, on the conversation map that Adam constructed, Jonathan is 
marked as not participating—reflecting, erroneously, a silent role. Because Adam’s recall was 
Figure 5. Adam’s Representation of 





constrained in his visual recall of student’s listening gestures, Helen and Jonathan were, in the 
words of Foucault “neither heard nor remembered,” (p. 10). 
Early in the study, Marion and Adam seemed unaware of the degree to which their 
preoccupation with listening gestures, shaped in part by how they see students responding to 
soundscape and their inscribed power within, became a major influence on classroom discourse. 
For example, in the section that follows “policing listening gestures,” we see a serial and 
discursive uptake of Marion’s listening gesture rules and, relatedly, we see the ways that other 
students become a part of the policing of listening gestures.  
Policing of Listening Gestures 
Marion and Adam are susceptible to emotional subtexts of student listening gestures; it 
follows then that a culture of policing and rewarding listening gestures would ensue. Within the 
vignettes below, Marion and Adam’s “impos[ition] of criteria of appreciation” on student 
listening gestures, whether conscious or unconscious, contributes to inequitable spaces 
(Bourdieu). I borrow from Ranciere’s (2010) concept policing, a method to insure hierarchy, to 
explain the ways in which student listening gestures become points of control. 
Within 10 minutes of our very first Listening Collaborative Session, Marion mentioned 
her student Cadence—the purpose of her statement was along the lines of a warning: “the class 
you’ll be visiting everyday has Cadence in it and I’m sorry in advance”. Before the final syllable 
/dence/ landed, Adam leaned back in his chair and shot one arm forcefully up- “I have a 
question. Oo ooh I have a question!” In a hoarse facsimile, Adam repeated this plea on loop, 
until Marion broke into a deep, deep sigh, her hands folded over one another in front of her. 
Though I had not yet met Cadence, their co-constructed imitation was so straightforward, I felt 
her in the room. Over the course of six Listening Collaborative sessions Cadence, enrolled in 




conversations. The conversations, part plaintive and part mimicry, were propelled by a string of 
Cadence impersonations and general observations about how other students responded to her. 
Marion and Adam explained that she routinely, sometimes simultaneously, enthralled and 
exasperated her peers. Similarly, they seemed to shift between the two extreme responses to her.   
Field notes from 84 classroom observations in Marion’s class corroborated their position 
that Cadence had a strong impact on her classmates. For instance, a group of six students made 
bingo cards reflecting common classroom experiences and proceeded to play their semi-
clandestine game of bingo, the course of the semester. Within a couple of weeks, the game 
became common knowledge, being brought to my attention by Marion herself who thought cards 
that she’d found might be data for our Listening Collaborative groups to consider. Cadence 
appears on four out of the five different cards that I was shown, with the phrases “Cadence freaks 
out,” “Cadence says something hilarious” and “Cadence’s raises hand and is never called on.” 
Cadence herself was aware of and sometimes partook of this collective unsanctioned game, 
though I never had the occasion to see her card and what classroom descriptors she chose to 
include in it.  
Cadence was always prepared for the discussion with insightfully annotated readings. She 
had a seemingly endless well of energy not just for the assigned course reading, but also 
contemporary fiction which she often tried to recommend to her peers and Marion. She was 
funny, and kind, and upon the occasions that she upset someone, she’d leap from her seat to 
make amends. During discussions, be it whole class or smaller group ones, Cadence hinged her 
body in multiple directions, to the front to latch on to Marion, backwards to loop in Jen, laterally 
to signal Phil for instance. She appeared to be double jointed, her forearm extending behind her 




spoke in class, her pace escalated into a crescendo, sometimes cresting over other student voices. 
Marion addressed her frequently, calling her name with an implied directive to ‘hold tight’. 
When engaged in a back and forth with Marion, Cadence often tilted her head back with a smile, 
her neck and chin pushed forward jovially. This listening gesture was particular to her and at 
times throughout the semester other students would point out “here comes the chin” to signal, 
and perhaps alert others in the room, to Cadence’s quintessential gesture.   
I only saw Cadence tuck her chin away from Marion and her classmates once. There was 
a surprise hail storm. As is true for any high school anywhere, the possibility of an unexpected 
early release elicited waves of rambunctious energy from the students, who’d begun an 
improvisational game of making small bird noises while maintaining student postures (i.e., 
appearing to be looking at Marion, writing down notes, with serious expressions) for the last 15 
minutes of class. The unsanctioned game of “bird chirping” went on, Marion appearing to ignore 
it. She closed the classroom blinds, ostensibly to block out the ice storm, and began to introduce 
the homework assignment.  
1 
 
Cadence: With her hand extended in the air, while moving back and forth 
in her seat: I have a question 
 
3 Marion: Cadence, you can always choose to stay focu[sed]. 
 
4 Cadence: [but] I have a question! Leans forward further in her seat with 
big smile 
 
Background noise escalates; numerous students continue to chirp 
 
By all accounts Cadence seeks permission to speak by following normative classroom 
discourse rules (raising hand, alerting teacher to need to speak), yet Marion clearly reads her 
behavior as outrageous. In return, Marion addresses her by name, makes a statement reiterating 




Marion’s instantaneous invalidation is a position, she claimed later, that originated from growing 
dissatisfaction with Cadence’s energy in class and a desire to “help channel her brilliance” (field 
notes). Marion’s intent, then, is to teach Cadence appropriate classroom norms, but Cadence 
remains resolute in her right to pose a question. Her rejoinder “but I have a question” overlaps 
Marion’s censure. Meanwhile, other students continue to make bird noises—which are obvious, 
egregious affronts to classroom discourse norms. 
7 Marion: no, Cadence, TONE, Cadence. Please ()  a hand up means that you have a 
question. While Marion speaks, Cadence pushes her hand up even further and smiles 
 
9 Marion: ok. Let’s move forward. (in the background, two chirps). Cadence you have a 
question? 
 
In line 7, Marion continues to redress Cadence, drawing the accusation that her tone is 
out of line. This instance of nominalization—"tone” is neither directly attributed to Cadence’s 
actions nor does Marion offer an adjective to describe it, further confuses the “simple rules” that 
Marion wants to enforce. Despite this, Cadence continues to conform to Marion’s directives, 
smiling and pushing her hand further up. This is a familiar pattern between Marion and Cadence 
and the other students aren’t assuaged when Marion uses the collective pronoun (“let’s move 
forward”) to signal to the class that the dialogue is over. A cluster of students sustained the 
chirping game and go unaddressed. Marion eventually calls on Cadence, who launches into a 
content question about dramatic irony.  




Background noise continues-chirping, and numerous students shift in their 
chairs, cued in to the interaction between Cadence and Marion as if it’s a 
television program 
 
Marion: () class! Somebody has a question and I still haven’t finished 





The student movement in lines 12-14 is critical information about how they were 
listening and making sense of the ongoing interaction between Marion and Cadence. This 
movement varied. For instance, Brooke and Cora made slight proximal shifts in their desks, 
which were two rows behind Cadence. Other students, like Jen for instance, who sat one row 
ahead of Cadence turned completely in her desk and rotated her gaze between Marion and 
Cadence. Physical attunement is evidence of anticipative listening. In other words, subtle 
postural and proximal shifts hinted that they were not only making sense of the interaction, but 
also anticipating it continuing. Marion’s use of “somebody” to signal for silence from the class, 
can be interpreted in two ways. It stands out because of the deletion of Cadence’s name—which 
up to this moment in the exchange Marion had already used 3 times. The question takes more 
precedence that the questioner—an abrupt reversal from the positioning that Marion was doing 
early on in the exchange. The word “somebody” can also carry regal connotations. The signal, 
ostensibly directed at those students still periodically chirping, was to listen closely. In terms of 
listening, it’s important to note that Marion finally addresses the bird chirping behavior, though 
just through the call “class.”  
17 Cadence: No. It’s not about homework. It’s like a general thing 
 
18 Marion: [Brooke. Cora.] Please. 
 




Cadence: So I know that dramatic irony has something to do with the audience 
knowing something that the character doesn’t, but what’s it called when the character 
knows something that the audience doesn’t?  
 




Cadence:  () really? () are YOU kidding me? That’s crazy! (Cadence’s arm fly 







Savannah: (leaps from her chair and turns toward Cadence)  [WHY ARE] YOU 




Cadence: (still looking at Marion) () Whaaat? It was a QUESTION! A 
QUESTION (.15) not a chirp (laughs loudly) 
 




Marion: that’s enough. Thank you (moving away from podium, toward Savanna 




Savannah: it’s just ugh ()  it’s enough already. I love you (to Cadence) but Jesus 




The bird chirps become a chorus of admonishments: “tone”, “tone” “tone”—




Marion: (still moving towards the students away from her podium, Marion high fives 
Savanah while smiling) That’s enough 
  
 Cadence mouth open, eyes cast down, a chin tuck that lasts the next four class 
meetings 
 
Here we see a dramatic shift in their collective improvisational game to mirror Marion, 
and later Savannah’s reproach: “Tone.”  Marion initiated and orchestrated gestural socialization, 
authorizing Savanah in particular, to admonish Cadence. Savanah appropriated Marion’s 
conversational turn, continued the admonishment, and further animated Cadence as “problem 
listener,” to a chorus of “tones.”  Marion was instrumental in aligning students with one another 
under the umbrella of teacher determined discourse norms. When I review the video footage, 
transcripts, and field notes of these events in which Cadence is delegitimized through 
orchestrated policing of her gestures, I am reminded of Pindyak’s (2015) work, which stresses 
that teachers dole out a social curriculum that consists of “simultaneous force-feeding of 
institutionalized, standardizing language and the unequal, racially skewed distribution of 
discipline to student mouths” (p. 74). In the case of this exchange, Savannah, a woman of color 




Savannah is aligned with Marion’s preferences and, importantly, is rewarded for taking them on. 
The way that Marion listens through her interpretation of Cadence’s listening gestures authorizes 
a constricting type of listening amongst her students. This shared and cumulative pattern of 
listening to Cadence’s listening gestures, operates towards a construction of Cadence as other, as 
loud, as too-much.  
In light of these findings, and toward complicating them further I want to emphasize two 
things. First, the construction of Cadence as negative, conflicts dramatically with Marion’s 
personal feelings about her. This was evident in their deeply personal out of class relationship 
and the countless ways I saw Marion and Cadence affirm and learn from one another. Secondly, 
I want to return to the fact that I only saw Cadence “tuck her chin” one time. Despite continual 
gestural policing, she remained steadfast in her engagement in class. Thus, the exchange 
described here helps us identify how teacher preoccupation with listening gestures negatively 
influences discursive engagement with students. It also provides understanding as to how 
listeners navigate or resist social, cultural messages inscribed in discourse.  
Why Listening Gestures Matter 
As emphasized throughout this study, scholarship on listening typically focuses on the 
internal (cognitive or philosophical) or the external, significance to group.  For too long, 
scholarship has neglected to role of listening within communicative exchanges and its 
relationship to power. The vignettes shared here highlight ways that listening gestures, and 
teachers’ perceptions of them, inform engagement with students, sometimes leading to discourse 
policing as was the case of Marion and Cadence.  Not only are listening gestures visible, and the 
source of consequential decisions, but they also dominate the ways that teachers recall their 




listening gestures essentially precluded Helen and Jonathan from his recollection of the 
discussion. Though with a different set of participants, we see the same phenomenon in the later 
example through Marion’s co-authored gestural policing. While Marion and Adam’s 
preoccupations with listening gestures proved to be a significant block to their objectives of 
nurturing student participation in class, their penchant for the visual can be used in service of 
critical reflection. Simply put, the possibility to re-see and re-hear students through records of 
practice and constructed transcripts abounds.  
What are Modalities of the Listening Gesture? 
In the previous section, I emphasized that listening gestures, visible listening reactions, 
are central to teachers’ engagement with students. The purpose of this section is to take a micro-
analytic view of listening gestures. In what follows, I share the modalities of listening gestures 
within Marion and Adam’s classrooms. Listening gestures hold tremendous syntactic 
(organizing) power. Listening gestures are not singular reactions to spoken discourse, rather they 
are utterances that respond to and even orchestrate classroom dialectics. There are two primary 
ways that a listening gesture manifests. Listening gestures: 
1. Implicate physical space in symbolic ways  
 
2. Gain momentum  
 
Listening Gestures Implicate Physical Space in Symbolic Ways  
Bourdieu’s (1991) theory of linguistic sense of place forwards the idea that members of 
any linguistic exchange have a “sense” about their social place, formed, in part, from awareness 
about rules of exchange and expectations of the expressive style. This suggests that listening is 
shaped by and produces social conditions and physical conditions. I use Bourdieu’s concept to 




pointing to, or turning one’s eyes to, the wall clock or gesticulating towards a white board while 
another person asks a question are listening gestures that refer to a physical artifact. In other 
words, I saw listening gestures that encompassed referents5 as positioning work the listener was 
engaged in.   
In the first illustration, Adam recounts a particularly challenging moment in his course 
when he wanted to try whole class discussion. To his mounting chagrin, students elected not to 
respond to his questions. In his re-telling of the event, Adam acknowledges the affective 
ambiance in the room (though ascribes it to students), then narrows his focus on Louis’ listening 
gesture: 
I’m calling on them because I want to model a conversation and I mean… you must have 
had a really shitty first period because it happened today where like some of the kids 
barely even engaged or tried and I mean I was asking just the easiest questions and they 
just one by one, just [Adam shakes his head back and forth]. Then, when I got to Luis he 
just flipped his hand in the air like this [Adam flips his palms up] and then just stared out 
the door so we just, after that I just, we just, went right into reading workshop. And it 
was a glorious 15 minutes of silence until the end of class. 
 
Annoyed by silence that students imposed upon his attempts at dialogue, Adam shifted into 
reading workshop—a silence that he maintains control over. Taken out of context, Luis’ gesture 
was not particularly rude. Indeed, it is a gesture we might see adolescents and teachers doing 
regularly to convey any variety of sentiment. Yet in the moment, and again when retelling the 
story to me, Adam heard Luis’s listening gesture in connection with what he interpreted as 
coordinated resistance in the class. This is evident in the way he describes student participation 
prior to Luis’s listening gesture as “they just one by one, just”. Luis’s flip of the hand, during 
Adam’s utterance, was coordinated with a glance at the door. Here, his listening referent further 
threatened Adam’s domain over the classroom. On some level, Adam understands the symbiotic 
                                                 




relationship that exists between student and teacher, “you can’t teach if they don’t want to 
student and clearly he didn’t [want to].” Yet, rather than consider possibilities for what he 
described as the class’s silent stance, or Luis’s gesture, Adam redirected the dialogic structure by 
beginning reading workshop preemptively, essentially taking the reins of co-authored silence and 
redirecting Luis’ symbolic gaze from the exit door to the text. Importantly, in Adam’s retelling 
he characterizes himself as in control over the dialogic structure, though when we slow down the 
exchange and include analyses of listening gestures and their implication of physical referents, 
we see that the move to silent reading was a mutual suggestion from students—one that Adam 
finally listened to.  
Across data, there were many more multi-authored examples like the one between Luis 
and Adam. In the example below, students Hiro and Jack, and their teacher, Marion gesture to 
referents in order to navigate issues of autonomy and control throughout a writing workshop. 
Twice a semester, Marion swapped her typical classroom participation structure (i.e. whole class 
instruction) for writing days, during which students, busy at work on their assigned essay, can 
elect for brief conferences on what she called the death stool. The death stool, an unwieldy 
backless thing, was positioned next to Marion at her desk. The conferences were not required; 
Marion did not keep track of them, or what was discussed during them, and she promised the 
students who elected for or refused a conference would have no influence on their grades. The 
conferences were limited to 6 minutes, and relegated by an egg timer. Indeed, the timer buzzed 
so hard that it fell off the tray at the bottom of the white board twice, shattering the shared 
silence. A handful of students raced to the white board, to list their names, and then waited in 




freedom—selecting a seat wherever they might like, listening to music through earphones, and 
working at an unsupervised pace.  
 The timer goes off. Jack, a student who has maintained a 96 average in all of his 
advanced courses and has the worry lines to prove it, has to leave his roost at the death stool. 
Marion looks at me, seated at the back of the room, and says “I love this timer!”  Her point is 
that the timer is particularly useful for closing conversations with students like Jack, who would 
prefer to continue the one on one tutoring ad nauseum. On his way to his seat, Jack darts to the 
whiteboard to add his name to the bottom of the list.  He crosses Marion’s gaze, and then takes 
his seat just in front of Hiro who has his head down on the desk. Marion, motions towards Hiro 
with a finger pointed and says, “someone give him a wiggle”, Savannah leans back and taps on 
his desk. 
1 Jack: What (?)  is it my turn again? Looking up at the white board 
 
2 Hiro: Lifts his head up takes out an earphone and cuts eyes over at Marion. What? I was  
 asleep and now I’m going back to sleep. As he talks, Marion swings her head to look at 
the names on the white board and eventually turns her gaze back to Hiro and points to 
the board 
 
5 Savannah: ooooooh (laughs) 
 
6 Marion: children that I love are working on their papers 
 
7 Savannah: loud and clear Hiro looks down at his earphones. 
 
8 Hiro: I don’t understand. Just leave me alone. Hiro shifts in his seat, so that he’s now 
facing the door, and starts working on his paper. 
 
10 Jack: if we’re gonna waste time just talking can I come back to the death stool yet? 
Marion points to the egg timer and shrugs  
 





In this brief exchange, the white board, which hosts the list of names of students who 
have elected for “optional” conferences, the egg timer, ear buds, and the door are used as 
listening referents. Listeners draw on these referents to define their position within the social 
arrangement and to stake claim to their position. For example, while listening to Hiro’s plea to be 
left alone, Marion looks at and eventually points to the list of student names thereby creating a 
juxtaposition between Hiro and the others. She attempts to soften this juxtaposition though a 
humorous appeal to pathos “children that I love,” but Hiro hears an underlying direction to ‘be’ 
student in a different way. While Savannah responds to Marion’s assertion, Hiro examines his 
earbuds. This slight listening gesture accentuates the polarization between compliance to the 
white board and his music. He feels that he must make a choice between the two—despite the 
supposed allowance for more student autonomy today—and concedes to work on the paper. 
However, he shifts in his chair towards the door—away from the white board, the egg timer, and 
the death stool, essentially blocking the referents that Marion drew upon to exercise her 
conception of social space from his line of vision.  
The examples of Luis, in Adams’ class, and the multi-authored referent-rich exchange in 
Marion’s class, indicate that listeners gesture to physical space in symbolic ways in order to 
stake claim to space and the power inscribed therein. Most importantly, these findings indicate 
that a dynamic listener-constructed subtext not only exists, but is a central, orchestrative force of 
communicative exchanges. Furthermore, this listener subtext is linked to both soundscape, a 
Bakthinan “hero” ever present in classroom dialogue, and the physical space drawn upon in 
symbolic ways. In this way, listening gestures are a product of the shared space and a producer 
of social power. Though the examples shared here highlight antagonistic interactions between 




Listening Gestures Gain Momentum 
Across communicative events, listening gestures gain momentum. They can be thought 
of as moving features of communication exchanges. In the two examples shared below, listening 
gestures gain momentum while being shared across several people. This ‘sharing’ creates an 
additional ‘floor’ which coincides, and ultimately influences, the “ratified conversation”.     
Adam’s ninth grade class is focused on a passage from the novel, Friday Night Lights. It 
is October; they appear familiar with the writing workshop rhythm: mentor text followed by 
writing time. He’s asked them to listen as he reads the passage aloud and to highlight sensory 
details. Adam begins to read, taking his usual walking path towards the door while, Ms. O’Riley, 
the co-teacher, moves up and down a row peering over student desks. The passage has 
considerable build-up, the team we are meant to be rooting for is losing, there is a surprise 
deluge, and players are sliding all over the place.  
Jonathan, Raheem, Helen, Anik, Jonathan, and Collin are vigorously highlighting—
Jonathan so much that his entire passage is neon orange. Ms. O’Riley leans over to whisper to 
him to stop and one row back Paul quietly, but decidedly, farts6. A blush begins to move up his 
neck to his face, but he continues to look at his passage. Neither Ms. O’ Riley nor Adam react, 
until the current of listening gestures reaches them: 
                                                 
6 Paul’s fart is captured by an audio recorder, located two seats behind him. Listening gestures—those of Anik, 
Julie, Jonathan, Helen and Paul —were captured by the wide-angle video recorder placed in the front of the room, 
adjacent to Adam Bisset. My own observational fieldnotes from the day pick up only Raheem and Martha and Gus’s 


















Paul passes gas (.01) Anik (seated next to him) silently laughs, 
covering his mouth (.01)  Julie (in front of Anik) shakes her 
head and pinches her nose (.02) Martha (seated next to Julie) 
turns around in her desk toward Paul and gasps (.02) Jonathan 
(seated on the other side of Paul) shakes his head vigorously 
(.03) Raheem (seated in front of Paul) turns in his desk and 
jumps up and moves to an empty seat one row ahead (.04) Helen 
(now seated beside Raheem) tilts a head up and pivots to glare at 
Paul (.05) (.05) Paul tilts away from Helen, reaches down to 
scratch his left ankle while retaining focus on the passage (.05) 
Gus taps Martha on the shoulder with both hands turned up and 
mouths the word “what?” (.05) Martha points to Paul and rolls 
her eyes (.06) Gus scrunches his nose and folds over his desk 
with deep quiet laughing heaves (.07) Ms. O’Riley tilts her head 
to the left while looking between Anik and then Paul and then 
back to Gus (.08) Ms. O’Riley twirls a finger in the air, signaling 
‘wrap it up’, and mouths the word STOP (.09) Adam Bisset 
glances up from the passage and draws his mouth into a 
momentary semi-frown (.10) Paul laughs silently and points to 
the empty bag of Feugu Takis on the corner of his desk (.11) 
Paul looks up at Adam and then around the room. Paul points to 
the projected image of the passage. 
 Given Paul’s affable demeanor, and the affection most of his classmates hold for him, 
this situation, which may have been an embarrassment for others, was not so for Paul. It is 
precisely this innocuity that makes this a useful introduction into how listening gestures gain 
momentum. On one hand, the listening gestures spread between students; they catch on to the 
topic (Paul’s fart) and, in ensuing ascription of evaluative criteria (Bourdieu) calls more students 
into the action. In this way, Paul’s bodily function is the “beginning” of these listening gestures. 
We see, through this example, how listening gestures can gain momentum much like a chain, 
though directionality is not a given. Ms. O’Riley, however, is the key to understanding the 
implications of this momentum—that is, why momentum of gestures matter for educators in 
general, and critical discourse scholars in particular. In lines 14-15, we see Ms. O’Riley “twirl a 
finger in the air, signal ‘wrap it up’, and mouth the word stop.” Here, she physically enters a 




between listeners. She doesn’t direct her comments to any particular student, but instead to the 
pocket created by the momentum. At any given time in a classroom, there can be multiple 
pockets like this one, created by the momentum of listening gestures.    
What follows is another, more consequential example of how the momentum of listening 
can directly influence discursive power negotiation between students and teacher. Specifically, 
we see the momentum of listening gestures in relation to verbal participation and teacher 
acknowledgment of student participation.  
Marion asked her 10th grade students about epistemological perspectives taken up in their 
History courses, “Do you find them to be more Eurocentric or Afrocentric?” The question was 
met with nearly 20 seconds of silence. Marion followed up, “Lily, when you study civics, for 
example, whose civics are you studying?”  Quietly, Cora (seated outside of her assigned seat, 
two rows behind Lily, nearly at the farthest corner of the room) said (out of Marion’s earshot) 
“isn’t it ironic cause the phrase Afrocentric puts every African culture in together which is pretty 
much an extremely colonial thing to do7.” Marcella, Hiro, and Grace hear Cora’s comment. 
Grace nods passionately and Marcella and Hiro both appeared to write down her statement. 
Noticing Hiro’s act of scrawling (an uncommon occurrence in class discussion), Anastasia 
curiously looked over at Grace who beamed at her friend Cora.  
Meanwhile, the ‘whole-class’ ratified discussion paced on—Lily replied to the question 
about civics: “ours.” Seemingly satisfied with her reply, Marion begins to introduce an assigned 
passage from Joseph Conrad’s (1899) Heart of Darkness. Anastasia stands up suddenly and 
points to Cora “She has a really good idea.” Surprised by Anastasia’s sudden upright stance, 
                                                 
7 Cora’s first vocal utterance is captured by the audio recorder, located in the corner behind her. Listening gestures—
those of Marcella, Hiro, and Grace-- were captured by the wide-angle video recorder placed in the front of the room, 
adjacent to the left of Marion Leventhal. My own observational fieldnotes from the day pick up only Anastasia’s 




Marion pauses her instruction. Marion asks “What was it?.” Anastasia crosses her arms, points to 
Cora (behind her) and replies, “Dunno. Didn’t hear it.” Cora, not waiting for an invitation from 
Marion, restates “the phrase Afrocentric puts every African culture in together which is pretty 
much a colonial thing to do.” Marion nods, tilts her head to the side, and offers a grin so large 
that I can see her dental crowns.  
In this example, the shared listening gestures delivers Cora—and her idea—and in turn, 
Marion’s approval to Cora (via Anastasia). The momentum was initially set off by Marcella, 
Hiro, and Grace’s listening gestures. As their momentum build, Anastasia attempts to enter the 
“space” of the momentum by standing up. While her physical entry into the center of the 
listening gesture momentum is quite similar to Ms. O’Riley’s movement described in the 
previous example, the influence on classroom discourse is quite different. Ms. O’Riley 
acknowledges the listening momentum and ensuing space as a way to redirect to the ratified 
conversation, whereas Anastasia’s sudden postural change shifts reopens a classroom dialogue 
that had been closed. 
Why Modalities of Listening Gesture Matter 
Bahktin (1929), explained that all utterance is “territory shared by both addresser and 
addresses, by the speaker and his interlocutor.” (p. 86). The findings I share about the modalities 
of listening gestures illuminates Bakhtin and Bourdieu’s respective theoretical claims that 
listening extends single speaker and listener. Here, we see that listeners are connected and 
experience connection without ‘becoming’ speakers.  
We also see that listening is not a turn-based exchange between speaker and listener. 
Rather, listening is also an exchange with space, sound, and embedded institutional norms. For 




communicative events, provides valuable insight into how social knowledge and perspective is 
mediated (and sometimes contested) across listeners. For instance, these findings offer new 
insight into how utterances are co-constructed and intertextual. Through the lens of dialectical 
theories of listening, and the concept of listening gestures, we see how Cora’s participation 
belongs also to Anastasia, and before that to Marcella, Hiro, and Grace. A verbatim transcript, 
which privileges verbal participation, would necessarily overlook how the collaborative floor 
takes shape. Importantly, across the data, so much of classroom affect was bound in these 
listening gestures, their pivots, their travels, and their trajectories that uphold or resist 
institutional expectations. Listening gestures are salient and significant dialectical markers that 
warrant intensive analysis. 
What is a Listening Station?  
Up to this point, I’ve focused on how listening through and with the body can be 
understood as a consequence of and response to schooling soundscape and larger bodies of 
discourse. As a companion to that argument, I linked the schooling soundscape with how 
teachers and students alike are, to use Foucault’s term, initiated into ‘reconciled’ listening.  I 
demonstrated how listening gestures gain momentum, sometimes shifting the course of a 
conversation and creating a simultaneous space, apart from the ratified conversation. Each of 
these examples focused on an immediate exchange; however, dialectical theories of listening 
indicate that listening is cumulative and crosses space and time. This means that we must also 
critically analyze the momentum of listening gestures across different communicative exchanges, 
spaces and time. What patterns emerge and what do they communicate about power?  I examined 




gestural momentum present in one exchange reflects, extends, or counters momentum in 
previous exchanges—towards an understanding of coherency.  
I engage here with a type of listening present across all data, a phenomenon I call 
listening stations. The phrase ‘station’ evokes a physical metaphor--a tangible, seeable, stable 
place. Indeed, as will be demonstrated throughout this section, listening stations have distinct 
parameters that emit affective energies—they differ, however, from the spontaneous examples of 
listening gesture momentum and created space discussed in the previous section, because they 
reflect a listening (and response) to discursive domination at play. To circle back to Jamaica 
Kincaid’s memoir,  the moment “we all sat up” was a listening (and response) to discursive 
domination at play, a shared listening to ways that classroom discourse contributed to “our sense 
of what was meaningful…[and] a sense of meaningless” (Kincaid, p.2).   
The word ‘station’ has several denotations, all of which are reflective of this type of 
listening. Station can be 1) a regular stopping place in a transportation route 2) a place of 
specialized observation and, 3) a place established to provide a public service (Websters New 
International Dictionary, 2004). Listening stations are stopping places, enacted and sustained via 
listening gestures, which are content-rich and gain momentum.  Listening stations reflect a 
shared, accrued, understanding of how social discourse influences positioning, thus they operate 
as both  
“a place of specialized observation” and “provide a public service.”  Listening stations are not 
silent-side conversations per say, but territories of shared listening and sensemaking that reflect 
important information about discourse in action.  
My use of the phrase station here, to describe co-constructed, sustenance giving listening, 




Chapter 7, through the case of current day FCC efforts to eradicate pirate-stations. In the same 
way that pirate radio stations are perceived as attacks on sanctioned, legitimized stations, and 
therefore criminalized, listening stations between students that are enacted as protective features 
against discursive domination, are too often misunderstood as detractors from “legitimate” 
classroom dialogue.   
Dialectics and Sustenance: Listening Stations  
 Across 82 hours of video recording taken of Marion’s class, friends Phil and Hiro 
respond to classroom banter by either turning towards one another, whispering, or extending 
furtive eye contact. This constant return to one another is significant considering that typically 
they are both still and not very animated. In the example shared below, Phil and Hiro’s listening 
station works to interrupt harmful classroom discourse. The ratified conversation is between Jen, 
a white student, and Marion Leventhal. All week, Marion has asked the class to consider ways 
that Eurocentric norms of beauty and religion drives the destruction of the Igbo families 
described in their assigned novel Things Fall Apart (Achebe,1958), and too, the ways that these 
norms might shape their own readings of the text.  Marion instructs the class that they will be 
unpacking some of the important proverbs in the assigned reading when Jen interrupts with a 
question.  




Marion: [I don’t] want to hear a joke about people with curly brown hair or girls being 
dumb (.30)  
 
4 Jen: no, no I would never do that shakes her head vehemently while locking eyes with 
Marion 
 
6 Marion: Ok 
 
7 Jen: because those are sensitive topics 
 





Marion’s reaction, “I don’t want to hear a joke about people with curly brown hair or 
girls being dumb” to Jen’s announcement that she has a question is noteworthy. Does she 
anticipate that Jen’s question will be racist or sexist? Is she worried about the imminent question 
because of the content of the discussion or because of Jen’s identity?  Despite her clear reticence, 
Marion gives Jen the floor with a smile (line 8). But only after Jen assures her that she 
understands “sensitive topics.”  
At this point in the exchange most students are either looking at Marion or their notes. 
There remains a list of 4 more proverbs that they are supposed to paraphrase as a class and 
whatever is not completed will be assigned for homework. Jen continues, 
10 
  
Jen: so ok, today in math class we were like reading some of the names 
and they were, um they were so wild and I was like what kind of name 
is  
 
12 Chloe: oh my god, was it Coralita?  
 
13 Jen: yes! yes! (laughs) that was it. And I was like who makes up this 
name? Chloe is nodding and covering her smile. Brooke, seated next to 
Chloe taps her on the shoulder.  
 
14 Marion: (hands up in the air) woah, wait (moves away from the 
podium towards Jen; Cadence, Savannah, Cora, Brooke turn in their 
seats to face Jen. Brooke, who is seated next to Chloe, leans over to see 
over Chloe to Jen. Cadence raises her hand and says “woah”)  
 
Jen receives a lot of feedback: Chloe instantly aligns herself to Jen’s reaction, which 
elicits a laughter from Jen. Here, Chloe confirms Jen. But Marion initiates a different feedback 
loop—moving away from her podium towards her with her hands up as if to grab her attention 
and interrupt the affirmation she is receiving from Jen. Meanwhile there are several noticeable 
proximal shifts—Cadence, Savannah, and Cora turn to face Jen. Cadence, who is a close friend 




Here, Lily and Jack, two white students, add on to Jen’s observation, by mimicking a non-
academic version of English: 
19 Lily: Like Cora-leeda don’t like this quadratic formula mess  
 




Jen: (talking over Marion) and then this kid next to me who like never 
speaks to me because he’s like not fluent in English at all uh he was like 





Hiro gasps and looks down at his desk. Brooke laughs. Marcella picks up 
a cell phone from her bag and begins texting—looks at Marion, looks 
down again. Looks at me. Looks at her phone. Looks at two different 
recorders around the room: one by the white board facing the class and 
one at the corner facing Marion. She puts her phone on her desk and 
keeps her eye on it. 
 
On her way to redress Jen’s racism, Marion meets a nexus of voices, all of which, appear in 
support of Jen’s position, or the affect that it drums up. As the charade between Lily and Jack 
picks up some traction with students in proximity to it, other students like Hiro and Cadence are 
visibly appalled. Marcella, uses her phone as a point of connection, essentially conjuring a 
listening station where no other exists for her. Jen continues: 
27 Jen: like for real that’s the only thing he’s ever said. I mean I 
wouldn’t have said it in a mean way because I’m trying to be a 
nicer person 
 
28 Chloe: I love you Jen. (Jen doesn't respond)  
 
29 Chloe: () Turning towards Lily. I love Jen. She's hilarious. 
 
At this point Jen seems to be trying to make sense of Marion’s response. She does this by 
shifting blame to her math peer. Chloe makes two bids for attention from Jen. When her first 
declaration “I love you, Jen” goes unnoticed, she turns and tries to connect with Lily, who had 
already publicly declared her support through the charade. Jen maintains eye contact with 




30 Marion: it’s the name of an actual human () The only reason it 
sounded weird () to you is because it wasn’t in your language 
(). Jen is shaking her head back and forth vehemently and 
Marion talks and then she looks over at Cadence, who is staring 
at Marion. 
 
35 Jen: No. No. That’s not.  Hiro plops his face into his hands, 
leans forward to whisper something to Phil. Without turning to 
face Hiro, Phil shakes his head and looks down at his desk. 
 
38 Marion: () Yes. Yeah that’s why. 
 
39 Phil (to Jen): Hello? Phil turns his body to face Jen and slaps a hand on her 
desk. She glances at it momentarily and returns to Marion’s gaze. 
 
Marion is cued into her interaction with Jen only.  She continues to explain, in simple and tender 
terms, the origin of her racism: “the only reason it sounds weird…it wasn’t it your language”. 
Jen resists this idea. We see Hiro activate a listening station with Phil, drawing him in to the 
ratified conversation. Phil does not turn around to Hiro, but instead turns, slaps his hand down 
directly onto Jen’s desk and says “hello?”. Their listening station becomes a place of 
interruption. Phil’s listening utterance—a hand slap on Jen’s desk—which is an attempt to 
interrupt racism emerges from the co-listening that he and Hiro have engaged in. This moment, 
in particular, illustrates the intertextuality of dialogism that Bakhtin described. Does his hand 
take up Hiro’s voice? Is it his, too? Seemingly oblivious to this address, Jen offers what she sees 
as an alternative rationale: 
41 Jen: No () it’s because like when you say it is sounds so weirdly 
specific like we read them out loud in math class and we were all 
laughing because that's so random. That kind [of] 
 
44 Marion: [They do that] because they discovered that if all of the math 
books only used names like Ben and Jen then only Ben and Jen would 





Jen attempts to activate an absent collective (we all laughed) as a way to support her 
position that the name, not her response to it, is odd. Marion abandons her social lesson and 
offers Jen yet another way out by explaining the publisher’s rationale for using various names in 
order to improve learning conditions. To prove the point, that Coralita belongs in the math book, 
Marion evokes the names Jen and Ben. Sensing a potential close to the exchange, Jen responds: 
47 Jen: (jokingly) yeah Jen not’s a name that should go in a math book 
 
48 Marion: I would never put that name in a book  
 
49 Brooke: really? so they do that on purpose? use names no one has on purpose to 
get kids to work? 
 
51 Marion: yeah, they design the work to reach all (uses hands to make a circle) 
students.  
 
At this point, Marion seems relieved that the exchange is “over”. She shares a furtive glance with 
me, looks back at the recorder and shakes her head, and then moves back towards her podium. 
From her teacher roost she notices that there are still clusters of student interaction across the 
room. One cluster is Phil and Hiro. Phil, seated in front of Hiro, is leaned back in his chair so that 
his back is touching Hiro’s desk. And Hiro is thumping his back. The physical touch they share a 
literal connection between them. In what is a rare occurrence, Hiro and Cadence make eye 
contact from across the room and shake their heads. Cadence says loudly, “woah” and laughs 
while shaking her head. Jen turns her head in various directions noticing with what appears to be 
panic various amalgamations of listening stations. 
53 Marion: Are you talking?  Let’s look at the next one…Allie? 
 
54 Allie: (laughing) it’s all about corn. 
 
55 Marion: right, beautiful. Why?  
 





57 Marion: yeah, that's right, people write and talk about what they know. We 
have all kind of ones about things we know like killing a cat. 
 
When Marion once again evokes the “we,” Phil turns around in his seat to look at Hiro. Hiro 
continues to plant his face in his hands. Marion turns her body towards them, nods a little, and 
then says: 
58 Marion: this one’s for Marcella. Marcella, what does that mean? (reads) It 
was like pouring corn into a bag full of holes.  
 
60 Marcella: I’m not sure (.23)  but is it when you put like all of your efforts in it 
and it just goes away no matter if you try hard. 
making eye contact with her phone (.10) 
 
63  Marcella: Like it doesn’t work. 
 
Throughout this example, Marion identified problem listeners; (e.g., “Are you talking?) 
and did not see how Hiro and Phil’s listening station produced generative disruptions or how 
Marcella’s enacted station may have produced protection and easement. Following this 
exchange, Marion decided to teach “a whole thing about names and humanity and not being 
racist dicks” (field notes). Yet, in our subsequent conversations during which we tried to make 
sense of the moment (at her request), she maintained a listening station with Jen, going as far as 
to wonder how to protect her in future conversations when the topic emerged. When given the 
transcript of the event, and upon hearing my analysis of Marcella enacting a station with the 
phone and Hiro and Phil’s co-constructed listening station, Marion replied “well of course, 
because they were relating to Coralita. And, I didn’t even notice.”  She came to see how listening 
stations were generating support, sustenance and resistance, yet did not recognize the ongoing 
listening station that she maintained with Jen, how the various listening stations interact, or 
wonder what the various stations were communicating. Marion’s process of reflection about this, 




Why Listening Stations Matter 
The work of teaching consists of millions of micro-decisions, each linked to 
interpretations. For both the critical educator and the critical discourse scholar, listening stations 
are important sources of dialectical information about participation, sensemaking, and 
community resiliency. At a basic level, these findings compel a rethinking about classroom 
participation that decenters teacher and acknowledges multiple modes of simultaneous 
engagement. For starters, listening stations do not happen ‘outside’ nor ‘inside’ the sanctioned 
conversational floor. Rather, they function as a coordinating force of the cumulative dialogue, 
and as illustrated here, offer needed acknowledgment and affirmation for students often 
marginalized via discourse. Goffman’s (1981) participation framework extends the analytic gaze 
to community members beyond speaker and immediate listener, but this finding challenges the 
conception of unratified listeners, and increases the appreciation of an inherently heteroglossic 
space.  
At a critical level, listening stations indicate that cumulative, shared listening functions as 
a response to and a function of hegemonic discourse.  In the example shared here, listening 
stations amongst some of the students reflect resistance and sustenance in the face of painful 
discourse disguised (and legitimized) as a ratified classroom conversation. Listening is a co-
constructed experience and, consequently, a vibrant negotiation of power. Pedagogically, 
attention to listening stations should be re-understood in terms of survival and resistance, through 
the lens of agency.  What are these listening stations communicating? What are these listeners 
able to discern in this exchange that others are not? Additionally, when we shift the gaze from 




see how listening stations work to make such discourses possible (i.e., Jen’s evocation of “all of 
us” laughing in math class, and even Marion’s post-class meeting instincts to protect Jen).   
It would be a mistake to essentialize listening stations based on salient identity markers, 
or assume that students who share any assortment of identity markers necessarily share listening 
stations. I cannot underscore enough that across the data, listening stations are living, shifting 
collections of shared-listening. They are rich, multi-authored literacy acts that hold tremendous 
dialectical power.   
Seeing Listening 
Listening has been identified as an imperative element of learning.  However true claims 
about the importance of listening may be, they all rest on vague definitions. We haven’t been 
explicit about listening, how it manifests, how it features into communicative exchanges, and 
perhaps most importantly, how it implicates power structures. Within this chapter, I provided 
analytic portraits of what listening in schools looks like. I began with an analysis of how 
listening is influenced by soundscape, and then moved into descriptions of the listening gesture 
and its modalities, and finally landed with an examination of listening stations. The identification 
of listening as a material and dynamic feature of communication means that we can hold 
ourselves as researchers and educators accountable for classroom discourse in a more specific 
way. Early in our work together Adam Bisset said: “it’s not like we have any rubrics for how or 
if we listen to students.” In no way do I intend for this work to be routed into a rubric of 
listening; however, it offers a conceptualization of listening and related vocabulary for educators 




when’s and so what’s of listening.  For Marion and Adam, the two teacher participants in the 
study, this definition of listening provided a way to leverage a practice of critical reflection (to be 




CHAPTER EIGHT: STRENGTHENING LISTENING IN THE LISTENING 
COLLABORATIVE 
Recently some friends told me about a Professional Learning Community (PLC) where 
they were handed tiny plastic magnifying glasses and told to think of themselves like ‘data 
detectives’ who needed to work together to ‘diagnose’ testing data. The mixed metaphor was 
only part of what made us laugh-- the other parts being plain old dismay. I shuddered at the 
image of this crew of poets and historians thumbing through color-coded excel spreadsheets for 
confirmation of themselves, their students, and their engagement. However silly, their experience 
seems to be on trend. Marion appraised PLCs as “wastes of time,” devoid of meaningful counsel 
or purpose, with loads of “stupid paperwork.” To illustrate her point, she recounted one such 
meeting during which she and her colleagues were taught about a new county-wide badge 
system, “yes, yes, like the boy scouts.” Seated on cafeteria stools, teachers were explained that 
the badges would be used to mark student achievements and professional learning. Adam 
concurred that the meeting was a “freak show” and said that he felt something near to pity for the 
facilitator, who urged his colleges to take the time to print their badges and display them for 
others to see in order to “build a visible community of professional learners”. According to 
Marion and Adam community of practices, intended to evoke reflection though dialogue, rarely 
accomplish either. 
Their critique is corroborated by recent research, which emphasizes that many dialogue-
centered professional development models are top-down approaches, like, for example what has 




referenced by my friends, and Marion and Adam, the Professional Leaning Community (PLC) 
model (Dufour & Eaker, 2005), a required component of work for many public-school teachers 
that has come to have a hyper-focus on testing data. DuFour, responsible for the now nearly 
ubiquitous PLC (professional learning community) reform, warned that overuse would place it in 
“danger of losing all meaning” (DuFour, 2004). Others share concerns that forced 
implementation of dialogue centered programs results in watered-down approaches. In other 
words, just being in the same space and sharing words does not necessarily equate dialogic 
community (Little, 2002; McLaughlin & Talbert, 2006). 
Despite their adverse experiences Marion and Adam held fast to the belief that gathering 
as colleagues could be meaningful, as evidenced by their desire to participate in this study. In our 
first session, Marion commented that she’d like to talk “with them, especially the newer ones, 
once a week… at the bare minimum to really work through what’s hard and what’s working and 
also to read together to really understand what we are teaching and how and why and just hear 
from one another.” Similarly, Adam volunteered for nearly every opportunity for professional 
collaboration. He left such meetings feeling “underwhelmed [about] the conversations that never 
happened,” yet remained “somehow hopeful for the next one…that it might happen that I go to 
one and we are actually discussing and figuring something out.” Marion and Adam shared an 
unambiguous interest in dialogic collaboration and reflection. 
In light of Marion and Adam’s critique and vision, I drew inspiration from dialogic 
communities of practice like the one that William Ayers (2001) described in Teacher Talk. Ayers 
encouraged teachers to visit one another’s classrooms to dialogue about dilemmas of practice in 
order to “look at the conditions of our teaching lives, to consider alternatives and different 




with our consciousness... to think through what we are doing” (Ayers, 3, 2001). Rather than 
visiting classrooms as was common to Ayers’ approach, we visited and engaged in reflective 
dialogue using records of practice. Deborah Britzman (2003) argues that a teacher’s discursive 
practices “express something about the structure of institutional life, and the ways in which 
power and authority are experienced there” (p. 28). Thus, we used our records of practice as a 
way to be in one another’s space. I also drew wisdom from Souto-Manning’s (2014) continued 
work with Critical Discourse Analysis Teacher Groups, which make room for practitioners to 
critically examine the interaction between institutional discourses and everyday conversational 
discourse. Souto-Manning’s efforts have illuminated how peer accountability, willingness to 
reflect, flexibility, and vulnerability are essential to the groups’ efforts. Counter to the water-
downed COPs that Marion and Adam had experience, I hoped to engage us in a process of 
critical dialogue, so as to “nurture the development of critical consciousness among participants” 
(Laman et. al, 2011). Critical dialogue is deliberative, facilitated conversation in which 
participants come to identify, challenge, and reframe dominant discourses. When educators 
gather in critical dialogue, they are not in search of a quick solution or even common ground. 
Rather, with the guide of a facilitator, they welcome the rich variety of social identities, and 
relatedly interpretative lenses, they each bring, so as to open opportunities for transformation 
(Jennings, Jewett, Laman, Soutu-Manning, & Wilson, 2010).   
Listening Collaborative Sessions 
 The Listening Collaborative met during planning periods or after school in the 
Teaching Learning Center, a semi-private office space, set apart from classrooms. We worked to 
the incessant hum of the copying machine and class bells. We sometimes worked through timid 




coverage for their classes. I brought the pastries and recording devices to capture our own 
discourse, Adam the highlighters and earnest, and Marion the sarcasm and persistence. Generally 
speaking, we showed up with vigor, curiosity, and patience. 
 Marion and Adam’s desire for CDA content became clear early on. In our very first 
session, Adam threw his hands flat onto the table and asked: “Aren’t there any particular 
phraseology or terms that we should know before we get started?” It was clear from our first 
meeting that Adam takes the language of analysis seriously, likes to be well prepared, and wants 
to do the work of interpretation like an “expert.” This annoyed, and perhaps tickled, Marion, who 
upon hearing his question, rolled her eyes and whispered “suck up,” pointed to the recorder and 
said “I hope that’s on.” Initially, Marion and Adam became enthralled with the work of coding, 
and developed a codebook (see Appendix D). By session 3, they eschewed their codebooks for 
conversations about cumulative patterns in their listening practices. They ‘loosened’ up and 
simultaneously became more rigorous readers of their transcripts. 
 Throughout our time together, I tried to balance their requests and desire for content 
with my focus on dialogic inquiry. Though Marion teased Adam for his unabashed enthusiasm, 
she regularly sought one-on-one guidance about terminology and concepts related to our work. I 
provided glossaries as requested, demonstrations in coding, and presented my emerging findings 
related to listening for their feedback. Outside of our CoP, I met with Marion one-on-one to 
explore her specific CDA interests, namely positioning theory and silencing. Similarly, Adam 
and I met numerous times one-on-one. Sometimes these meetings were directly related to the 
project, for instance brainstorming about how to best capture the conversations in a workshop 
class.  Other times, our one on one meetings were reflections about lessons or the work of 




Collaborative sessions, our relationships –which made room for shared vulnerability—developed 
across space and time.  In the following sections, I provide a brief overview of each session, 
describing the content of our discussion and describing key shifts in our collaboration.   
Session 1: Identifying Tensions in Classroom Discourse and Inquiry 
 In our first Listening Collaborative session, we talked about social theories of discourse 
broadly, I outlined the purposes of CDA research, and offered a sample classroom transcript to 
elicit conversation about classroom discourse. The transcript came from a project that I 
conducted with preservice English teachers in 2009. All names in the transcript were altered.  
 Perhaps as a consequence of scheduling our first session prior to beginning 
ethnographic observations, it became important to Marion and Adam to portray their teacher 
identity—a topic of conversation that we return to, and eventually trouble, over the course of our 
six sessions. Marion committed her class-time to “whole group conversations about the book” 
and wanted to bring in “any perspective that is related to the actual reading.” For her, a class 
where people aren’t talking and laughing would make her want to “stab her eyes out.” Marion’s 
instinct to concentrate on the effect of the sharing: “That sharing offers something doesn’t it? 
Humor. A break. A way in for the others to be engaged.” She values community and seems to 
believe that belonging is a feeling to be shared by students et. large. Finally, she sees 
engagement, via humor, as a venue towards such. She goes on to share some tidbits that illustrate 
discourse expectations in her classroom: “we should be looking at each other…should be 
kind...should have some recall of things that are said outside of the conversation”. Though she 
delineates between teacher and student roles specifically, she falls back on the collective 
personal pronoun “we,” a grammatical particularity that reflects a telling tendency: Marion 
characterizes classroom discourse in regards to the shared affect—that is, how does the 




the opportunity to dialogue with him in private conferences about their selected book or their 
chosen writing prompt. As a rejoinder to Marion’s appraisal that she would “stab out her 
eyeballs”, Adam emphasized that volume level in his class is misleading because in the one-on-
one conferences, which happen with regularity, students decide what to discuss and how to draw 
connections between their independent reading and their writing goals. “In this model I actually 
get to hear all their voices,” he said, “not just the ones who like to talk in a large group.” If held 
in comparison with Marion’s pledged respect to “the book”, his phraseology—like: “general 
direction….where we might go…freedom of direction”  and “the possibilities of a conversation” 
illustrates his conception of literacy as practice for benefit of the individual; he makes 
continuous, overt attempts to clarify his rationale for eschewing  due dates, uniform assignments, 
and grades—most of his rationale comments are brushed away by Marion. There isn’t much 
uptake as they discuss their differences—rather, they address me as they provide details about 
their approaches, their likes and dislikes as they related to the doing of English teaching. 
 Listening in: Reading the sample transcript. Before reading the sample 
transcript, Marion enquired about student level, “is this an honors or standards class?” I respond 
to her question passively, by repeating their grade level. In the video footage, her eyes narrow, 
she sits back and says “should we start reading or what?” While they move through the 
transcript, Adam highlights, circles and makes margin notes. He crosses and uncrosses his legs 
and maintains eye gaze with the transcript. Marion reads slowly, leaning into the transcript, sighs 
four times, and at the close of her reading looks over at Adam and mouths the word “wow” to 
him. In response he nods and looks at me. As we discuss the transcript, I can see that Marion 
lightly underlines swear words the students used. These are the only markings that are visible on 




Marion is the first to talk about the transcript. She orients us to the teacher featured in the 
transcript: “She’s a very positive teacher.” But quickly backs up, second guessing herself and the 
work of discourse analysis: “Oh no, now I’m talking about her as a teacher and not her words. 
I’m talking about her teacher words but not her discourse.” Though Marion elaborates on her 
tentative stance several times throughout the session, saying “help me understand what matters,” 
and “I need a little guidance here,” her introduction of teacher versus students remains a steady 
frame for many of our sessions. Throughout the conversation, she rotates between pointing out 
how the teacher fails the students and assigning this failure to the “bad students who don’t want 
to be there.” Her negative perception of the students elicits sympathy for the teacher. Marion 
argues that “she’s doing the best that she can” and that “they are bad so she has to control them.” 
She continues this line of interpretation throughout the conversation, making vague references to 
times when she’s had equal bad luck with “certain student populations.”  
 Adam suggests that the tension between teacher and student in the transcript stems from 
the teacher beginning class with a negative statement about a previous class meeting. Marion 
counters “well maybe she just wanted to point out that there would be no repeats of what 
happened before.” To which Adam shrugs and says quietly “fair point.” Here, Marion contours 
the conversation and further accentuates her interpretative line: teacher must control bad 
students. Adam tries three times throughout the remainder conversation to link student behavior 
to teacher behavior, but Marion only concedes that the curriculum must be too hard for students. 
Eventually Adam and Marion agree that the power-play between teacher and students renders the 
class “bad. Really bad.” Adam explains that when the tension is this wrought, “it’s like the 




  Though Marion holds the reign as the more experienced teacher and has even served as 
official mentor to Adam, he uses academic jargon regularly, a habit that he knows bothers her. 
As he does this he looks at me nodding and then follows up with a simpler explanation for 
Marion. They are constantly see-sawing on who plays expert. Her for teaching; He for analysis. 
She uses laughter to change the direction of the conversation and offers warnings about how she 
will be hard to work with: “I’m a slow reader,” “I already don’t believe in this,” and “I don’t 
know what this means.”  
 The verbatim transcript did not include physical descriptions of the class layout, the 
students, or the teacher. Despite the absence of these details, Marion continually anchored her 
interpretation of the classroom discourse through visual frames. For example, in her first reading 
she paused and commented on a student, Marcellus: “he’s got a lion’s name and probably a 
lion’s mane.” It is clear right off that Marion is “hearing” student discourse through visual frame.  
Following the first reading, she offered an unsolicited hypothesis that the room was likely 
arranged in rows, with the teacher at the front fielding questions and “kids leaned back in their 
chairs.” As she described the teacher’s placement in the imagined classroom layout, she hunched 
her shoulders—seemingly mimicking a timid posture. She was sympathetic to the teacher “who 
was trying her best” and simultaneously annoyed that the teacher was “giving them impossible 
work.” Her focus on the teacher was temporary and, her gaze returned to student participation 
broadly and imagined listening gestures more specifically.   
The visual frames that she evoked became even more specific throughout her analysis, 
eventually animating individual students. When Shawn, a student in the transcript, commented 
that the “poem has the same themes as Jose Saramango’s Blindness like chaos and survival,” 




nincompoops and…I think he’s doing that thing like major eye-rolling.” For the remainder of the 
discussion, Marion returned to the transcript four times looking for evidence to prove that Shawn 
was “bored” and “overeducated.” In each of her four turns, she either verbally evoked a physical 
descriptor of Shawn’s imagined reaction to his classmates or signaled visual descriptors with 
hand movements or facial expressions while rereading a verbatim quote from one of his 
classmates. Shawn only appeared in the verbatim transcript one time. Yet, Marion retained a 
hyper-focus on him. Nearly four months later, when the topic of this transcript came up in 
Listening Session 5, Marion again animated him by saying: “oh the one with the major eye roll” 
and then acting it out.  
Setting discourse inquiries. At the close of our first session, I asked Marion and Adam 
to consider what they might like to understand about their classroom discourse. Marion’s 
primary interest was in particular students who were not “getting it.” She presented each student 
by name and wondered about how to use the transcripts as a way to show that these students 
should be in another class “one that actually meets their needs.” Marion also wondered about her 
humor. She tied this interest back to previous observations in which an administrator has 
mentioned that she’s funny but not everyone gets it. She wondered if the Listening Collaborative 
might help her “see who it’s [humor] not working for. If you can identify the kids who are like 
that’s not funny when everyone else is falling out of their chairs laughing.” Adam asked her if 
laughter was a “prerequisite for honors class” and without missing a beat Marion replied, “well if 
you’re too stupid to know why it’s funny than maybe.”  
 Adam’s primary interest was in understanding how his approach to reading and writing 
workshop is playing out. He noted that he never received any formal training in the workshop 




connections across what they read and what they write. He hoped to following reading and 
writing conferences between a sample of students across the semester and comes to the first 
session with some ideas about how to track the conversations. His secondary interest is in what 
he described as equity of conversation: “like just who gets called on. Like in the class you are 
observing I think that a lot of um the boys raise their hand a lot. A lot.  And girls tend not to. And 
then I have to call on girls a lot more than I do boys, because there’s a clique of boys in that class 
that are all friends and they are now sprinkled all over the room, but if they had it their way 
they’d always have their hands up and would always be leading the room…like gender, race, I 
mean all those things.” Marion responded, “so you think a transcript will tell you once and for all 
if you prefer men to women? Is that really what you need?” Pausing in silence for several 
seconds Adam replied in earnestly, “well yeah, I mean if it’s there [in the transcript] then it’s 
there”. 
 Adam and Marion did not wait for data to engage with one another’s inquiries. Adam, for 
example, asked if we thought his commitment to open enrollment might complicate Marion’s 
inquiry into “who is getting it or not.” When she asked what he meant he said, “I seriously doubt 
that there is anyone who is unable to ‘get it’” to which she rolled her eyes and said “oh o.k.” 
Marion’s skeptical attitude toward Adam’s workshop style was also apparent, though she 
addressed me rather than him: “well, he claims to want to avoid a stage by having one-on-one 
conversations the whole time but really he just stands on a rotating stage.” It became clear that 
the Listening Collaborative could be a space to think through classroom discourse and even the 





Session 2: Transcripts as Meeting Place and Mirror 
By the occasion of our second Listening Collaborative, I’d conducted 20 hours of 
observations in each class, and, as a result had developed dozens of verbatim transcripts per 
classroom, that reflected Marion and Adam’s specific discourse inquires. For instance, because 
Marion identified particular students of interest, I’d make certain that they were included in 
transcripts, whether or not they elected to speak. Similarly, her inquiry into humor directed me to 
carefully transcribe listening gestures across as many students as possible, in the wake of a joke. 
For Adam, I transcribed all individual conferences, including his movement in the room, and 
non-conferencing students in proximity to the conference.  
I shared a sample of the transcripts one week prior to the second session and encouraged 
them to read through and prepare to lead us through one transcript using our framework for 
Critical Listening Analysis. Gaining access to transcripts of their practice had a huge impact on 
the ways that Adam and Marion interacted with me, as researcher. After receiving the transcripts 
Adam shared some reservations: “so this feels um kind of odd in only that it’s um it’s 
simultaneously exciting to read and like oh that is exactly what happened and then I also have 
like an edge of anxiety like am I doing what I’m supposed to be doing?.” Marion sent a group 
email with the subject line “HOLY TOLEDO THIS IS SO FUN.” Over lunch the next day, she 
elaborated: “I have to say seeing it, seeing the conversation and seeing that moment slowed 
down, I saw it a little differently than before.” 
Marion opened our second Listening Collaborative session, with a question about stage 3 
of Fairclough’s approach to CDA: “explanation of relationship between the discourse and 
social/cultural reality.”  She and Adam professed confidence in identifying features of discourse 
and recognizing patterns in individual transcripts, yet they struggled to see how individual 




that it was a “chicken or egg kind of thing” and suggested that we table Marion’s question and 
use “hypothetical phrases when we talk about the relationship so we don’t seem so dogmatic.” 
This suggestion seemed to please Marion, who responded with quintessential wit: “if someone 
wanted to volunteer his own classroom transcript first so we could talk about power, then I’d be 
hugely8 thrilled.”   
The transcripts, and the frequency with which I provided them, seemed to cement, for a 
time at least, my role as the recorder. For example, Adam asked: “hey did you hear, Sarah, 
didn’t I say to Raheem the other day that he did something brilliant and then I heard him like 
under his breath say did he say brilliant, yeah brilliant (big smile).” Though Adam had a clear, 
near verbatim recollection of the exchange, he evoked me as a witness to validate it. The 
exchange was not reflected in the classroom transcripts for the session, but Adam trusted that I’d 
recorded and transcribed the exchange and he wanted my endorsement of his memory. Similarly, 
three times in the session, Marion turned toward me and asked for a verbatim recollection of an 
exchange not featured in her transcript. I welcomed, with curiosity, my new role not unlike a 
courtroom stenographer. I appreciated that Marion seemed less skeptical of our work, and that 
she and Adam trusted the transcripts and treated them with seriousness, but I also felt uneasy 
with their level of trust in the transcript. I was conscious of all the choices I was making that 
affected transcription, but in this session, they assumed transcripts to be impartial reflections. 
Their relationships to transcripts, and me as recorder, shifted in subsequent sessions. 
 The transcripts also impacted the way that they interacted with one another. As expected, 
their respective transcripts were different; Adams reflected four separate one-on-one reading 
                                                 
8 Hugely, a malapropism,  that President Trump used in a recent speech, had shown un in several rounds of inside 
jokes. Here, Marion uses it—I think—as a way to show that she can recognize uptake of social/cultural reality 





conferences, each lasting approximately 6 minutes, whereas Marion’s reflected an animated 
whole class discussion. Marion’s transcript, in which pockets of students are talking over one 
another, epitomizes Adam’s nightmare. Likewise, self-conscious of Marion’s opinions about 
“silent classrooms,” Adam jokingly removed all pens from the table before introducing his 
transcript—so as to protect Marion from the impulse to stab herself. Though their transcripts 
reiterated their differences, the process of reading through them drew forth some important 
common ground and helped them clarify their differences beyond the pedagogical. The excerpt 
below reflects Marion’s initial responses after Adam talked about his transcript. Here, she 
emphasized how she and Adam are alike.   
1 Marion: (covers her mouth laughing) sorry I just saw (pointing to transcript) you 
were doing a thing  
 
3 Adam looks down at the transcript. Sarah turns her head to look at Marion and raises 
eyebrows. 
 
4 Marion:  that I do like all the time, which is (reading from the transcript) if you want 
to put it back, you can put it in the gray bin back there. (Marion clenches her fists and 
laughs.  Sarah turns to Adam. Adam, still looking down, with a fist on his cheek, 
appears to be smiling and reading the transcript) which is like the number of times I 
hear myself (points to her transcript) saw myself in your transcript was wild to me.  
 
5 Adam: hmmm (.5) well (1) so actually I [think] 
6 Marion: no really half the things you said about the transcript are exactly what I 
thought about when I was looking at my transcript, mine not yours, so that’s very 
funny to me that we do and worry about similar things (5) it’s funny given that we 
have nothing in common 
 
Adam smiled at Marion’s comment that their classrooms are similar but challenged her assertion 
that they “worry” about the same things.  
9 Adam: I mean yes, certainly to a very real degree we both worry about being good 
English teachers, but I don’t think beyond that we worry about the same things or see 
or even hear things the same. We shouldn’t just assume that we have the same values 
about classroom discourse or hear it the same way. 
 




 This exchange illustrates how transcripts can inspire the rearrangement of expert roles, 
essentially curbing symbolic, reconciled listening common between more and less experienced 
teachers.  Marion took on the teacher expert role in session 1, a positionality that Adam 
supported time and time again by commenting on his lack of experience in relation to hers. The 
deference that Adam exhibited, just two weeks prior, evolves into a clarified conversation in 
which he links classroom discourse to “values.” By selecting “values,” a morally laden phrase, 
Adam demonstrates his willingness to investigate the relationship between internal and external 
sources of classroom discourse. Perhaps most germane to the efforts of the Listening 
Collaborative, he acknowledges their different interpretive lenses and urges her to dig in to the 
diversity of their perspectives. Adam’s call was influential; for the remainder of this session, 
Adam and Marion volleyed challenging questions.  
 Marion jumped in, almost immediately, and offered “so you prefer boys to girls?” She 
was referring to the length of each one-on-one conference and, “the niceties and personal stuff 
you do with the boys and not the only girl you talk to.” With sarcasm, Adam said “exactly” and 
then, emphatically “No.” Marion’s question is perfectly aligned with Adam’s discourse inquiry 
about equity, yet there appears to be no uptake (if measured by the words uttered) of Marion’s 
question. He checked his watch and suggested we move on to Marion’s transcript. A slow-down 
of the video footage, shows that as Marion prepared her transcripts and stood up for a quick 
stretch, Adam rocked back slightly in his chair, and then began tallying the lines of conversation 
with the lone female student (1 of 6 students he’d conferenced with on that day).  
 Adam asked for a moment to reread Marion’s transcript, during which he looked up 
miserably to lock eyes with me. Though I tried to keep my face still, I recognize now that just 




remainder of her transcript, flipping through the 2 pages and keeping his finger on one spot in the 
conversation. Periodically, he gestured to exchanges with the butt of the highlighter and then 
with sudden gusto, would flip the highlighter into action—sweeping a ribbon of neon yellow 
across the transcript. The more he marked the transcript, the intensity of Marion’s inquisitiveness 
shifted. She rocked forward in her chair and then returned to her copy, re-reading and making 
abbreviated commentary in the margins. Marion began her presentation: “this is a moment when 
Jen says this not so subtly racist thing and all hell breaks loose.” She focused primarily on her 
actions which she described as “efforts to interrupt and reteach” Jen. She offered some insight 
into how the conversation felt to her “oh I felt like puking really, truly.” Adam waited for her 
invitation to respond: “so, did you know she was going to say something like that before she said 
it and you called on her anyway?”  
 There was no feeling of having reached a conclusion, no coda, no faux-ground at the 
sound of the bell. The video recording, which I forgot to turn off until everyone left the room, 
shows forlorn expressions—especially my own, as I stay behind to clear the crumbs from their 
worktable. Though difficult in the moment, we returned to this type of productive friction 
regularly throughout our time together, and eventually had the opportunity to analyze the 
transcripts from our Listening Collaborative. Marion noted the moments of silence that followed 
these candid questions. She wondered if that silence proved that “we actually hadn’t become any 
different of listeners after all.” Adam suggested that those moments were like the Rumi 
quotation, “the quieter you become, the more you are able to hear.”  Whether we were hearing 
more or checking out, I cannot be certain of; what is obvious is the emotionality of this 





Session 3: Trying Out CDA Methods 
 Perhaps as a consequence of our heavy ending in Session 2, Marion expressed an 
interest in “sit[ting] back and learn more CDA terms and content” (email communication with 
Marion).  In part because I noticed that they had emerged within previous discussions, I focused 
on positioning and subject position. We took up and tried on these concepts, using anecdotal 
examples and excerpts from literary dialogue. Through the course of our discussion, Adam and 
Marion evoked other common concepts in CDA, and I offered official terminology. Their 
contributions included moves, bids, silencing, and floor. I had not planned for time to check in 
regarding discourse inquiries; however, Marion and Adam found natural windows in our 
discussion to clarify their own inquiries, and relatedly to offer feedback about data collection and 
transcription. Finally, we watched a brief clip from the school film, “The Class” to continue 
practicing the Critical Listening Analysis framework.  
Anecdotes and literature as a discourse text. Using familial anecdotes and literary 
dialogue as a “text” to practice discourse analysis seemed to relieve Adam and Marion of some 
of the self-consciousness that they’d described feeling in previous sessions. I selected examples 
that were unrelated to the classroom, and as a result Marion and Adam drew fast connections to 
wider discourses. For instance, I described a visit with a male family member who asked me 
“what is that you do, exactly?” Adam suggested that my relative’s question might be linked to 
the “recent popularity of anti-intellectualism.”  Marion added an alternative, but not unrelated 
interpretation: “oooh I see, and through sexism and, he knows you’re a working mother right, so 
also that. Just that asshole stuff like make women great again stuff.” Their analysis of this family 
anecdote signaled a shift in their thinking about the symbiotic relationship between wider and 




individuals and had not yet (verbalized at least) how individual action also constitutes wider 
discourse, or how, in this case anti-intellectualism and misogyny operate simultaneously. As they 
worked through this and other examples, Adam verbalized what I had begun to notice--- that 
they were less tentative in the third stage of the critical listening framework when not having to 
“deal with feeling sympathy for teacher.”  
 Marion was enthusiastic about using literature as a practice text: “Wait, wait is this 
Hemingway? This is! This is Hemingway! [I mean] I’ve done this in my classes. We’ve pulled 
this dialogue out and talked about which character is the strongest (laughs) I mean I was like 
wait a minute (laughs).” Though familiar and confident with the text, she didn’t hesitate to draw 
forth new lines of inquiry that illustrated her new footing with critical discourse analysis. For 
instance, after identifying face-saving moves (which she always humorously referred to as 
“saving their poor faces,”) she ushered us back into the stage three of our CLA framework with a 
series of questions: “Can we zoom out a little? What preceded this in the book and after? and 
also what about the setting pushing into them? and even further, when was this written? and what 
was happening between Hemingway and his publisher? and what about the war was expressed in 
the publishing materials? or before that even? Or masculinity?”  
Marion’s contextual questions moved Adam: “you’re talking about context! that might be 
the way we name the interaction between wider stuff and interpersonal stuff and there are a 
thousand onion rings or you could pick any metaphor, but a thousand we could pay attention to 
and any of them would help us rehear the dialogue more clearly.” Marion responded with a giant 
smile. Sensing an accomplishment of sorts, we broke into a spontaneous round of group high-
fives. Alluding to their COP built around teacher badges, Marion sketched a ribbon on a piece of 




minutes and 10 seconds, we were proud critical discourse analysis cavaliers. But then our shared 
excitement about “oooh ooh how good we are at this!” (Marion) evaporated.  
Film as a discourse text. I chose to share a clip from “Entre les Murs,” a classroom film 
discussed in some detail in Chapter 1, for the last portion of our Listening Collaborative session. 
I have used this 40 second clip numerous times in teacher professional development 
workshops—enough times to know that those viewing it often feel implicated by the onerous 
communication between teacher and students. I tried to convey to Marion and Adam that I’d 
selected this clip because it represents a humming, buzzing classroom with many voices and 
ideas. I put my hands, palm up in the air, and said: “I did not choose this film, or this clip, 
because it reminded me of your classroom discourse. I chose it prior to our study.” Adam 
laughed and said, “Thanks for telling us that.” We reviewed the three guiding questions of the 
Critical Listening framework (What is happening? How is it happening? How does this 
reflect/contribute to social/cultural realities?) and I pushed play.  
 The selected scene, less than a minute long, follows teacher Francois Marin’s vocabulary 
lesson with a racially, linguistically, and culturally diverse group of students. He elicits 
unfamiliar words from students, and proceeds to write sample sentences on the chalkboard using 
the name Bill (e.g., “Bill detests hamburgers”). Two female students implore Marin to replace 
the “whitey” name used in the exemplar sentences written on the chalkboard. He debates them, 
pointing out that Bill is “a great name, the name of an American president.” Unimpressed with 
his rationale, other students begin to weigh-in.   
 I turned off the film and flipped on the lights; Marion moved the movie case away from 
her with the butt of her pen, a slight and telling gesture. Adam and Marion stumbled through our 




this such a “bad class” (Adam). Marion pointed out that the students were clearly not prepared 
and have little access to the English language, and that the teacher “didn’t know what to do with 
all the different levels.” Adam, pensively reviewed some notes he’d written during the scene, and 
wondered aloud: 
Adam: (speaking incredibly low) so my question is (looks at Marion and raises 
one eyebrow) was this complicated by culture? 
 
Marion leaned back in her chair and then rocked forward. She placed one right hand flat 
on the table, as if to brace herself, and examined the printed transcript I’d provided. She looked 
sad, slowly shaking her head back and forth. Adam’s forehead was knitted in worry. They both 
looked at me. 10 seconds of silence filled the room. 
1 Adam: there’s you know there’s you know the name situation that came up 
earlier. Like the students were asking why is it always Bill that you use and it 
seemed like he doesn’t care and he was just using the name to write the sentence 
so there are cultural divides  
 
5 Marion: (looking at me and talking over Adam) he’s doing the best he can 
 
8 
Adam: (turning toward Marion and pushing his face a little closer to hers) so 
yeah, I was saying there are cultural divides going on. I mean it must happen 
[enough]  
 
 Marion: [or], it happens enough [that they figured] 
10 Adam: [that they wanted] to speak up about it 
 Marion: out how to mess with the white teachers (Adam swings his head towards 
me, opens his mouth and closes it, turns back to face Marion. I maintain eye 
contact with Marion, my right cheek slightly turned towards her ) 
 
13 Adam: do you feel bad for him or something? (5) (My eyebrows go up, I lean in 
to the table) 
 
 Marion: Listen, (Marion looks up from the transcript to face Adam) I feel badly 
for all of them. Everyone. It’s just a horrible thing.  
 
16 Adam: what about the students? 





18 Adam: [fair enough]  
 
  
Marion and Adam’s overlapping and conflicting speech drummed up an affectual 
intensity. Their bodies turned and pivoted away from one another in concert with sudden 
declines and swellings of volume. I sat back, noting their relative confidence in interpretations. I 
assumed that there was no way they could be hearing one another. I was unsure how to detangle 
their perspectives, deconstruct what Marion meant by “thing,” or probe Adam to explain 
“culture.” Their competing clauses intersected with my own line of interpretation. I was left 
reeling. Are these Listening Collaborative sessions worse than the badges, worse than “data 
detectives” even?  
Seeing listening gestures. I asked that we focus on listening gestures as depicted in a 
series of 8x10 photographs from the scene. The allegiance that Marion felt toward Francois 
Marin, her need to protect him from Adam’s “cultural analysis,” seemed to dissipate. Marion 
gasped “oooh look look these girls are trying so hard to get him to listen to them and he just 
keeps turning his back to them to point to the stupid sentence.” She and Adam began shuffling 
the photographs, arranging them in a line across the table.  
Previously, Adam seemed intent on analyzing the scene through the broad lens of what 
he called “culture,” which seemed to exclude gender. Here, as he witnessed Marion’s visceral 
response to the images of the female students, and her accompanying critical gaze on teacher, he 
returned with trust in Marion: 
1 Adam: So did you think um, Marion, was it like in a very like male way like did 




Marion: (shrugs) hysterical and just wrong and out of line. So is it about 
culture? yes and is it happening between a white male teacher and two female 
students, one who is black? Yes. And is it tense because of all those yes. And is 




 The photographs allowed Marion and Adam different focal points from which to 
consider the classroom scene. Marion felt affinity towards two female students, noting that they 
had “desperation, bravery, and perseverance,” appraisals she had not offered to them prior. With 
the photographs she was confronted with their femaleness absent from the ‘sounds’ of the 
classroom. This allowed her to attend more carefully to their participation and, as a result, 
identify with their experiences of being silenced in the classroom. That the photographs were 
introduced following an animated exchange between she and Adam was particularly important in 
their critical dialogue. Coming off the heels of their exchange, the photographs seemed to goad 
them into thinking about collusions of social, cultural realities and the relationship to more 
immediate communicative events. Finally, Adam’s question, which acknowledged Marion’s 
listening/sensemaking, signaled a willingness to acknowledge his own limitations in listening.   
 I used their enthusiasm for photographs as an opportunity to point out different 
approaches to transcription, in this case multi-modal transcripts. I asked them to consider their 
discourse inquiries and to offer suggestions in how I transcribe. Rather than request multimodal 
transcripts like the one sprawled across the table, they asked for frequency counts of student 
participation and common phrases. I was confused by their requests, but not confused by their 
adamancy. “So not like this?” I said, touching the photographs spread across the table. “No, like 
charts with actual numbers,” Marion chuckled and Adam agreed “yeah, I mean this is just. This 
movie just has nothing to do with us.”  The soundscape delivered by bell; Marion and Adam 
filed out, leaving me alone in silence.  
Session 4: Stripped Down Transcript and Pedagogical What-if’s 
Just one week following Listening Collaborative 2, Marion again requested that I provide 
her with “facts about who talks and who doesn’t,” proclaiming that for all she could surmise my 




notes).  By the time we met for our fourth session, I had conducted 54 hours of observations in 
each of Marion and Adam’s classrooms and was deeply engaged in developing listening 
transcripts. I drew from 13 hours of the most recent classroom transcripts to construct “Discourse 
Profiles,” based on Adam and Marion’s questions about frequency counts and participation 
patterns in class (see Appendix D for discourse profiles). I was hesitant to create these discourse 
profiles, which I saw as anemic representations of dynamic classroom conversation. I wondered 
if the profiles could generate critical dialogue and I was worried that we might return to parallel 
conversations about teaching styles. Adam and Marion, however, seemed excited to make sense 
of the information and the heavy silence that closed our last session was replaced with joyful 
banter.     
Before we could get to the profiles, Adam wanted to know how Marion’s students 
behaved on the snow day. Marion loved this question: “all my kids were bat shit crazy. Bat 
fucking crazy.” As she and Adam went back and forth about how hard and fun it is to teach on a 
snow day, I showed a picture of my daughter’s broken tooth to Adam. Without interrupting her 
physical pantomime of one student’s goofy response to snow, Marion pushed Adam backward in 
his seat a bit so she could have a better look at the picture. There were multiple streams of 
communication happening; we were gathering, settling in, keeping company and also orienting 
ourselves (jubilantly) to one another and the work. Unimpressed with a toddler with a broken 
tooth, and the absence of pastries, Marion brought us back to our purpose, “are we going to go 
through some stuff or what?”   
I segued into describing my current thinking on listening gestures and listening stations. 
Excitedly, they provided several examples and contra-examples from their own classroom 




class and Adam suggested that Marion check in with another teacher to see if listening stations 
remain stable when students travel to the next classroom.    
Discourse profiles. The handout included the following data: frequency counts of 
students who self-elect to speak and students invited to speak by name, list of teacher phrases 
with significant repetition (more than once per hour) and description of dialogic structures (e.g., 
turn and talk, small group conversation, seminar). Adam and Marion used the discourse profiles 
to draw connections between communicative events across several class periods. They turned to 
the section, repeated teacher phrases with enthusiasm, and teased one another for their pet 
phrases. After reading them aloud, and mimicking one another’s voices, Marion began the 
critical dialogue: “so you gonna deal with the gender thing today or what?” 
 Marion’s question offered Adam the chance to ponder implications of an apparent 
pattern. She was referencing the fact that across 12 courses, Adam had only called on female 
students 3 times to speak, as opposed to the 75 invitations to male students. She was also 
referencing the same question she’s posed to him in our previous sessions. Initially, he tried to 
explain the query away with they “never ever offer” and then backtracked “except that one time I 
was observed by [names of two female administrators]”. When Marion asked if he thought the 
correlation between women adults in the class and verbal participation from female students to 
be an important detail. He replied: 
1 Adam: yeah so when it’s like this it seems (4) I mean looking at this it sounds 
like very inequitable discussions (3) but it doesn’t always feel that way at all. It 
makes me really wonder what I don’t hear. 
 
  They continued to grapple. Marion noted that in her class female students are much 
more likely to talk. She suggested that this is because she has a “goddess pedagogy” and all the 




suggested that they need more male teachers because the “poor boys get run out by the powerful 
goddesses left and right”. Adam nodded along with her policy suggestion but returned to the 
theory of ‘goddess pedagogy’:  
1 Adam: So, you never call on Cadence. She self-elected to talk 72 times. She was    
Never, ever invited by name to speak.  
 
  
Marion proceeded to think through the narrative quality of her relationship with Cadence and, in 
her explanation, she drew evidence across different communicative events that she could recall. 
Rather than rely on her own memory, she suggested that it would be worthwhile to go back 
through old recordings and trace her listening gestures and Cadence’s listening gestures. She 
acknowledged the potency of Adam’s comment: 
  Marion: maybe we’re both sexist together.  
I was stunned by Marion’s collective pronoun. In previous sessions, Marion sought 
common ground, evoking the collective identity of a teacher doing the best they can in a tough 
occupation. But this collective “we” indicated both an awareness of teacher as conduit of power 
and a willingness to engage in closer self-analysis. She began searching transcripts for her own 
contradictions, demonstrating an eagerness to use the transcripts to better understand the 
messiness of dialogic teaching. She wondered if Cadence, for example, “feels like she’s being 
invited into the conversation when she’s not called on or if she [Cadence] actually could have 
made this little sheet [discourse profile] herself”. This is not the only time that Marion or Adam 
suggested that students have alternative interpretations of classroom discourse, but it is the first 
time that Marion tried to make sense of the differences.  
I sensed that Marion was moving quickly through new critical reflection territory, so I 




daily tallies. “See”, I said, “every person has spoken at least once on these four days.”  Rather 
than alleviating some of Marion’s tailspin, my summary brought Adam into the fold. “I try or I 
think of trying that sometimes” he said, “but I just don’t know if I could”. In an uncommon nod 
of appreciation towards his workshop approach, Marion consoled him, “well you’re trying to do 
this private stuff so there’s that.” Marion’s unsolicited acknowledgement of Adam’s philosophy 
and approach to teaching was significant juncture in our collaborative dialogue. This was the last 
time in our Listening Collaborative sessions that they entered into monologues about their own 
pedagogies. They entered into a new phase of pedagogical talk, marked by regular “what if” 
questions. In the remaining two Listening Collaborative sessions, rather than talk about what 
they do in the classroom, Marion and Adam posed hypothetical questions to themselves, to me as 
researcher, and to one another about what they might do and why.   
Pantomimes. Unexpectedly, the discourse profiles invoked a theatrical means for Marion 
and Adam to engage preoccupations with student listening gestures (see previous chapter for 
original discussion). For instance, as Marion tried to understand (and explain) her tendency to 
call Cadence’s name regularly in class as a warning and far less frequently as an invitation to 
speak, she launched into a descriptive juxtaposition between Cora and Cadence’s listening 
gestures. In the transcript provided below, Adam and Marion use pantomime as points of 
emphasis. Periodically, Adam repeats and extends Marion’s pantomimes of Cadence and Cora. 
Eventually, he extends Marion’s original juxtaposition by pantomiming his own student, Anik’s 
listening gestures.  
1 Marion: Cora surprises me every time, because she is mature and polite and quiet and 
so it doesn’t grate on you, it just doesn’t! You can listen like a person and it doesn’t 
feel like it’s piling on [Marion ‘transforms into Cora’ sits forward slightly and taps 
her pen with a small smile].  
 





6 Marion: nodding. But yeah Cadence talks all the time because let’s call it what it is. 
[Marion points to Adam] It’s interruption. [Adam ‘transforms into Cadence’ titling his 
neck forward and waving his arm in the air] (silence.12 while Marion and Adam 
share a deep inhale; Marion’s eyes are watery) 
 
10 Marion: But Cora(). Cora is a civilized member of the class just non-interrupting 
and [brilliant] 
 
12 Adam: [there is] also an extent that I like the reliability of certain students. Like that 
Anik will speak up that I can listen for. It does make it hard for me to hear what else is 
going on in the room. But I like the predictability of how he is in the class. I’d 
describe it as just willing and [Adam ‘transforms into Anik, siting lightly forward with 
a big grin, widens his eyes]. 
 
17 Marion: nodding yes that’s it. That’s how we like them. (25) the classic teacher thing 
I do with her. If Cadence raises her hand (laughs) when she does I want her to feel 
like I love her but I can’t. I need her to show up. She’s very delicate and needy and so 
yah with the Cadences …those are the ones whose hands I leave in the air to pick 
someone else.   
 
Adam and Marion’s pantomimes can be understood as co-constructed, multi-modal 
narratives about student listening gestures. Indeed, throughout their conversation, they took turns 
emulating the listening gestures of Cora, Candance, and Anik, essentially fleshing out the 
students’ role in classroom discourse. The pantomimes, which emerge from “listening with eyes” 
is both influenced by and influences their later classroom discourse. Importantly, these ongoing 
physical pantomimes contributed to a shared, codified rationale for the type of gestural policing 
that we saw occur between Marion, Savannah and Cadence in the previous chapter. Though 
initially explained away in protective terms, Marion and Adam made clear the relationship 
between acceptable listening gestures and a right to be heard in the classroom.  
 In my fieldnotes, I commented that Marion and Adam’s parodies of students felt earnest; 
though they sometimes elicited laughter, they did not appear to be of a mean spirit. They retained 
that quality upon second and third reviews of the video footage. In the moment, they served as 




more specific analysis. They also served as points of levity and points of opportunity for 
expressions of empathy and compassion. However, these brief junctures in the conversation are 
ripe with important evidence of Adam and Marion’s attitudes towards listening gestures, 
including tones and tenors that they read into gestures and their preference for predictable 
listening gestures.  
Towards the end of the conversation Marion and Adam questioned the usefulness of 
discourse profiles, noting that they started conversations across classes and time, but that they 
raised more questions than answers. Marion suggested that they tell everything and nothing at 
the same time. The session ended with Adam asking for multimodal transcripts, spatial maps 
detailing his movement in class, and access to my field notes. Marion asked for less frequent 
transcripts. However, she wanted transcripts that “actually show more of the stuff between the 
words”.  
Session 5: Tracing Listening Across Space and Time 
 By the occasion of our fifth Listening Collaborative session, I had spent two weeks, 
since my last classroom observations, constructing listening transcripts of our collegial 
discussions. I had spent so much time listening to my own voice knitted in with Adam and 
Marion’s voices, that I startled when Marion burst into the room accusing me of “staying away 
too long.” In the practice of re-listening and constructing transcripts, I had a new sense of 
Marion, Adam and myself. The revisiting also resulted in a byzantine understanding of silence, 
laughter, uptake, and gestures across our conversations. I came in to the room with intense 
appreciation for their work and felt humbled by their commitment to being in ongoing critical 
dialogue with one another and their records of practice. I had high hopes that in our analysis of 
the Listening Collaborative sessions, Marion and Adam could articulate if and how listening in 




 For the first time, Adam was not early to our session. I passed out scones, sparkling 
juice, and a variety of cookies. Marion sat down and started to tell me about parenting—how 
hard it is—especially compared to teaching which feels “fantastic.” I could tell she meant it. I 
stopped arranging food and tried to focus on her, sitting there next to me, fingering her bangles 
with a nervous energy. “It is so fucking hard” I said and I meant it too. She nodded, reached over 
and touched my hand. “And you’re basically a newbie. Just wait!” Marion laughed, the kind that 
is tainted with warning and prudence, and her eyes were noticeably wet. Adam burst through the 
door and her laugh began to roll around like pennies in a tin box—the change in its texture was 
so sudden, I couldn’t at first discern from where the sound emerged. On the video recording, I 
scan the room for the laugh’s origin. And Marion directs, “Goddammit, Adam express a 
preference already (laughing).” She pointed to the assortment of treats. Having heard her words 
and the message between her shades of laughter, I passed out the transcripts from our previous 
Listening Collaborative sessions. 
 Productive friction. I hoped that we might identify and engage with any 
connections between our Listening Collaborative, our classroom discourse, and wider society, 
but I was also aware that we only had 2 hours and hundreds of pages of transcripts in front of us. 
Marion and Adam approached the transcripts with focus and determination. Upon seeing the 
massive piles of transcripts, they could not stop giggling at the records of our listening gestures: 
1 Adam: oh my God (laughs) your eyebrows, Sarah! You are so hating us here and 
maybe  your life too?  
 
3 Marion: (laughing) and I’m hating you everywhere else (laughs and pats Adam 
on the back) 
 
 Lifting from our seats to get a closer view of pictures, we focused on images that 




between text and associated images, Marion erupted: “well we’ve always been and will always 
be friend-emies but I think this is when we are really talking together.” Taking up her claim, we 
tried to find connection between our topic of conversation and images of us “so hating”. Adam 
pointed out that it was almost always following a question about culture, race, or gender. Their 
exploration of uncomfortable dialogue as a generative feature of our time together, contrasted 
earlier descriptions of required communities of practice as “complete wastes of time.”   
 Marion and Adam’s humorous reference to our shared “hatred” is testimony to the 
Listening Collaborative, really. In our discussion we came to clarify hatred, naming it instead 
productive friction. They attributed this productive friction to constant access to one another’s 
transcripts. Adam suggested that spending so much time with Marion’s transcripts was like 
conducting hours and hours of peer observation without having an arbitrary checklist of 
unimportant things to account for. Marion agreed that she came away understanding why and 
how one might integrate a workshop approach and even more fondness for Adam’s sense of 
humor and earnest interest in teaching. The sense for and, eventual appreciation, for one 
another’s differing pedagogical style also created urgency when approaching transcripts from a 
critical lens. Marion explained to Adam, “I think I kept asking my joking not joking question 
about girls because I knew that it would kill you if it were true (5) and it was true.” Marion heard 
a patterned silencing of female students months prior, in our very first transcript, and began the 
work of naming it for Adam. Over the course of four other sessions (and I imagine conversations 
between them that were not recorded as part of this study) he slowly came to listen (and answer 
to) the veracity of her question.   
 Discussions on generative productive fiction in our listening Collaborative Sessions 




story about non-listening, illustrated a different kind of friction than what we’d been exploring in 
our session thus far. He nodded and leaned in to tell me about a recent meeting, in which a 
counselor “hedged” him out of the conversation with a “quick turn of her body and an eye roll.” 
Initially, Adam was deeply annoyed and he tried, without luck, to engage the counselor in 
dialogue. His annoyance quickly unfurled into “some kind of horrible sadness” when the 
counselor twisted her body in a chair to face other people in the room (away from Adam), 
essentially curbing his involvement in any decision making. He summarized for us: 
1 Adam: I mean that’s a tangible tiny example of what listening or not listening looks 
like. And the broader point is this reminded me of how we deal with the system that 
not’s really aligned to what we’re trying to do. 
 
Marion clarified his statement a “system that not’s really aligned” with a huge sigh. It 
was apparent to me that he had shared this story with her, that they’d discussed it at some length, 
and that they believed the story bared some weight on our collaborative work. As evidenced in 
Marion’s summation below, the experience of being “hedged” out of important conversations 
regarding students was a common one: 
1  Marion: Listen, what this means is that they don’t take us seriously. That’s shitty 
friction. We aren’t professionals. We don’t have opinions that matter. They meet 
with kids maybe 20 minutes out of a whole year and we are completely discounted 
but we know them, we read their work, we are with them for fuck’s sake. 
 
Marion and Adam not only regularly swap stories not only about students’ listening gestures (as 
discussed in Chapter 7), but also share stories about how they, as teachers, are not listened to in 
collegial spaces. The juxtaposition between productive friction and what Marion described as 
“shitty friction,” begs the question: how do the two modes of storying influence classroom 
communication? Do stories that emphasize student listening gestures and stories that bemoan the 




fumble through this question aloud, Adam wondered what kind of stories the counselors tell 
about teachers as listeners. Suddenly, he flipped through a transcript: 
1 
 
Adam: oh god, look at this (pointing to a chunk in our first listening 
collaborative transcript) we were telling stories about Cadence before class even 
started. 
 
3 Marion: like, oh watch out Sarah (2) you will have to deal with () CADENCE 
 21 seconds of silence. We all reread the transcript Adam has pointed out 
 
5 Adam: I don’t know if it’s a chicken egg thing or   
 
 Marion: well it’s obviously connected  
 
 Sarah: connected to what? 
 
8 Adam: Nothing is parenthetical anymore 
 
 Marion: you lost me 
 
 Adam: there’s a narrative quality to the way we listen or don’t listen and it’s a 
mirror of the stories we tell about her 
 
 10 seconds of silence 
 
13 Marion: you lost me 
 
 Adam: no  
 
 Marion: yeah you lost me. I’m lost. I don’t even know what discourse is 
(laughs) 
 
 Adam: I don’t believe you. You’re pretending 
 
18 Sarah: hmmm 
 
 Marion: I so hate you (laughing) brownnoser. In all seriousness, we tell stories 
about the outliers because we need funny stories 
 
 Adam: but they aren’t tangents is what I’m saying 
 
22 Marion: this feels accusatory 
 





 Marion: ok then (laughs) pass me another cookie 
 
 
I acknowledged this exhibition of productive friction and, jokingly, asked if I could use the 
recording in future trainings with teachers. Without missing a beat, Marion said only they were 
awarded badges.   
 The soundscape gave us its bell, signaling the end of the instructional day and a 
reminder of their required faculty meeting. As we packed up, Adam asked if we ever found 
ourselves still talking on the way home. I admitted that I caught myself ‘pretend-dialogued’ with 
them when listening to our recording sessions, offering clearer versions of the questions I 
butchered in real time. Laughing, Marion said that she too “whisper talked to us” after the 
official close of the session, either responding to a question someone had posed or revising an 
interpretation. She sometimes talked aloud to us in her car following a session about how “she 
still doesn’t know what discourse is.” Adam didn’t provide insight into if and how our Listening 
Session dialogue carries into his private space though, I assume, since he posed the question, it 
must. It follows that if the dialogue exists, even in our physical absence, then the listening must 
too. 
Session 6: Transcript Play and Authentic Context Inquiry 
In the “final” session, we engaged in transcript play, an exercise that I’d hoped would 
evoke continued conversation/analysis around what appeared to be a shifting trust in the absolute 
veracity of transcript. The purpose was not necessarily to create a complete transcript (though 
what they created, in addition to the recording of our session, was used as data)—but, rather, to 
engage in the dialogic process of (re)presenting classroom discourse. I opened the session with a 
recording of 3-minute whole class discussion in Marion’s class. The recording featured a row of 




present throughout. We watched the video twice at regular speed and then began to transcribe, 
pausing twice more to watch the clip per Adam and then Marion’s request. Almost immediately, 
the process revealed diverse perspectives and habits of noticing and engendered conversation 
about how to stretch our listening as professionals. 
Diverse habits of noticing. Adam, turned to his computer, eyes-closed and began to type 
verbatim. Meanwhile Marion pulled out a clean piece of computer paper and sketched a visual 
diagram. Upon second viewing, Adam returned to his verbatim transcript and typed a series of 
italicized questions about student gestures (e.g., “I wonder what she is drawing” and “Did you 
[Marion] notice that she had her hand up while she was drawing?”). Meanwhile, Marion 
initiated a shift in her pronouns— replacing the word teacher, used to indicate her voice, with 
“I”. Marion used a series of arrows to indicate what she described as the “lesson flow.” Adam’s 
transcript used student names; Marion stuck to “she” or “he.” Marion used conditional phrases 
(e.g., “If I had more time, I would have asked for more textual evidence.”) Representations of 
teacher/student voicing ratios were vastly different. For instance, Marion’s transcript heavily 
reflected her own voice, each utterance buoyed with conditional statements and graphics that 
indicate a pedagogical purpose. Taken together, these utterances constituted over 80% of her 
transcript. In stark contrast, Adam’s transcript emphasized student voice and gesture. His 
transcript features two students who are entirely absent from Marion’s transcript. He 
summarized, rather than transcribed, two questions that Marion posed in the conversation. Upon 
viewing one another’s transcript, Marion released a giant laugh and said, “clearly, we are NOT 
the same” to which Adam replied “What video were you watching?”  
The process of transcript-play engendered discussions about what takes more weight and 




how absent she was from Adam’s transcript, Marion asked “I wonder what you would have 
captured if you could’ve seen me.” Rather than answer the question, Adam pointed out that 
Marion “didn’t seem to see Brooke in the lesson or now.” The productive friction between 
Marion and Adam produced 2 minutes of silence, during which we all looked down at our 
transcripts. Marion asked to review the recording again and curved her body so that she could 
see Adam’s transcript. She conceded that Brooke’s participation was more obvious to her—
“dammit. She always told me...can draw and listen and look there she is doing it.”  
The process spurred conversations on ethical and social implications of their 
communication habits. Marion joked “well, who put the damn recorder there?” but then, almost 
immediately, pointed out the contradiction in her curiosity about Brooke’s participation 
(evidenced her placement of the recording device) and lack of attention towards her in the 
communicative event. Adam suggested, “we are basically walking recorders so if we don’t see 
them then are we teaching them?”  
Most significantly, the processes of transcript play produced significant reimagining of 
classroom context to include cumulative experiences with students. Adam and Marion’s 
discussion about Brooke, and other students in the class, segued into critical reflection about the 
cumulative nature of teacher-student relationships. Whereas Adam routinely tried to help Marion 
save face (e.g., “I mean this is just a short clip, so I know she’s not like lost to you all the time”), 
the process of transcript play positioned Marion to think through the course of her student 
relationships as context for the communicative event. Noting that Brooke reminds her of a family 
member, who is “particularly challenging,” Marion exclaimed “I decided that about Brooke last 




It is important to note that Marion’s conclusion emerged from the collegial dialogue 
related to the process of transcript play; within the earlier act of transcription, Marion expressed 
context as pedagogical intent and spatial organization. Within the ensuing conversation, Marion 
took on an expanded frame of context, in which she situated herself as a conduit of power in the 
classroom space. At the close of the Listening Collaborative session, Marion asked what it might 
mean to track the students she was and was not seeing. Similarly, the complexity of transcribing 
seemed to pique Adam’s interest in future discourse inquiry as it related to his emerging 
curiosity in his own patterns of silencing female students. He imagined possibilities of co-
transcription or co-analysis with the female exceptional education inclusion teacher, who 
sometimes supports students in his classroom, so as “to catch what I am not hearing.”  Months 
later, at a conference where Adam and I presented some findings from his discourse inquires, he 
described the experience of being in a listening collaborative as a way out of the Baldwin quote 
“rigid refusal to look at oneself.” Rather than stalling on the reality that he and Marion were not 
the same, he had begun to leverage their diverse interpretive lenses as leverage to stretch his own 
listening and sensemaking.  
Critical Listening/Reflection 
What good is collaborative, critical listening? Situating Critical Listening Analysis within 
a community of practice enriched Marion and Adam’s critical reflection. Through the help of 
transcripts of our sessions, Marion and Adam pointed out the ways that productive friction 
provided momentum and a sense of answerability across our sessions. For teacher educators, 
interested in supporting teachers in critical research and collaborative inquiry, identifying 
contributing elements of productive friction would be helpful. The following discussion.  




that made the productive friction, and therefore collaborative critical listening possible. Previous 
scholarship has noted that such work should take place over time (Souto-Manning, 2014) and 
involve real dilemmas of practice. I offer insight into elements not yet explicated in the extant 
literature. Cynthia Lewis (2006) encouraged researchers to shift their attention from simply 
"doing a critical discourse analysis to using critical discourse analysis in the service of exploring 
compelling questions about literacy teaching and learning, with the ultimate goal of supporting 
dialogic classrooms in which students can have opportunities to make and remake themselves as 
literacy learners” (p. 376). In light of Lewis’ call to action, the discussion also explores how our 
collaborative, critical listening influenced a “remaking” for Marion’s and Adam’s approach to 
classroom dialogue broadly and listening more specifically.  
Letting Silence In  
Our listening collaborative met for a total of 13 hours and 20 minutes. Throughout each 
session we alternated between periods of overlapping speech, single speech, shared laughter, 
single laughter, and silence. The silence took on many textures and functions, including practical 
(e.g., quiet time allocated for reading) spontaneous (e.g., unplanned for time to review 
transcripts) and provoked (e.g, silence following charged, critical questions). We sat in provoked 
silence for a total of 56 minutes across sessions, on average nearly 25 minutes or 1/8 of each 
session. The silence came unexpectedly, often closing each session. Pedagogically, this was 
tough to contend with. As facilitator, I had to work against instincts to provide content-based 
closure at the end of sessions and against the instinct to use humor as a tool of hospitality. 
Instead, I worked to understand the affective, and therefore potentially transformative effects of 
silence as “a non-conscious experience of intensity…a moment of unformed and unstructured 
potential… [and] the body’s way of preparing itself for action in a given circumstance by adding 




famously wrote, “the quieter you become the more you are able to hear” (Barks, 2006). Indeed, 
the moments in which we sat in provoked silence was central to our collaborative listening in so 
much that it shifted our gaze to the effect of discourse rather than any espoused intent.  
Diversity of Interpretations: From Aversion to Anticipation 
Marion and Adam were quick to understand that they brought different interpretative 
lenses to the work. Initially, they chalked their diverse, often times conflicting interpretations, up 
to their pedagogies (workshop and whole class discussion approaches). Over time, they drew 
connections between their pedagogies and their own identities and beliefs. As they came to 
clarify their own interpretations—coming to trust their colleague to be able to “handle my 
different opinion about what’s going on” (Marion), they simultaneously challenged one another 
to trace the dialectic through exchanges. When did you/we begin to think of that student like 
that? How are our interactions in class adding to the construction of this student?  The diversity 
of interpretations, including simple recall, as we learned in our transcript play, became a key 
factor in the productive friction that propelled our critical listening. That Adam, for instance, 
came to expect Marion’s charge about gender provided him a template from which to anticipate 
alternative power laden analyses. Similarly, Marion anticipated Adam’s charges regarding her 
ability talk, which he time and time again pointed out was couched in talk about language access 
and tracking. By our final session, Marion demonstrated pre-thinking around what she assumed 
Adam might hear in her transcripts. In short, through the routine exposure to diversity of 
interpretations, Marion and Adam began to hear themselves through one another’s ears, so to 
speak. They became more comfortable with limitations of their listening and, simultaneously 
began to lean on one another for more robust meaning making. In one of our last gatherings, for 




Marion and Adam’s eventual discussion about their diversity of interpretations began 
elsewhere, particularly in listening gestures that pivoted conversations. For example, Marion 
asked us to make sense of Marcella’s verbal contributions as they appear on a classroom 
transcript. “Do you see what I’m saying?” Marion asked “it’s just words strung together, right?” 
Though Marcella is currently enrolled in Marion’s class, Adam previously taught her in ninth 
grade. In fact, Marion regularly points out that Adam recommended Marcella enroll in an honors 
level 10th grade course.  
Adam’s hand extends in the middle of Marion’s story about Marcella. His gesture is like 
that of a crossing guard pausing a stream of traffic. Upon glancing at his hand, Marion briefly 
pauses with a grin forming. His hand then sweeps to the left and back to the center. While 
making this movement, as if he were pushing a pile of papers from atop a desk, he maintained 
eye contact with me and one finger on the transcript. Slowly, Marion repeated her last statement 
about Marcella: “she is stringing together words that simply do not make sense.” Adam leans 
back in his chair, crosses his legs and places his hands flat on either side of his head. Marion 
continues to parse through possible ways to support Marcella including, requiring more tutoring 
sessions, working with her in Spanish (an idea she immediately drops because Marcella isn’t 
fluent in either Spanish or English), and requesting that she move to a Standards level course. 
Adam, still sitting away from the table and the pile of transcripts there, cuts his eyes towards 
Marion. Marion shifts the topic midstream, “I also wonder about how quiet Lily has been lately.” 
For the remainder of our 2 hr. meeting, no one mentioned Marcella.    
The diversity of interpretations, and relatedly the productive friction, prompted Adam 
and Marion to consider expanding the context of their critical listening collaborative. Adam, for 




colleagues about honoring student names (as it emerged first in Math class and later in Marion’s 
class, described in Chapter 7). Marion wondered about co-listening with students following 
particular exchanges. Across both of these examples, they referenced a tangible need to belong to 
communities of practice (whether populated by other teachers or students) with the widest range 
of diversity, so as to understand all possible experiences. In this way, Marion and Adam have 
continued to work to hear themselves through their colleagues’ and students’ ears by expanding 
listening collaboratives, either formally or informally. 
Remaking Our Practices 
In early sessions we often caterpillared our way back to speech. Even with the reminder: 
What is Listening? taped in front of us, we turned to speech patterns, participation patterns, 
democratic opportunities to “share,” student names called etc. That listening has many possible 
ways, features, and consequences should not have necessarily precluded three curious people 
from taking an inquiry stance toward it—yet, in our early work together, we struggled to think 
about listening in any distinct way. We took listening as a given, an absolute, and as an endless 
resource. We described it with bounded terms--as something that was done in the immediate 
wake of speech. By and by, Adam and Marion came to articulate mechanics of listening/non-
listening in their discursive relationships (between one another, extended colleagues, students, 
families, me). Sometimes, this included explicit power analysis, tracing the dialectic from 
immediate communicative events to wider social, cultural realties; other times the analysis had 
an elliptical quality, rooted closely to teaching objectives or familial talk. The Listening 
Collaborative slowed us down, alerted us to the messiness of context, and provided an analytic 
playground from which to attune ourselves to the reality of power inscribed in teaching and 
reimagine our practices towards more heteroglossia classrooms. One of the results of this was a 




Following the Listening Collaborative, Adam found himself critiquing the rigidity with 
which he had initially approached the workshop approach. He has since begun including more 
whole class discussions and shared literary texts. He attributed these changes to a new 
understanding that a democratic dialogue must feature (and value) a wide range of voices and 
perspectives (Meziro, 1991). In discussing the shifts to his practice, he noted that he “learned 
how to do whole class discussions reading Marion’s transcripts.” Her transcripts, and 
vulnerability around her imperfect role within the discussions, alerted him to the importance of a 
classroom “humming” with heterglossia. Marion became conscious of her singular and, 
oftentimes negative interpretations of particular students’ choices not to speak in her class. 
Following our work, she has made moves to implement more of Adam’s workshop approach in 
her courses. Additionally, she has begun to advocate, following Adam’s lead, for mixed-
grouping courses (both honors and standards level). Marion describes being driven by a curiosity 
about “hear[ing] their [student’s] perspectives wherever they can share them and wherever they 
can hear my response” (personal communication). Though an unanticipated outcome of our 
collaborative listening, Marion and Adam’s new pedagogic orientations, and expressed interest 
in learning and practicing more student-led dialogic structures (Caughlan et al., 2013) illustrate 
expanded views of discourse. Specifically, in becoming more intentionally flexible pedagogues, 
Marion and Adam focus on the interrelatedness of speaking, listening, reading and writing. 
Taking on features of one another’s pedagogies in order to listen to students across modes of 
communication indicates a heightened awareness of how power is inscribed in classroom 
discourse. I imagine that melding of approaches has further shifted the power dynamics and the 
course of their informal and formal collegial conversations—allowing for more across course 




Our work in the Listening Collaborative demonstrates the value in using timely artifacts 
of record (including transcripts), and other texts (including film and literature) to center dialogic 
focused community of practices. Though the outright intention was never to shift pedagogical 
beliefs or practices, but to engage in critical reflection, Adam and Marion did indeed develop a 
keen interest in one another’s approaches and, as a result, leveraged their own practices to extend 
dialogic possibilities for students. This sharing of professional wisdom, across distinct career 
levels, is an unusual and exciting outcome—one worthy of further investigation. Lewis & Ketter 
(2005) noted that long-term community of practices centered on dialogue could contribute to 
teachers “tak[ing] up one another’s genres, discourses, and voices over time in ways that create 
rather than replicate, thus opening spaces for new ways of constructing a teaching and learning 
self “ (p. 148). It suggests that continued, critical discourse inquiry help Marion and Adam move 
beyond vague notions of what democratic dialogue in a classroom ought to look like and, 




CHAPTER NINE: COLLABORATIVE ANALYSIS AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF A 
LISTENING TRANSCRIPT 
 In the previous chapter, I analyzed Marion and Adam’s engagement with dialectical 
theories of listening through en-tandem critical analysis in our CoP, The Listening Collaborative. 
I emphasized how Marion and Adam took active parts in orchestrating the direction of our work 
and our Listening Collaborative, evident especially in moments when they ousted a transcript: 
1 Marion: this one? no this doesn’t look like anything right? 
 Adam: yeah, I’d rather us look at this chunk in this one instead 
3 Marion: surprise, surprise you want to do another one of yours (laughing) 
Sustained animated debate about a conflicting interpretation: 
  




Marion: no ()  no not at all. She’s not [interested] in my approval she’s trying 
to get through to the others. Like look at me look at me! 
4 Adam: I don’t think so. I think she’s directing all that to the others because she 
knows they have your ear  
6 Marion: can’t it just be sometimes kids wanting attention from other kids 
7 Adam: hmmm. But remember how its almost always goes back to you and  
Cadence?  
 Marion shakes her head back and forth mouths the word ‘wrong’  
10 Adam: Shakes his head. We disagree about this for sure. 
 Marion: well, we’ll come back to it I’m sure 
 
Assessed each other’s (and sometimes my own) engagement: 
 
1 Adam: (laughing and looking at me) so basically what’s obvious is that Marion  




3 Marion: shut up, yes I did (laughing) 
4 Adam: what’d you notice 
5 Marion: that you’re a total brown-noser (laughing) and I need special tutoring sessions 
6 Adam: not honors material (laughing) but you all know I’m a proponent of mixed level 
grouping 
And made requests regarding future transcripts;  
 
1 Marion: next time we need some more research content and directions about how to go 
from codes to the next step 
3 Adam: like analysis? Like the so what. (Adam looks at Marion with hand up in the air, 
then turns to face me. My eyes narrow a bit) 
4 Marion: Can you give us shorter transcripts and tell us where to look for next time. (My 
mouth opens. No sound comes out. I look down) 
5 Adam: no, we should chunk together but I agree that the transcripts can be shorter (my 
head shakes back and forth) for practice.  
 
The questions that Marion and Adam posed related to what transcripts can and cannot 
offer in regards to their inquiry into listening, inspired ongoing transcription development.   The 
purpose of this chapter is to share a closer look at the process of building listening transcripts, 
which occurred between listening collaborative sessions. 
Transcripts We Can Hold 
In a Winter 2018 interview printed in the Paris Review, feminist novelist Pat Barker 
commented “a story is very definitely three-dimensional, it has a shape. Like a sculpture, a very 
small sculpture, something you can hold in your hand and feel the balance of, feel the shape of.”  
Barker’s point is that stories—the kind that last long beyond our reading of them—aren’t made 
of words, rather they use words to contend with and bring readers into the layers, dimensions, 
and features of human experience. Barker’s call is a mere skip away from what critical discourse 




your hand,” that do not foreclose analyses, that magnify the complexities of discourse so as to 
surprise even those who had been present for the transcribed event.  
The overwhelming focus of discourse analysis has been on language as a unit of analysis, 
either written text (e.g., critical narrative analysis) or spoken texts (e.g., conversational analysis). 
Sometimes attention extends language to include prosodic features (e.g., whining, sighing) or 
nonverbal behaviors (e.g., pointing or tugging). Even in these instances the analytic gaze 
remains largely on speaker, verbal coherence, and essentially presupposes the eventuality (and 
preference) of listener becoming speaker. For the discourse scholar listening can feel distinctly 
difficult to chart, but this chapter details a methodology of doing just that.  I detail the listening 
transcript—a process that emerged as an analytic method toward “explication not explanation” of 
listening gestures, proximal shifts (how and when and towards what people move their bodies), 
postural shifts amongst individuals, uptake (in topic, posture, or proximity), silence, and 
referents in conversations (Stainton-Rogers, 2013, p. 339).  
 In building listening transcripts, my goal was to get nearer to what Baker described as the 
“shape and balance” of a moment—that is in search of a transcript that acknowledges there is far 
more than words happening in the discourse moment. I found there to be several advantages to 
transcribing with an eye on participant global interaction. Specifically, the approach allowed for 
increased attention to social forms of meaning making and drew my attention to the cumulative 
nature of discourse.  
However, the fuller the transcript became, the more Marion, Adam and I questioned 
absolutes of discourse, like boundaries, floor, and turn taking. In this way, I was reminded of the 
wild book Woman in the Dunes, by Kōbō Abe. Abe’s novel follows Junipa, a school 




search for sand beetles. Upon missing the last returning bus, Junipa is invited to spend the night 
in the bottom of a vast sand pit with a nameless woman. What begins as a peculiar rescue, takes 
on a different texture entirely—Junipa realizes the permeance of his situation; sand is pervasive, 
and he must sweep away its steady wave to stay alive. The fantastical (sometimes horror) plot 
was not a far cry from my research life. I related to Abe’s allegorical dilemma and see it 
impressed on my discourse inquiry into listening. For Junipa, the density and complexity of the 
sand became all encompassing. His teacher’s voice became “absorbed by the sand and blown by 
the wind (126).” Sand, not human, is the central character and in it “sand not only flows, but this 
very flow is the sand.” Likewise, listening gestures, neither human nor the words or space they 
‘produce’, become the central force in the listening transcript. The effort of the listening 
transcript was to come to see, describe, and explain the flow.   
Constructing the Listening Transcript 
Below I share various iterations of the listening transcript. The communicative event took 
place in Marion’s classroom over the span of 1 minute and 23 seconds.  Figure 6 details 
placement of video recorder in the room. Only those who appear in any iteration of transcripts 
are labeled by name on the diagram. For readability purposes, students who are not 
“transcribed”: are noted with an O. Video recording device placement is marxed with an X and 
audio recording device is marked with XX. The dashed figure represents those participants 





Marion stands just behind her podium and begins 
to question the class about their interpretations of 
an excerpt from Joseph Conrad’s Heart of 
Darkness. Just prior, students worked in groups of 
3-5 for 15 minutes to analyze a passage. Student 
groups were determined by proximity, and the 
conversations were very animated. This lesson comes at the tail end of  a month long study of 
Achebe’s Things Fall Apart. Though set in the same time period, Conrad’s passage  presents a 
first-person perspective of Anglo-european colonist “seeing” Congolese men. In their reading of 
the pasage, the students were clearly agast. By way of example, during small group work, 
Cadence fell out of her chair screaming, “oh emm jeeeeee-sus, I can’t even with this racism,” 
and Brooke (a student who is eventually featured in the transcripts below) turned towards her 
and whispered “I fucking can’t.”   
During group work, Marion circled the room three times with her hands clasped behind 
her, moving closer to various groups at times, but rarely verbally interacting. Following the buzz 
of the egg timer, students turned to face the “front” of the room and Marion who had returned to 
her podium. As was typical for Marion, she began with a general question “what do you think?,” 
a cue that corresponded with the textual analysis question on the student’s handout: “How does 
the speaker characterize the Congolesse men?” 
Table 6. Transcription Notation  
(.n)  Pause in tenths of seconds 
a Emphasis  
  Escalation of voice tone or prosody 
[ ] Overlapping speech  
  
Figure 6. Classroom Layout 
O.       O. Cora   O.  O. O. 
O.          O. O.       O.  O. O. 
O.          Grace. O.       O.   Savannah  O. 
Brooke  O. O.       O.  O.               O. 
    O. O. 
 
Me  Marion XX 
 




Transcript 1: Verbatim 
1 EGG TIMER BUZZES, students turn around in their seats, Marion 
moves to her podium smiling (.20) 
 
3 Marion: So, what do you think? (.02) Yes, Savannah? 
4 Savannah: We described him um we described that sort of like 
demeaning. Like they are demeaning him completely because of 
colonilization so   
 
5 Marion:  Yeah, you’re not even a people, (.10) right. Isn’t that the 
whole idea that we were talking [about?]  
 
7 Cora: [so we]  





Cora: To add on to that um yeah he says the reason he doesn’t think 
of the man as human is because of just the way he looks. Is that just 
because he’s Congolese? I’m sure if he white then he would consider 
him human but he just described the shapes on his face  the 
markings and he tries to says that’s why but I mean it’s because he’s 
black (.2) right?  
 
 Marion: There. There you go. There you go 
 
The verbatim transcript, shared above, emphasizes verbal content rather than context of 
the communicative event. On one hand, it illustrates the ratified conversation between Marion 
and Savannah, effectively. It details how and when Savannah is invited to speak and how Cora 
enters the conversation through overlapping speech. Furthermore, the verbatim transcript gives 
some indication to Marion’s engagement style with students. For instance, we see in lines 3 and   
8 that she marks student’s rite to speak by saying their name with a tonal inflect (“Savanah?”). 
We also see that Marion is satisfied with Cora and Savannah’s shared response: “There. There 
you go. There you go.”  However, the verbatim transcript left both Marion and me with more 
questions than answers. Namely, were Savannah and Cora speaking in harmony? Were they co-




a collegial conversation, Marion suggested that she “heard the right ideas coming from Cora 
especially” but that she “wondered if others thought Cora’s response was coherent, or were even 
listening at all.” (personal communication, November 2017). More broadly, we were left 
wondering so what? Does this transcript, or version of it, add anything to out our inquiry about 
listening?  
Transcript 2: Verbatim Transcript Featuring Non-Ratified Participants 
To attend to Marion’s questions about the dialogic relationship between Cora and 
Savannah and her inquiry about participation of non-ratified participants, I returned to 
Goffman’s (1981) participation framework and developed the following notation guide (see table 
6 ). This notation guide allowed me to disambiguate between listening and speaking gestures and 
clarify qualities of interaction between participants. For instance the use of (( )) was used to mark 
any gestural activity from a participant who maintained a ratified position, or had been invited 
explicitly into the conversation as speaker (Goffman, 1981). Whereas  << >> was used to 
indicate participation of non-ratified participants (e.g., listening gestures). The use of  and  
respectively marked listening stations. Transcribing listening stations within the language and 
action of each communicative event was an effort toward inductive analysis. There were many 
times when Marion, Adam and I returned to video tapes to see about these markings. Is it true 
that listening was co-constructed in this moment?  I also used this notation guide to reference 
notes about affective hotspots within each transcript, so as to foreground Marion and Adam’s 
inquiries and curiosities in relation to any nascent analyses. For example, because Marion 
developed questions about the verbatim transcript, I marked it for further transcript development. 
I flagged what Marion identified as “hotspots” (**) in relationship with the line on the verbatim 




marked based on annotations that Adam and Marion made on verbatim transcripts in our shared 
meetings. 
Table 7. Revised Transcription Notation for Listening Transcript   
(.n)  Pause in tenths of seconds 
a Emphasis  
((sigh)) Indicates a listening gesture of a ratified or recognized member 
in communicative event 
<<sigh>> Indicates a listening gesture of a non-ratified or non-recognized 
participant in communicative event  
  Escalation of voice tone or prosody 
{{turn}} Description of movement  
 Indicates visible listening station 
 Indicates change in listening station 
* Indicates affective hotspot for researcher as noted in fieldnotes 
** Indicates an affective hotspot for participants (Marion or 
Adam) as noted in fieldnotes or subsequent communication 
[  ] Overlapping speech  
 
 Using the notion guide, I returned to the original recordings to re-transcribe the 
communicative event. Transcript 2, below, illustrates the same communicative event following 
these conventions.   
1 EGG TIMER BUZZES, students turn around in their seats, 





Marion: So, {{twirls a strand of  her hair with her left hand) what 
do you think? (.02) Yes, {{ leans over the podium, gazes as 
Brooke who has her hand up, turns body slightly to face other side 
of class}} Savannah?  




Savannah: We described him {{taps end of pencil on the 
passage}} um we described {{looks behind her at Cora ). Turns 
back to Marion}} that sort of like demeaning {{looks down at 
copy of Things Fall Apart; }} Like they are demeaning ((Marion 
fingers the hook, adhered to the side of the podium, in her left 
hand and leans in closer to the podium. Crosses her arms on 







Marion:  [yeah] you’re not even a people, (.10) right {{ turns 
sideways to point to the white board on the side wall where a list 
of vocabulary words are written }} ((Cora looks up and twists in 
her seat to see the vocabulary words. Savannah nods) )) Isn’t 
that the whole idea that we were talking about? [Yeah]  
 
20 Cora: [so we]  
 ((Marion’s eyes widen. Raises eyebrows. Points to Cora))  
 




Cora: to add on to that um {{tucks hair behind her ear and 
gestures to Savannah}} yeah he says the reason he doesn’t think of 
the man as human is because of just the way he looks. Is that just 
because he’s Congolese? {{shakes her head back and forth }} No. 
I’m sure if he was White then he would consider him human but 
he just (.19) described {{drags her fingers across her cheek 
bones}} the shapes on his face  the markings and he tries to says 
that’s why but I mean it’s because he’s black ((Savannah nods and 
looks back at Cora. Cora looks at Savannah))  (.2) right ? ** 
 
32 Marion: There. There you go. There you go.     
 
This version of the transcript is certainly more complex than the verbatim one featured in 
transcript 1. It illustrates action alongside speech by providing details related to postural and 
proximal shifts, and relatedly, makes alternative analysis possible. For example, we see Cora, 
shake her head back and forth “no,” prior to asking a question. The addendum of gestural 
expressions helps us understand the command with which Cora delivers her interpretation of the 
passage. It also situates Marion as her direct audience, and her gestures as an invitation to engage 
with her. Importantly, this transcript, and the subsequent analysis it allows for, contradicts the 
verbatim transcript, wherein Cora’s response appears to be more measured and, relatedly, Cora is 
eager for Marion’s approval.  
This version of the transcript also makes clear the timing of and ways in which 
participants engage with one another as listeners. For instance, we see that Cora and Savannah’s 




previously contemplated. Throughout the transcript, Marion’s postural shifts (“folds over the 
podium”) and proximal shifts (edges toward the board with vocabulary words) signifies an 
enthusiasm for Cora’s response and a physical hint for Cora to draw meaning from related course 
vocabulary. Upon reading this version, Marion noted “wow obvious much? I clearly wanted her 
to use the [vocabulary] words but didn’t say it.” (field notes) Here, this version of the transcript, 
which made clear Marion’s body in relation to her space, made a semiotic analysis of Marion’s 
listening possible. In other words, as Marion listened to Cora’s interpretation she used her body 
to insert expectations about course vocabulary.   
Most importantly, this version of the transcript draws attention to non-ratified 
participants. Specifically, readers of the transcript are introduced (briefly) to Brooke, who has 
her hand up but is not called on to participate. Brooke is one of 19 other students featured in the 
video, the rest of whom do not take a speaking role in the short clip. Early in our work together, 
weeks before this transcript process, Marion described Brooke as both “a lazy person more 
interested in drawing than participating” and “a wickedly smart person with a genius sense of 
humor.” Noticing that her hand was up, and that she had “seen” her hand up but had selected 
Savannah anyway and that without the transcript or video she would not have “remembered 
seeing and not calling on” Marion and I agreed to focus on Brooke’s participation more closely. 
Guided by Marion’s inquiry about Brooke, I returned to the recordings, field notes, and previous 
transcripts to continue building the listening transcript.  
Transcript 3: Multi-Modal Transcript 
Multimodal transcripts capture multiple modes of communication within a particular 
communicative event, including both linguistic and physical (Norris, 2004). The advantage of 




images. Scollon and Levine (2002) argued that multimodal transcription and analysis 
acknowledges: 
language in use, whether this is in the form of spoken language or text is always and 
inevitably constructed across multiple modes of communication, including speech and 
gesture not just in spoken language but through such “contextual” phenomena as the use 
of the physical spaces in which we carry out our discursive actions  (p. 1–2)  
 
Despite clear advantages to the approach, multimodal analysis which explains the role of the 
material world in day-to-day interactions (Crumpler et al. 20011; Glaser and van Pletzen, 2012; 
Rogers and Mosely, 2008; Scaenen, 21010; Ullman, 2012; Wohlewen, 2012) is still relatively 
rare.  
I constructed a multi-modal transcript using screen-shots of Brooke collected every half-
second (Rogers and Mosely, 2014). The multi-modal transcript allowed me to focus on the 
connection between physical response and verbal participation. In other words, this phase of 
listening transcript began to make clear the “hows” and “whens” of listening. To guide the 
transcription work, I used the inquiry: what is Brooke doing in second 1, 2, 3 and so on? How is 
she moving in space? What is “transcribable” in this moment? 
Multimodal transcripts typically present a series of still photographs accompanied by a 
verbal description of the action alongside the verbatim conversation. Typically, the photographs 
depict ratified participants—those in conversation. In contrast, the multi-modal transcript I share 
below features both ratified and nonratified participants, in this case Brooke and Grace, a student 
seated behind her (Goffman, 1981). I used the inquiries set forth by Marion and Adam to drive 
the choices in transcription. Had their questions been different, the multi-modal transcript might 
have featured other students. Eager to protect the anonymity of their participants, analysts have 
shared altered transcripts in their published manuscripts. For instance, they have replaced still 




identifiable information (Flewitt et. al, 2014). I tried both of these approaches but found them 
insufficient for my goal of representing Brooke’s listening gestures. In the spirit of play, I used 
drawing figurines to recreate screenshots of Brooke. While I sacrificed the representation of her 
facial expressions, the figurines, and the unexpected shadows they cast, contributed to a fuller 
analysis of Brooke’s participation in the communicative event. Importantly, transcribing with the 
figurines, drew my eyes to Grace, the student sitting behind Brooke. To this point, Grace had not 
appeared in any other version of the transcript.  
In addition to transcribing non-ratified participants, I also transcribed myself. Rogers 
(2005) made the point that most educational researchers have not addressed their role in the 
research and thus position themselves “outside of the discourse” as text analysts (382). Even in 
such situations when researchers made conscious attempts to use triangulation, return to 
participant voices, and be transparent about times when they “failed to hear” they still ultimately 
wrote about discourse as something to “locate” and something that “operates” (Blaise, 2005, 
106), thus perpetuating the very divide between human and discourse that CDA aims to clarify. 
Attending to classroom interactions with the frame of CDA requires intensive researcher 
reflexivity, analysis of what Fairclough called the researcher’s own “members’ resources” (as 
cited in Rogers, 2005) reflected by shifts in writing voice when recalling/analyzing role (as 
listeners and speakers) in the shared discursive moment of the discursive events being “studied” 
and the act of “listening” as researcher. Within a listening transcript, it’s not enough to imply that 
the researcher influenced the discourse moment being studied; a listening transcript must also be 
transparent about when and how the influence took shape. For the purpose of this study, I 
included my own discursive moves as integrated units within the multi-modal transcript (as 




researcher and participants. By including my own listening gestures and other forms of 
participation I was able to engage in a fuller semiotic analysis of my participation in the shared 
discourse and shared in some of the vulnerability that our Listening Collaborative sessions 
required.  
Following in the footsteps of other multi-modal analysts, I use a columnar model to 
indicate simultaneous actions (Rogers, 2005). Marion, Savannah, and Cora’s conversation is 
presented on the left-hand side, non-ratified participants: Brooke and Grace’s listening gestures 
are presented in the second column, a sculptural reenactment of Brooke’s proximal and postural 
shifts is in the third column, and my participation as researcher are presented in the far-right 
column.  
EGG TIMER BUZZES, students turn around in their seats, Marion 
moves to her podium smiling.  
 
Marion: So, 
{{twirls a strand 
of  her hair with 
her left hand) what 
do you think? (.02) 
Yes, {{ leans over 
the podium, gazes 
as Brooke who has 
her hand up, turns 
body slightly to 
face other side of 
class}} Savannah?  
 
<<Brooke 
continues to draw 
something while 
raising a hand in 
the air. Her eyes 
stay on her art 
work. She is 
tapping her foot 
and leaning 
slightly towards 
















hand down, leans 
forward, smiles 
broadly)) 
<<Brooke sits up 
straighter and 
keeps her hand up. 

















{{taps end of 
pencil on the 
passage}} um we 
described {{looks 
behind her at 
Cora. Turns back 
to Marion}} that 
sort of like 
demeaning {{looks 
down at copy of 
Things Fall Apart; 
}} Like they are 
demeaning 
((Marion fingers 
the hook, adhered 
to the side of the 
podium, in her left 
hand and leans in 
closer to the 
podium. Crosses 



















looking at drawing. 
Looks up at Marion 
and begins to 
gesture as 
Savannah talks. 
She purses her lips 




















Marion:  [yeah] 
you’re not even a 
people, (.10) 
right {{ turns 
sideways to point 
to the white board 
on the side wall 
where a list of 
vocabulary words 
are written }} 
((Cora looks up 
and twists in her 
seat to see the 
vocabulary words. 
Savannah nods)) 
Isn’t that the whole 








her right hand 
back and forth, 
towards her body 
and away from it, 
while still gripping 
her drawing pencil. 
Grace, seated just 
behind Brooke, 
narrows her eyes 


































Cora: [so we]  <<Brooke is 
looking towards 
the front of the 
room, but not 
necessarily at 
Marion>> 




to Cora )) 
 
    











Cora: to add on to 
that um {{tucks 
hair behind her ear 
and gestures to 
Savannah}} yeah 
he says the reason 
he doesn’t think of 
the man as human 
is because of just 
the way he looks. 
Is that just because 
he’s Congolese? 
{{shakes her head 
back and forth }} 
No. I’m sure if he 
was white then he 
would consider 
him human but he 
just (1) described 
{{drags her fingers 
across her cheek 
bones}} the shapes 
on his face  the 
markings and he 
tries to says that’s 
why but I mean 
it’s because he’s 
black ((Savannah 
<<Brooke fingers 
of left hand on her 
chin, eyes now 
clearly focused on 
Marion, eyebrows 
slightly raised, 
knuckles of right 
hand facing her 
drawing and pencil 
in the air. Grace 






<<Brooke leans in 
towards the center 
of the room where 










nods and looks 
back at Cora. Cora 
looks at 
Savannah))  (.2) 
right ? ** 
 
Marion: There. 
There you go. 
There you go.    
<<Brooke returns 
to her drawing, 
now holding a 
pencil in each 
hand, folded 
slightly over her 
drawing. Grace 











A multi-modal transcript emphasizes the visual; relatedly, the Listening Collaborative 
conversations surrounding these transcripts typically hinged on the third column. Despite, and 
perhaps because of, their columnar presentation, these transcripts incited the messiest and most 
exciting of our Listening Collaborative conversations. Though they offer the most detailed 
descriptions of events, these were the transcripts that most commonly resulted in requests to 
“review the actual recording” (Adam). In other words, the closer we got to being in the actual 
moment the more we questioned our own recollections and interpretations of the events. 
Upon review of this transcript, Marion was immediately drawn to Brooke’s listening 
gestures. She began her focus in the middle of the transcript. Pointing excitedly to image 5 of 
Brooke, Marion said “it’s like she’s hugging the air around the conversation.” Marion’s 
interpretation was that Brooke was embracing the ratified conversation, a postural shift that she 
attributed to Cora’s “poignant commentary” about the passage. When prompted to consider other 
ways that Brooke might be listening, Marion returned to the beginning of the transcript and noted 
“well here she is doing what she always does.” Marion did not verbally respond to my question 





touch the image of her hand in the air and proceed to trace the hand up across four subsequent 
images. Meanwhile, Marion expressed continued surprise that Brooke was “so engaged” and 
then noted that she had “missed it” entirely in the moment.  
As was noted previously, Marion routinely asked Brooke to stop drawing and pay 
attention. This was a running conversation between them, one that reared during different points 
of nearly every class period. While Marion traced, with both her eye and her fingers, Brooke’s 
hands (one engaged in the work of drawing and the other hovering in the air), Marion began to 
question her own perceptions and recollection of Brooke’s engagement in class. Marion summed 
up her epiphany: “Damn! they always say they can listen and draw and now we have proof of it.”  
This iteration of the listening transcript offered an important shift in how Marion listened to 
Brooke’s participation and, indeed, this idea of concurrent ways of engagement continued to 
creep up in our conversations.  
Despite the benefits of such a transcript, Marion continued to hold on to the idea of 
Brooke as listener to other speakers and as Brooke as secondary character. In doing so, she 
evoked physical descriptions of the ratified conversation. She focused on Brooke’s postural 
shifts towards the conversation and by the final image, when Brooke returned to her drawing 
with two pens, Marion laughed “look! She dropped out again.”  Marion’s analysis that Brooke 
“dropped out again” seems to equivocate her previous epiphany and appeared to bother Adam. 
Flipping through the transcript, and asking to watch the clip one more time, Adam offered an 
alternative explanation: “she wasn’t listening with surprise to Cora. She was just waiting to see if 
Cora would say what she was thinking all along. And then it happened so she didn’t need to face 
you anymore.” The visual nature of multi-modal transcript elicited Adam’s description of 




even need to be there after-all.” Adam and Marion dispelled the provocation --that teacher might 
not be the “main character” after all – as quickly as they posed it. Instead, they pointed back to 
me “well, who decided to put the damn recorder there in the first place?” (Marion). 
Interestingly, this transcript also prompted a curiosity about Brooke’s relationship with 
drawing. Adam and Marion wondered aloud about Brooke’s images, which we could not see on 
the recording. In the same conversation when Marion teased that the placement of the recording, 
and focus on Brooke’s gestures, was arbitrary she and Adam decided to try and “collect and pay 
attention to how Brooke draws” (Adam) “or what she draws” (Marion).   
In the previous transcript, I noted that the inclusion of gestural expressions helped us 
understand Cora’s confident tone and demonstrated how she perceived Marion as her direct 
audience. This transcript, which magnifies Brooke’s listening gestures, extends and complicates  
that line of analysis. Sure, Cora may be speaking directly to Marion. But, this iteration of the 
listening transcript makes it abundantly clear that Marion is not the only one listening. In the 
midst of Cora’s statement, we see Brooke turn her hand away from the drawing and gaze at 
Marion. This suggests that Marion is the audience not only for Cora but also, suddenly Brooke. 
Brooke’s sudden departure from drawing concurs with the gestural expressions of Grace, another 
non-ratified participant who, up to this point, has not been transcribed. Seated behind Brooke, 
Grace rotates her head back and forth between Brooke and Cora. It appears that Grace is 
listening to Brooke listening to Cora. Essentially, this iteration of the transcript draws our 
analytic gaze beyond the ratified conversation to Grace’s complex listening action.  
Transcript 4: Parataxis, a Play on Side by Side  
Finally, I constructed a transcript via parataxis--a syntactical device that means quite 




clauses, returned me to the experience of listening in the classroom. By definition, clauses 
instantiate order and direction, and without them, the transcript offers the reader/analyst the 
challenge of deciding what to pay attention to without assistance from punctuation or other 
spatial cues. Thus, the parataxis transcript mirrors the multiple streams of listening as described 
by Bakhtin. In the parataxis transcript below, it takes some effort to trace verbal content to 





















EGG TIMER BUZZES Students turn around in their seats, Marion moves 
to her podium, smiling Marion twirls a strand of  her hair with her left 
hand, What do you think, Yes, Marion leans over the podium gazes as 
Brooke who has her hand up turns body slightly to face other side of class 
Savannah Brooke continues to draw something while raising a hand in the 
air Her eyes stay on her art work tapping her foot and leaning slightly 
towards the center of the classroom Savannah puts hand down, leans 
forward, smiles broadly using remote control I zoom out with camera for 
expanded view Brooke sits up straighter and keeps her hand up continues to 
draw I make a fieldnote about Brooke’s hand being up We described him 
Savannah taps end of pencil on the passage um we described looks behind 
her at Cora and turns back to Marion Brooke flips hair with her left hand. 
She pauses drawing I shift in seat toward Brooke and then self-aware back 
at Marion. that sort of like demeaning Brooke looks down at copy of 
Things Fall Apart Like they are demeaning Marion fingers the hook, 
adhered to the side of the podium in her left hand and leans in closer to the 
podium Brooke keeps looking at drawing she looks up at Marion she 
begins to gesture with a cupped hand as Savannah talks Brooke purses her 
lips as if about to say something him completely because of colonilization 
so Marion opens her mouth to talk yeah Brooke moves her right hand back 
and forth, towards her body and away from it, while still gripping her 
drawing pencil. My mouth opens, eyes narrowed I am watching Brooke’s 
hand swing back and forth. Grace, seated just behind Brooke, narrows her 
eyes and gazes at Grace nodding. You’re not even a people right  Marion 
turns sideways to point to the white board on the side wall where a list of 
vocabulary words are Cora looks up twists in her seat to see them Savannah 
nods yes Isn’t that the whole idea that we were talking about Marion says 
yeah Cora says so, their words overlap, Brooke looking towards the front of 
the room, not necessarily at Marion Cora says so we Marion’s eyes widen, 
raises eyebrows, points to Cora Cora? I shift towards Cora turning a little 
my stomach growls Brooke fingers of left hand on her chin, eyes now 
clearly focused on Marion, turns to me and smiles,  eyebrows slightly 
raised, knuckles of right hand facing her drawing and pencil in the air. Cora 










yeah he says the reason he doesn’t think of the man as human is because of 
just the way he looks, Is that just because he’s Congolese? Brooke leans in 
towards the center of the room where Cora is sitting shakes Cora her head 
back and forth. No. I’m sure if he was white then he would consider him 
human but he just described, drags her fingers across her cheek bones the 
shapes on his face the markings and he tries to says that’s why but I mean 
it’s because he’s black Savannah nods, looks back at Cora Cora looks at 
Savannah, right ? Grace rotates her head between Brooke and Cora. Brooke 
returns to her drawing holding a pencil in each hand folded slightly over 
her drawing away from classroom. Grace faces Marion. My eyebrow 
shoots up. Marion says There. There you go There you go.  
 
 
 While especially generative for me as researcher in terms of analytic leads, this iteration 
of the listening transcript annoyed Marion and stymied Adam. Adam pointed out that it was 
“unreadable” and Marion admitted that after a couple tries, she didn’t “even bother.”  It became 
clear to me, in observing Adam and Marion read through this iteration of transcript, that their key 
obstacle was in tracing their own teacher action. For instance, Adam used a pencil to underline 
each instance of Marion’s name and as Marion, went back and forth between the original 
verbatim transcript and this one to do a comparative read, each time asking herself “where am 
I?” In no small way, their commitment to teacher at center of remains. Though the collegial 
conversation around this transcript was less generative than that surrounding the multimodal 
transcript, we did return to Adam’s theory about self-listening. This time, Marion pointed out 
that the last line “there you go there you go” could just as easily be a comment she made to 
herself and a form of self-listening.   
Transcribing as an Act of Listening 
This approach to transcribing listening challenges longstanding approaches to recording 
the complexities of discourse events. It extends the important work of the multi-modal transcript 




cumulative nature of discourse by focusing on communication over a long span of time and (3) 
focuses on patterns of interaction beyond the linguistic. According to critical discourse scholars, 
and many of the poststructuralists from whom they draw theoretical inspiration, discourse is a 
social practice which simultaneously reflects social structures and supports or alters social 
structures. The listening transcript process presented here embraces these theoretical demands 
and situates the work of transcribing listening as a practice of listening. Analysis work began 
alongside the construction of the listening transcript, towards a fuller representation of global 
participation in the communicative event towards what Baker called “something you can hold in 
your hand and feel the shape of.” Beyond that, the transcript iterations are utterances in response 
to Marion and Adam’s important questions about context, “stuff between the words”, facts, space 
and tone. In this way, the practice of collaborative critical listening (analyzed in the previous 
chapter) made room for a new, more deliberate form of researcher listening.  
There were also limitations in the approach. I worry about becoming too technical 
(O’Halloran, 2011) to obsessed with gesture as evidence of listening, of being lost in the 
concreteness of frequency counts, moored by cerebral explanations, cut off from the feelings, the 
human expressions, the desire for healthy being-with others that drove the initial inquiry. 
Constructing a listening transcript was as much about movement and flow as it is about 
language. Paradoxically, such flow is represented here in the two-dimensional casing of language 
and further constricted by the particular linguistic norms that I bring to the work. For instance, 
my tendency to transcribe top down and left to right and even my font choices (e.g, italics to 
illustrate non-verbal behavior) expose cultural influences and point to possible empirical 
priorities and biases. It is likely that these priorities affect the way participants, and phenomenon 




are other problems with the dimensionality of all of the transcription work I share here. I remain 
self-conscious about the fact that this work centers place (classroom), a contradiction to some of 
the tenants I explicated in dialectical theories of listening which emphasize listening as a 
cumulative experience that crosses place and time. As illustration of this limitation, participants 
in the study engaged in multi-modal listening, referring to popular gifs and texting one another 
within ratified classroom conversations. While I ‘see’ evidence of this, I cannot trace it or begin 
to understand how it functions as a listening pattern. Thus, the interpretative process I entailed 
here is inherently incomplete, in part because of a narrow focus on classroom space.  Future 
applications of this process might address listener across various spaces. For instance, what 
might it have meant to construct listening transcripts of Marion or Adam across various spaces 
and times? Though out of the scope of this research design, this approach might offer insight into 
how listening is shaped by cumulative experiences. 
As it stands, the listening transcript shared here emerges like a Bakhtinian portrait, 
wherein all listeners/speakers complete one another. The implications of this in regards to CDA 
research are significant. A great deal of research supports the idea that teacher talk dominates 
classroom discourse; not surprisingly this research emerges from transcription traditions that 
ontologically privilege teacher voice as center and then identify participation via student voice 
or—sometimes, student silence (San Pedro, 2015). The listening transcript confronts the 
assumption that student as listener is beholden to teacher—and all of the ways that the 
assumption has been unintentionally reified within analytic processes. By attending carefully to 
all the ways that we are shaped by and shape discourse, the listening transcripts is another step 




CHAPTER TEN: CONCLUDING THOUGHTS 
Within this study, I set out to confront established theories and methods used within the 
field of critical discourse studies by focusing on an overlooked, yet integral, aspect of discourse: 
listening. The account that I provide locates listening in the classroom as a public, cumulative, 
and collective process shaped by and, in turn, shaping social patterns. According to Van Dijk 
(2008), CDA scholars must uncover “the details of discursive domination that may be used to 
express or convey a distorted view of social events, namely the obfuscation of the problematic 
role of powerful actors in society” (p. 882).  This study explains listening as a material feature of 
communication, and thus a mediator of power. This means that we can hold ourselves as 
researchers and educators accountable for classroom discursive domination in a more detailed 
way. To that end, I see implications of this study lying at the intersection of both Teacher 
Education and CDA. The purpose of this chapter is to offer some concluding remarks related to 
each research question, expound upon implications for Teacher Education, and suggest next 
steps for related CDA research.  
Seeing and Strengthening Listening 
Within the tradition of Critical Discourse Analysis, listening has been an overlooked 
element of discourse. I began by returning to “vetted” theories of social discourse to study the 
role of listening in relation to power. Listening has been theorized by Bourdieu (1981), Althusser 
(2006), Bakhtin (1994), Foucault (1971), yet never fully leveraged in the empirical analyses that 
so commonly cite them. My synthesis of these theories suggest that listening is elemental to the 




interactional research is strong. To do so, I drew from extensive ethnographic classroom 
observations and community of practice discussions and provided analytic portraits of listening. I 
define listening as a material feature of communication. This theorization of listening includes 
concepts such as the school soundscape, listening gestures (and their modalities), and relatedly, 
listening stations—vantage points from which to consider student and teacher discursive 
participation in a different way and, and ostensibly, to shift power abuses in the classroom.  
 Institutional contexts shape listening. The school soundscape, for instance, is a 
ubiquitous collection of sounds, characteristic of many schooling experiences. Though common 
to our experiences, its discursive influence is anything but innocuous. Findings illuminate how 
significant school soundscape is in shaping classroom and collegial communications. The 
soundscape orients individuals to prescribed roles, necessarily influencing discursive 
interactions, including listening. It animates teacher and student roles, in what Foucault (1971) 
described as “reconciled” and “masked” discourse and further obscured Marion and Adam’s 
efforts to nurture dialogic classrooms. The soundscape’s discursive influence grows alongside 
the proliferation of new technologies, designed to improve student learning. Given the school 
soundscape’s impact on both classroom and collegial discourse, its absence from CDA empirical 
analysis needs to be addressed. Simply put, listening as social activity cannot be fully accounted 
for in vacuity of institutional context. 
My analysis of listening is contingent upon the visual; on one hand, findings extend learning 
science scholarship that argues listening is a highly visual medium (Brigman, 1990; Feng, 2000). 
However, as a point of departure from this literature, my analysis coordinates visual and listening with 
power abuses—this was the case even in our first session, when Marion and Adam “listened” via 




listening gestures helped us notice incongruencies between personal recall of a communicative event, 
recordings, and alternative analyses of the event.  
 Perhaps in part because of their visual nature, listening gestures hold tremendous social 
organizing potential. Listeners gesture toward physical space in symbolic ways as a way to 
negotiate power, creating a subvocal frequency for speaker(s) to contend with. Listening gestures 
also gain momentum, a process of activity that links individual responses (and therefore 
individuals) within a given space. These listening gestures, which I theorize as intertextual 
utterances, are neither new or neutral reactions; proximal and postural shifts (shared between 
individuals) reflect endorsement, anti-endorsement or a combined stance toward the social and 
historical organization and expectations of space. As an example of this discursive alignment, I 
described Listening Stations as co-constructed protective spaces that work to either challenge or 
defend harmful discourses. 
  Within the Listening Collaborative, Adam and Marion engaged in collaborative, critical 
analysis of their own discursive habits though transcripts of practice (both classroom and, 
eventually of our own discussion). Throughout this process they developed a nuanced 
understanding of how discourse is shaped by and, in turn, shapes social structures. Through the 
lens of listening, they located patterns of their own listening across variable settings as it 
influenced power structures.  
Critical discourse reflection shifted teacher-teacher discourse and, relatedly teacher-
student discourse. Collegial discourse, as Marion and Adam came to identify, directly influences 
classroom discourse; the listening we engage in is intertextual, or in the words of Adam “nothing 
is parenthetical anymore, everything is connected.” Marion observed that the way she and Adam 




pervious collegial conversations in which social knowledge of students was cemented through 
co-constructed narratives. Here, Marion and Adam came to ask one another difficult questions 
which linked their discursive patterns with larger discourses of sexism and racism. 
This tenor of critical reflection could not have been accomplished, had we not centered 
artifacts of practice. The ability to trace discursive exchanges beyond individual encounters into 
collegial spaces, engendered a practice of leaning in to the tensions of alternative interpretations. 
Early sessions were marked with avoidance, yet by the end of the time Marion and Adam 
anticipated and appreciated conflicting accounts. Their sustained conversations about alternative 
perspectives led to shifts in the way they engaged one another collegially. Eventually, they 
moved beyond “experienced” and “novice” teacher frames in their collegial discussions and 
began to hold themselves and one another accountable for a host of dynamic questions related to 
both the practice and philosophy of teaching English. Here, we entered a phase of “what if” 
hypothetical statements; here they found a connection between with critical retrospection and re-
imagining future possibilities for their practice and community.  
Marion and Adam’s growth in critical analyses corresponded with a series of requests for 
transcripts that more accurately reflect relationship between discourse and contexts; their 
strengthened listening propelled my listening as researcher. The theorization of listening as 
public and observable, posed significant challenges and opportunities for the CDA 
methodologist, who typically studies a past discourse moment as an outside researcher. In an 
effort towards affect-conscious critical discourse analysis and in response to CDA’s in-field calls 
for methodological inventiveness, precision, and transparency, I developed analytic tools for 
transcribing listening. The listening transcript accounts for collaborative exchanges amongst 




including ways that listening materializes across space and time and researchers’ participation in 
exchanges. Each iteration of the listening transcript revealed a new layer—something (often 
someone) which had been precluded from previous iterations.   
Implications: CDA and Teacher Education   
CDA research has been unquestionably important in transforming the way we understand 
classroom discourse and power abuses; however, within Teacher Education, CDA research has 
too often focused on teacher speech. This approach only gets us so far in our efforts to be in just 
relationality with one another, in part because it takes on a lopsided view of speaking as solitary 
evidence of participation. It centers teacher as “speaker” and ignores the multitude of listeners at 
any given moment. Recall that the literature review revealed that listening is considered 
elemental to “good” teaching, yet patterns of critical discourse analyses privileged verbal 
participation, and either misread or completely neglected listener/listening. Though often 
featured in transcript as central figure—this absence extends to teacher—because, teacher as 
listener is never included. This is the single story of speaker that CDA empirical classroom 
research has been able to offer thus far. In my search to recover listener, I found that CDA tools 
can be used to engage teachers in a pedagogy of critical reflection —rather, than “watch what 
you say,” they carried questions “How am I listening? Why am I listening this way? What sense 
can I make of the incongruences in my recall and what appears on this record? How does my 
patterned listening reconstitute power imbalances?”  
These were not easy questions to commit to. Early in our work together, Adam Bisset 
said: “it’s not like we have any rubrics for how or if we listen to students.” He was referencing 
the surreal feeling of being unable to describe a process that he engages in constantly. Though 




it in any meaningful way. I certainly do not intend for this work to result in any scale or rubric 
for teacher listening; however, it does offer valuable evidence that teachers (and researchers) can 
become attuned to, aware of, and more careful with the how’s and when’s and so what’s of 
listening in classrooms and Communities of Practice.  
That we listen, in part, through our eyes has serious implications for critical discourse 
scholars who seek to address power abuses through descriptions of communicative exchanges 
and for Teacher Educators who seek to prepare teachers with equity focused practices. It is well 
established that the discursive reproduction of racism and sexism (as just two examples of 
hegemony) occur through speech and text; but, this study demonstrates how listening, as a highly 
visual act, contributes to discursive reproduction of domination. Listening is constrained through 
racism, for instance, as was evidenced in Chapter 7: Policing of Listening Gestures” and 
listening also can be a mechanism of or against racism as evidenced in Chapter 7: “Listening 
Stations.” In this way dialectical theories of listening, which emphasize the visual aspects of 
listening, encourage a shift in how we approach critical discourse analysis because it demands 
multi-modal, co-authored transcription. Beyond that, a focus on listening compels a process of 
transcription as iterative. Transcripts cannot be objective records, but rather understood as 
imperfect reflections of complex moments that we (researcher) are a part of creating. To 
contribute to our understanding of these tensions, future research should engage methods of 
collaborative transcription. What might it reveal, for example, to have the ‘same’ exchange 
transcribed by multiple people who hold different roles, perspectives, identities, so on? What 





Months after the study concluded, Adam commented that he found himself able to 
interrupt his own discursive habits as an outcome of the Listening Collaborative Practice. He 
claimed a newfound ability to “hear myself listening while teaching and slow it all down.” 
Adam’s description of his own shift, is as an exciting illustration of Foucault’s point that 
listening is a “medium in which divisions linger” and a “context of hiatus.” Yes, listening, as a 
sociocultural practice, reproduces discursive domination; yet, however powerful, listening is also 
a practice that we can change. This work equips practicing educators with tools of reflection that 
historicize and problematize contemporary discourses that facilitate power abuses in and beyond 
their classrooms, through a process of locating their own discursive habits (beyond speech) 
within classroom dialectics. Similarly, theorization of listening as a dialectical experience, and 
using records of practice to practice critical listening, can also be used to help preservice teacher 
reframe assumptions about participation within the classroom and collegial space. These findings 
can be used to challenge how we prepare teachers to see and hear student engagement, and their 
own, in both classroom and collegial discourse. As point of example, in methods courses we 
often ask preservice teachers to practice delivering lessons—what might it mean to incorporate 
listening practice with the same vigor?  
Larger questions, related to the kind of role teacher educators might take in the working 
lives of practicing teachers, must be asked. Certainly, it is my hope that the Listening 
Collaborative might serve as a model for a community of practice that centers student and 
teacher discursive experiences. Marion and Adam’s engagement with their own and one 
another’s transcripts offers a way forward for teachers, and teacher educators, interested in 
reimagining educative experiences through critical discourse inquiry. I like to think of the very 




researchers. If teacher educators want to equip educators with tools to historicize and 
problematize contemporary discourses that facilitate power abuses in and beyond their 
classrooms, then taking on (or organizing efforts towards) the logistical and manual work of 
transcribing, printing, collating, arranging meetings is necessary. To that end, the practice of 
researchers using their methodological skills in service of improved lived conditions of teachers 
and students are in harmony with the aims of Critical Discourse Analysis.   
The work of the Listening Collaborative makes a unique contribution to scholarship that 
argues for a recommitment to listening and Teacher Education. Many constructivists argue that 
teachers can improve their practice by listening closely to student reflections about their learning 
experience (Commeyras, 1995; Dahl; 1995; Heshusius; 1995; Johnston & Nicholls, 1995; 
Lincoln, 1995). When teachers listen to and learn from students, they can begin to see the world 
from those students’ perspectives (Clark, 1995). As a result, teachers who make a habit of 
listening for all student voices, are more likely to make conscious decisions to authorize student 
voices (Cook-Sather, 2002). What or who exactly to listen for remains a topic of scrutiny, with 
recent charges that teachers recognize silence as an integral element of dialogue (Schwartz, 
2003; Boler, 2003; Li Li, 2003). Shultz (2003) provided a multifaceted framework for listening 
as teacher, including listening to individual student particularities so as to “make the student 
visible to teachers,” listening to the rhythm and balance of the classroom so as to allow teachers 
to “maintain a classroom community that allows for and honors multiple perspectives,” listening 
to the social, cultural, and community contexts of student’s lives so as to “engage the bigger 
picture of who students are” and listening to silences, including the ways in which students and 
particular topics are silenced. Shultz’s ongoing work with listening in teacher education makes 




listening.  Schultz reminds us that listening to a variety of sources is central to good teaching; my 
work demonstrates a way to do so. 
Yet, as emphasized previously, there is no reason that this work must only include 
teacher and teacher educator/researcher. There were many times when either Marion, Adam or I 
commented about the need to have more people in the room: including other coworkers, 
students, parents, and counselors. Eventually, Marion and Adam wondered about expanded 
community—reflecting a deepening understanding that the effects of discursive racism are heard 
and felt in the flesh for some, whereas others can remain willfully oblivious. For instance, in our 
third listening collaborative session, Marion reviewed the transcript featured in Chapter 7: 
Listening Stations and said “See. We need Marcella here. We need Hiro.”   
The setting of this study, Leeville High School, privileged the language of English. 
Although linguistic diversity did exist amongst the student body, faculty and staff, English was 
the sanctioned mode of communication. Because I am monolingual (English), it is likely that I 
was unaware of particular tensions that this privileging may have caused for participants in 
immediate conversations; this limitation effects my analysis. As such, more work in the area of 
listening in multilingual spaces conducted by researchers (and co-participants) with linguistic 
and cultural resources is needed.  
My greatest hope is that listening transcription makes room for further transcription play, 
through which we might continue to question assumptions about transcription as objective 
representation of a singular truth. A commitment to listening necessitates that we widen our 
array of methodologies and continue to (re)theorize context. Engaging in the elusiveness of 
listening requires CDA a new vocabulary—a move away from the nominalization that essentially 




Because listening has been undertheorized and understudied within the field of CDA, this 
study raises a host of questions and possibilities for future work. I have already emphasized the 
pressing need to incorporate CDA with a focus on listening more carefully within Teacher 
Education and research; I will use this section to explore immediate next steps for this work and 
then shift into a discussion of drawing from interdisciplinary knowledge and methods to 
understand listening.  
A concentration on the role of listening in communicative exchanges, allows for an 
uncovering of a more nuanced understanding of social discourse as co-constructed and 
intertextual. The framework extends immediate encounter and challenges prevailing assumptions 
that listener is beholden to speaker. In this way, dialectical theories of listening call for a 
troubling of the prevailing conflations of silence and turn-taking with listening. It also opens the 
door for critical examinations of how vague frames of ‘democracy’ are taken up as ideals in 
CDA scholarship and education broadly.  
Attending to Researcher Reflexivity Through Semiotic Analysis 
Attending to classroom interactions with the frame of dialectical theories of listening 
lends itself to participatory designs, including more intensive researcher reflexivity, analysis of 
what Fairclough called the researcher’s own “members’ resources” (as cited in Rogers, 2005) 
and shifts in writing voice when recalling/analyzing role (as listeners and speakers) in the shared 
discursive moment of the discursive events being “studied” and the act of “listening” as 
researcher. In this way, a listening approach to CDA research, can help extend what is typically 
known as the theoretical / methodological union into a theoretical / methodological /pedagogical 




While I made moves to include my own listening gestures and other forms of 
participation in the listening transcripts, more work is needed to engage in a fuller semiotic 
analysis of researcher participation in shared discourse. As illustration of the rich data that I have 
not yet had the opportunity to fully engage with, Marion and Adam frequently referenced my 
eyebrows in discussions about listening gestures. It would be worth it to return to the listening 
session transcripts and examine how this particular listening gesture influenced our discourse. 
Similarly, in the previous chapter Marion becomes curious about Brooke’s drawings. Together, 
we began to collect photographs of them (with her permission). More time is needed to 
coordinate these images with the listening transcripts towards a fuller understanding of Brooke’s 
discursive participation; however, an initial review of the 
data is fascinating. For instance, below I share a picture she 
drew of me in September (collected in December). In the 
picture, I appear to be listening with my eyes closed, fingers 
resting on the keyboard. The picture challenges any 
illusions I have about my participation as researcher, it 
opens new possibilities for all analyses that do not fully 
unpack my participation in the communication exchange.  
Writing Listening into Analyses 
A clear charge, for the critical discourse scholar going forward, is to include soundscape 
in future analyses, beginning with a clear representation at the transcription level. When possible, 
we might return to any raw data (audio or video) to identify any soundscape gaps in transcripts 
and then re-engage analysis. If further research corroborates soundscape’s influence on 
classroom discourse as my research suggests, then it would behoove us to consider alternative 
soundscapes that might engender fluidity of conversation.    




 Beyond soundscape, future research focused on tracing listening gestures in relation to 
speech and soundscape and space is necessary. This work could highlight personal accounts of 
listening stations, offering more detail about how they function as a protective feature. Other 
case studies might examine individuals and their various listening stations as they travel from 
class to class, or setting to setting. Given the authority that teacher has over discourse, research 
that examines teacher perceptions and reactions to student listening stations across larger data 
sets is particularly important.    
Committing to Interdisciplinary Work 
 In this study, I’ve worked to ‘introduce’ listening within the field of critical discourse 
studies. However, listening is hardly new. In the opening chapter, I briefly introduced 
philosophical perspectives on listening (Hyde, Nancy, Buber, Haroutian-Gordan, Waks), which 
typically frame listening as challenging, yet central to individual and collective well-being. I then 
turn to “vetted” theories of social discourse to develop a theoretical framework of listening as 
dialectical. In forwarding a CDA charge to focus on the role of listening in discursive domination, 
it is particularly important that we draw from other fields, including cognitive sciences and the 
humanities, that have already committed considerable time and resources to the subject.  
Humanities 
However exciting, every time I sat down to write—and, especially every time I presented 
dialectical theories of listening at a conference—my instinct was to evoke artists, not theorists, to 
explain the relationship between listening and power. I yielded to this instinct a bit in the writing 
of this dissertation; for instance, I opened with Jamaica’s Kincaid’s theorization of “we all sat 
up” and emphasized, though not nearly enough, the poetry of Ilya Kaminsky, the visual art of 




more than intuition—rather, an acknowledgment of how Critical Discourse Scholars might 
engage in theories of discourse that exist beyond ‘legitimized’ disciplinary and academic 
domains. My suggestion is that CDA scholars balance our penchant for precise linguistic tools 
within a broader “social art form” (McCarthy Brown, 1991). For example, firsthand accounts 
shared via the humanities9 are essential sources to extend and complicate dialectical theories of 
listening. I look forward to extending the work on dialectical theories of listening by connecting 
with a range of authors, poets, and social philosophers10 who neither identify with or are 
identified for their contributions to the Critical Discourse Analysis movement. To that end, I 
cannot conceive of a future for CDA scholarship that addresses listening yet relies solely on 
voices of recognized academics. 
Cognitive Sciences 
CDA scholars have typically rejected cognitive approaches to language approaches, for 
what Wodak (2006) claimed were “often unjustified reasons.” Though coming to the work of 
listening with a very different set of questions than critical discourse scholars, neuroscientists, 
like philosophers, also describe listener’s challenge and reward. They do so, however, via a 
mechanical (read, not subjective) explanation. Here, listening is a “top down” cognitive process, 
influenced by “bottom-up” (e.g., sensory) context. Bottom-up elements, including ambient noise, 
regional accent or register, do influence what is ‘heard’. However, the brain is the central player 
in the process of sensemaking, secondary to the sensory context. Even prior to auditory 
stimulation—which is “noisy, ambiguous or incomplete” (Clarke, 2016), the brain structure 
                                                 
9 for example, Ellison’s Invisible Man, Layli Long Soldier’s poetry, W.E.B Dubois ‘conspiracy of silence’; Edwidge 
Danticat’s The Farming of Bones 
 
10 see, for example, the work of W.E.B DuBois, Lucille Clifton, Stuart Hall, Merle Hodge, Nick Cave’s performance 




operates a constant predicative algorithm (Kveragaa et. al, 2007). From this perspective, we hear 
with our brains; “ears” as we are apt to think of them, are only a nexus of neurons located in our 
temporal lobes.  
To better understand listening as a cognitive processing skill, neurologists have relied on 
technologies, such as positron emission tomography, to “see” how the prefrontal cortex responds 
to sensory data. By locating booms in neural activity, researchers have been able to identify how 
hearing triggers “remembering the past and envisioning the future” (Rönnberg et. al, 2011). 
Horowitz (2012) explains such neural activity as a process of “continually vet[ting] the incoming 
information against what we know, our past experiences and our theoretical construct of the 
future.” In other words, the listener’s brain operates predictively, using neural maps. According 
to neuroscience, then, the key challenge for listener is how to interrupt the brain’s predicative 
mode so as to make accurate sense of the signal. How might neuroscientific knowledge of 
listening as a cognitive process inform my critical perspective of listening? While these methods 
have been used primarily to examine listening as a cognitive process, could positron emission 
tomography for instance be used to examine soundscape and listening stations? Could we use 
these maps of listening to better understand and interrupt predictive discursive patterns that 
renew domination? 
Sound Research 
Research that clarifies qualities of soundscape in relation to classroom discourse across 
various settings would contribute to conversation about power and listener positioning, including 
agency. This could include analytic portraits of schools that use alternative soundscapes, 
historical and policy analysis related to anything soundscape related, and descriptive discourse 




Given that “data should never be described in isolation, but in relation to the text (co-text) 
as a whole an in relation to the context,” studies that examine individual school soundscapes in 
comparison to others are especially needed. For instance, Leeville Highschool was—from my 
purview—unusually quiet for its size. Is decimal level reflective of Leeville High being a highly-
funded school? What might we learn about the reproduction of inequities via a comparative 
analysis of soundscapes that takes into accounts variables such as noise decimal, rate of 
interruption, etc.?  
Concluding: Listening and Collectivity 
I want to conclude by discussing the sense of responsibility that this study has clarified 
for me.  I came to this work with several commitments, the clearest of which was to the work of 
teaching English, which I conceptualized as the practice of being with others through the sharing 
of stories. I also carried a commitment to the transformative possibilities for teacher education; 
specifically, I had the goal to more thoughtfully and consistently link teacher education with day-
to-day experiences of teaching. At the onset of the project, I held these two commitments close, 
yet to some degree they were just loose articulations of one another; I come ‘away’ from this 
work with a surer sense of their connectedness and, too, of the sort of resolve I feel that they 
warrant. I am unable to shed Martin’s (2004) description of positive discourse analysis, which 
poses the powerful question: how might we “make room…in the world in ways that redistribute 
power?” (183) and I cleave to poet, Nikki Giavonni’s revelation that language is a gift and 
“listening a responsibility.” It is in the spirit of Martin’s and Giavonni’s calls that I engage in this 
work. The study centers educational research and contexts of schooling; however, through and 




and I dream about shifts in who we can be as listeners. Exclusion operates at many levels-- each 
warranting attention. Understanding the relationship between listening—as a collective, public 








APPENDIX A: TABLES OF STUDENTS 
Table of students represented in dissertation from Marion’s 10th Grade Class 
*student selected pseudonyms  
Pseudonym  Role in written presentation of study  
Marcella The reader will first meet Marcella for the first time in Chapter 6, when she delivers a cookie that she, and her 
classmate Anastasi, have decorated in the likeness of Marion. Later, she appears in Chapter 7, both as an example of 
listener momentum and as a member of a listening station. She is the first student from Marion’s class featured in 
the write-up of this study; she is also the only student who transferred out of the class mid-semester. 
 
Anastasia The reader meets Anastasia with a cookie look-alike of Marion. Later in Chapter 7, we come to see Anastasia’s role 
in “Listening gestures gain momentum”. 
 
Cora Cora is first introduced as a “non-ratified listener” in Chapter 7, during a classroom exchange that highlights 
Marion’s preoccupation with student listening gestures. Throughout the remainder of the text, Cora shows up as 
someone who is listened to, and via the listener momentum of her classmates, consequently granted space to speak. 
In Chapter 9, we see Marion’s interpretation (both descriptive and dramatological) of Cora as listener. And, finally 
in Chapter 10, we see Cora’s discursive participation across several iterations of listening transcripts.    
 
Jen Jen’s discursive participation is examined closely in Chapter 7, “Dialectics and Sustenance: Listening Stations.”  
 
Hiro In Chapter 7, the reader learns about Hiro as his listening gestures draw on physical space in symbolic ways and 
later, enact a  listening stations with Phil. 
 
Phil In Chapter 7, we see Phil and Hiro enact listening stations. 
 
Jack Jack engages space in Chapter 7: “Listening gestures implicate physical space in symbolic ways.” 
 
Chloe Chloe is introduced to readers in a vignette drawn from field notes in Chapter 7: “What is the soundscape?”, and 









Brooke Brooke first shows up in Chapter 7 as a “ratified listener” and becomes a focal point of the final listening transcript 
in Chapter 10.  Throughout Listening Collaborative sessions Marion questions her interpretation of Brooke’s lack of 
participation.   
 
Cadence I met Cadence before any class observations, through the stories that Adam and Marion told about what they 
characterized as her exuberance. Her participation in class features heavily in the text, including in the section 
“Policing of Listening Gestures of Chapter 7) and later in the same chapter, as a listener in “Dialectics and 
Sustenance: Listening Stations.” Both Adam and Marion have taught Cadence, and perhaps as a result, she is a 
regular topic of conversation in our Listening Collaborative sessions. Marion compares her listening gestures to 
those of Cora, and over time Adam challenges Marion’s interactions, interpretations, and reflections related to 
Cadence. 
 
Savannah We learn about listening from Savannah several times throughout chapter 7; first through her discursive 
participation in the section “Policing of Listening Gestures,” and later in the section “Listening gestures implicate 
physical space in symbolic ways”. We also come to know her more in Chapter 10, through several interactions of 
the Listening Transcript.     
 
Lily Lily is described in Chapter 7 both in the section “Listening gestures gain momentum” and later in the section 
“Dialectics and Sustenance: Listening Stations.” 
 
Grace Grace, a close friend of Cora’s, is featured in Chapter 7: “Listening Gestures gain momentum”.  
 









Table of student represented in dissertation from Adam’s 10th Grade Class 
*student selected pseudonyms  
Pseudonym  Role in written presentation of study  
 Quinton  The reader is introduced to Quinton in Chapter 6, in a description of Adam’s engagement with students in reading 
conferences.  
 
 Odelie  Odelie makes a brief appearance in chapter 6 within a description of Adam’s round of student reading conferences.   
 
Anik The reader will first meet Anik—the most vocal of students in Adam’s class—in Chapter 6, and again in Chapter 7: 
“Teacher Preoccupations with Listening Gestures.” Adam discusses—and offers a pantomime of Anik’s positive 
listening gestures in Chapter 9: “Pantomimes.” Within several Listening Collaborative Sessions, Marion uses Anik 
as an example of how Adam favors male students.  
 
Jonathan  The reader will meet Jonathan in Chapter 7: “Teachers preoccupations with Listening Gestures.” Essentially, you 
meet him through the ways that Adam misheard his participation in a seminar. Later, we see more of Jonathan in 
Chapter 7: “Listening gestures gain momentum.”  
 
Raheem  The reader is introduced to Raheem through Adam’s positive appraisal of his listening gestures in Chapter 7: 
“Teachers preoccupations with Listening Gestures.” Later, we see more of Raheem in Chapter 7: “Listening 
gestures gain momentum” 
 
Cesar  The reader meats Cesar in chapter 6 during a description of Adam’s workshop approach. His commentary about 
the bell notifications are featured in a transcript in chapter 7: “Discursive influence of Bells”. 
 
Claudia  The reader meets Claudia in Chapter 7: Teachers preoccupations with Listening Gestures.” We meet her through 
his “mishearing of her participation.”   
 
Jack*  The reader will meet Jack, through Adam’s positive appraisal of his listening gestures in Chapter 7. 
 
Helen  The reader comes to know Helen in Chapter 6 in the and again twice in Chapter 7: “What is the Soundscape” first 
when she protests Adam’s use of a hand-held bell and later in the section “Listening gestures gain momentum” in 








Collin  The reader meets Collin first in Chapter 7: Listening Gestures gain momentum: and later briefly in Chapter 10: 
Listening Collaborative, though Adam’s description of “a boy zipped entirely into his jacket.”   
 
Paul  The reader meets Paul in Chapter 7: Listening Gestures gain momentum.  
 
Kristy The reader will meet Kristy, in Chapter 7: “Teachers preoccupations with Listening Gestures.” In Listening 
Collaborative Sessions, Marion pointed out Kristy’s role in Discourse Profiles to further her questioning of Adam’s 
treatment of female students of color.  
 










APPENDIX B: LISTENING COLLABORATIVE 
 Data Discussed  person who shared it Data Collected 
 
 
Listening Collaborative 1 
September 22, 2017 
2.5 hrs 
• School rules regarding discourse  Marion 
• Talking Accountability Measures Adam 
• Sample Transcript from a 10th grade ELA course Sarah 
• Video/Audio recordings of session 
• Mimeographed copies of Marion’s 
notes on sample transcript 
• Mimeographed copies of Adam’s 
notes on sample transcript 
• fieldnotes 
Listening Collaborative 2 
November 6th, 2017 
2.25 hrs 
• 6 transcripts from one-on-one writing conferences in 
Adam’s class Adam 
• Seminar map Adam 
• 2 transcripts from Marion’s class reflecting whole class 
instruction Marion 
• Lesson notes Marion 
• Video/Audio recordings of session 
• Marion’s notes on discourse 
inquiries 
• Adam’s notes on discourse inquiries 
• Fieldnotes 
• Participant notes regarding codes 
(see appendix for compiled 
codebook) 
Listening Collaborative 3 
December 8th, 2017 
2 hrs 
• Sample literary dialogue Sarah 
• Transcript from film “Entre les Murs” Sarah 
• Still photographs from “Entre les Murs” Sarah 
• Video/Audio recordings of session 
• fieldnotes 
Listening Collaborative 4 
January 12, 2018 
1.5 hrs 
• Adam’s Discourse Profile Sarah 
• Marion’s Discourse Profile Sarah 
• Brief video of Marion’s class (focus on Cadence) Marion 
• Student Made Bingo Cards from Marion’s class  Adam 
• Photographs from Adam’s class Sarah 
• Video/Audio recordings of session 
• fieldnotes 
Listening Collaborative 5 
February 19th, 2018 
2.5 hrs 
• Transcripts from Listening Collaboratives 1-5 Sarah • Video/Audio recordings of session 
• Participant notes regarding codes   
Listening Collaborative 6 
April 12th, 2018 
2.25 hrs 
• Video recording of Marion’s Class Sarah • Video/Audio recordings of session 









APPENDIX C: TEACHER INTERVIEW GUIDE 
1. Tell me about your work as an English teacher. 
2. Tell me about your experiences studying English as a secondary student. 
3. Why did you choose to become an English teacher? 
4. How would you describe your approach to teaching? 
5. How do you structure your course? 
6. How do you make decisions about what to teach? 
7. How do you see the role of dialogue in your teaching? 
8. Tell me about any collegial groups (PLCs or CoPs) that you belong to. 
9. What do you hope to accomplish in these groups?  

















APPENDIX D: ARTIFACTS 
Artifact Date 
Collected 
Location (cross reference as referents) 
 
Poster of school wide behavior 
expectations  
 
“Keep the sound down” 
9/12/17 Front of classroom, hidden by door if the door is opened…Marion’s room 
Framed coy of 1872 Rules for 
Teachers 
9/12/17 Back of classroom in small picture frame on top of bookshelves that hold tenth 
grade text books 
Photograph of Marion’s podium, 
with plastic hook 
(the listening hook..) 
9/12/17 Podium is centered in front of the room 
Poster  hanging in Adam’s 
room—back of man standing on a 
cliff overlooking misty horizon 
9/12/17 Near window 
Photograph of teacher made 
sign—"Bisset &Noble” 
9/12/17 Back left of Adam’s room, over bookshelf 
 
Poster of accountable Talk Stems 9/12/17 Front right of Adam’s room near front door 
 
Poster of writing process for 
Adam’s room 
9/12/17 Over white board 
 
Discovery Writing, Drafting, Publication, 
Revision 
Student bingo cards from 
Marion’s class 
10/3/17  Marion found crumpled near waste basket 
Reading log Adam’s class 
  
10/2/17 Adam’s desk 
Student bingo cards from 
Marion’s class 
11/1/17 Adam shares in Listening Collaborative 
Photographs of Brookes’ 
photographs 









APPENDIX E: CODES 
• Table X illustrates the codes that Marion (M) and Adam (P) developed in LC 1 about the sample classroom transcript. The 
codes are presented in separate tables following categorical talk: what the teacher does and what the student does, to reflect the 
ways the participants made sense of the transcript. 
 
• Table XX. illustrates codes that I used in initial data analysis of transcript from LC 1. These were not shared with Marion (M)  
and Adam (P) in any formal way.  
 
• Table XXX. illustrates codes that Marion, Adam and I developed to make sense of the transcript from LC 1 during LC 5.  
 
Table X. Codes L and P developed for Classroom Transcript in LC 1 
Category Code Description/example 
 Teacher-esque talk Facilitates order, directions, responds to timing and standards 
“the little pat phrases for classroom management” (Adam) 
“best-practice stuff” (Adam) 
“essential question like talk” (Marion) 
“raise your hand next time” (Adam) 
 Humor “Humor, a break, a way in for the others to be engaged” (Marion) 
 
“Here she says, ‘I bet you a tator-tot’; I think that’s her was her attempt at 
charm. At humor. Am I right?” (Adam) 
What the teacher 
does 
Direct Question “Will you…” (Adam) 
Asking for student interpretation 
 Prompting  “I wonder…”  
“Great point” “what else” (Marion) 
 Validations “enthusiasm for student” (Marion) 
 Rephrase student answer  “she said ‘shit’ and then the teacher said ‘trauma’” (Adam) 
 Redirect “the teacher keeps trying to get them back to the poem” (Marion) 
  Cuts-off  “she has an idea about the book and she is connecting it to other texts and then 








“she does that thing that we do sometimes because in the moment you’re 
almost ready for the next great point, like yeah great point who has the next 
great point to share?  I can relate to that. Like she probably should have rested 
there for a while. But she wanted to get the other voices in the mix.” (Adam) 
 Uses student name “I notice she does it to rephrase student comments and sometimes to ask a 
student to do something” (Marion) 
 Gender reference “she calls the girls Ms. Every time but the boys by their names” (Adam) 
 
“I noticed that too. That she calls them Ms and then their first names. What is 
that?” (Marion)  
 Reference to previous 
class 




Category Code Description/example 
  Power play  “when ebony says “I want to feel the poem” and the class laughs that to me 
was one of those classic power plays when some kids in the class want to take 
jabs at the new teacher and others want the teacher to succeed. When those 
happens it’s like the conversation isn’t a conversation, it becomes a teacher 
student charade where we play our roles” (Adam) 
  Jabs and Laughter  “they are laughing and taking jabs at her the whole time” (Marion) 
What the 
student(s) does 
  Swearing  “they are swearing which I mean it must be a standard class so maybe this 
poem is not appropriate for them” (Marion) 
   Text connections  “so Ebony has an idea about the book Blindness and she is connecting it to 
other texts” (Adam) 
  “over-educated”  “I sort of read it like Shawn was bored. Like ebony he seems overeducated to 
be with these nimcapoots and…I think he’s doing that thing like major eye-
rolling. Sure he has a deep idea of the poem but what if he’s already thinking 









Category Code Description/example 
  Student “level”  “Is this an honors or standard’s class” (Marion) –before reading transcript 
 
“Watch, this will be an honors class and this will be the big aha” (Adam) 
 
“If this is standards then this is too hard of  poem for them” (Marion) 
 
“That it is dangerous in a standards class to ask a child to read aloud without 
practice” (Marion) 
 






 Visualize student physicality  “It’s a lion name. I pictured a mane (moves hands in a circular dome over his 
head)” (Adam) 
 
“I think he’s doing that thing like major eye-rolling” (Marion) 
 
“I think the kids were goofing around like Marcus was a big bad boy and Juan I 
mean”  (Marion)  
   Student discourse     “you can tell these kids don’t want to be there. They aren’t into learning. They’re 
swearing. They’re firey” (Marion) 
  Evaluate teacher proficiency  “well she says annotate but then she says define the words in the columns which 
is not really annotation so that they are able to go the extra step” (Adam) 
 
“maybe it’s just her policy not to care about that. I care about that. (looks up at 




 Talk about Time  “this teacher just didn’t give them nearly enough time to read the poem” (Marion) 
 
“the imbalance of the time with the poem versus performing a conversation” 
(Marion) 
 Curriculum talk “maybe the poem is secondary and she’s really teaching something about listening 









“This poem, they are discussing, there is a lot of enjambment and the reader 
would have to make a lot of choices on the spot. Very difficult. Very, very 
difficult” (Marion) 
 Visualize physical space of 
classroom 
“I did not see them in a circle at all.” (Adam) 
Marion shakes her head vehemently ‘no’ 
S: what did you picture  
“her at the board fielding questions” (Adam) 




Visceral reaction “I was shocked to see the word anaphora. I didn’t expect that from this 
conversation.” (Marion)  
 
Adam  gasps and uncaps his highlighter, moving back and forth between the 
pages highlighting swear words.  
 
L shakes her head and she reads the transcript. “wow” she mouths to Adam. 
 Compare self with teacher “you know there are times when I ‘ll say to someone.”(Adam) 
 
“she does that thing that we do sometimes because in the moment you’re almost 
ready for the next great point” (Adam)  
 
“this was bad but I can relate some. I mean I have been there with a bunch of kids 
who don’t want to learn or who aren’t engaged or who don’t understand 
(Marion)… or, times when there is a ton of missed connections like this time 









Category Code Description/example 
  Eye contact   Adam engages in eye contact with Marion periodically when making a 
claim; when Marion interprets the transcript, Adam makes extended eye 
contact with me before cutting her off 




 Sits back  Marion’s gesture right before redirecting conversation 
  Squints   Marion squints while waiting for me to stop talking 
 
positioning 
 Sympathize teacher “at that point it didn’t feel like you were ever a teacher” (About me)  
(Marion) 





“well, we talked about that extensively together before and after that” 
(Marion)  
 
“I just think that our perspectives are so drastically different” (Adam) 
 
“We need to vent. To blow off steam. To laugh at them” (Marion) 
 
“As a mom…” (Marion) 
 Frienemy 
 
“I don’t get nice until Adam attacks” (Marion) 
 
“We like to disagree as much as possible except when it comes to making 









APPENDIX F: SHIFTS IN PARTICIPANT DISCOURSE INQUIRIES FOR ADAM 




conversation in terms 
of who gets called 
on? 
 
Are they linking 
reading workshop and 
writing workshop? 
Are the patterns in my writing 
and reading conferences with 
boys like the more personal small 
talk and more interaction with 
kids seated around us, 
represented in my written 
feedback to them as well? 
 
Am I sexist?  
 
How do the stories Marion and I tell influence my 
communication with students? 
 
What would happen if I only did some workshop and more 
whole class stuff? 
 
How am I listening and being listened to or not being listened 






Marion Who’s not getting it? 
 
Who doesn’t think 
I’m funny? 
How is my humor positioning 
certain students?  
 
Woah? Where’d these kids come 
from? Why haven’t I thought of 
them before? 
 
What can I learn about how they 
are listening to one another if I 
take myself out of the equation?  
 
Who am I protecting? Who do I think I’m protecting?  
 
How does silence happen in my classroom? 
 
Where am I when I’m doing that pretend teacher listening 
stuff? Does it start with the other teachers and then got to the 
classroom or vice-versa or both? 
 
What are the ways that I get kids to talk to each other? How 
can I do more of that stuff?  
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